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No
mission• •to
•
mcrease tultlon
Co lumbi a defies a trend in
h igher education in wh ich man y
private co ll eges have sharp ly
increased tuit ion and fi nancial
aid in an att empt to lure co mp et ~
itive s tudents.
Recent . studies show such an
approach cou ld increase a school's
market value and attract more
applicants, diversity and revenue
for low-income schol arshipsbecause in the world of academia,
if it costs more, it's worth more.
But Columbia has consciously chosen another path.
"At private colleges, it is not
uncommon for .bout half of the
students to get an institutional
. grant," said Sandy Bawn, senior
policy analyst for College Board.
"Some {schools] have discovered

that students respond better to
being told they will get a discount
. than they do to a lower published
. price."
The average tuition for a fouryear private institution has
increased 32 percent in the last
decade from $ 16,843 in 1996 to its
current $22,2 18, according to a
2006 Trends in Higher Education
report released by the Co ll ege
Board, a nonprofit association that
provides information and studies
on higher education.
In the shadow of a looming co n ~
cern for affordability, Columbia's
tuition and fees for the 2006-2007
school year increased 4.7 percent
and remain below the national
average at $16,328. However,
when institutional aid is factored in,
Columbia students rece ive less
financi al support and therefore pay
See Tu~lon, Page 6

BiIIy'Bob Thomton-and Virginia Madsen share a laugll during a Q&A session with students in the 1104 Center,
1104 S. wabash Ave., on Feb. 5. The two visited Columbia to screen the movie 'The Astronaut Farmer:

Thornton hosts
inoVie screening

chairs. Flashing a smile that carried his now-immortalized brand

of

.manly

mischievousness,

Thornton pointed at the crowd of
seated attct,ndants and barked,
' ''Stand up! " The students complied to the superstar's sarcastic
Billy Bob Thornton entered the . demands, making the moment a
Film Row Cinema at the 1104 glorious illustration of the star's
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. on inherent appeal: hi s sc reen perFeb. 6, greeted by the enthusiastic sona may be unapologetically
cheerS and standing ovation from rude and crude, yet it holds an
a crowd who had finis hed screeo~ undercurrent of nonconfonni st
iog his new -film, The Astronaut rage that resonates with hilarity
Farmer.
in the hearts of his admirers.
Thornton 's amused gaze surThornton has made a career out
veyed the crowd, before pausing of playing characters tbat preserve
on a few students clapping while their individuality. and this latest
contented ly seated in their

By Matt Fagerholn, . AM:Istant ME Editor

role is no exception .
In The Astronaut Farmer, the
latest work from filmmaking
brothers Mark and Michael
Polish, Thornton plays Charles
Farmer, a NASA astronaut forced
into retirement wh ile saving his
family farm . With his eyes forever pointed toward the stars, he
decides to build his own rocket
ship and enlists the help of hi s
three chi ldren , much to the chagrin of wife Audrey, played by
Virginia Madsen.
Although the government
threatens to stop him in his path,
Farmer forges ahead to realize his

See Astronaut Farmer, Page 17

Joshua Covarrublas/The Chronicle

Mailer invades Chicago
Pulitizer Prizewinning author
speaks about new
book on Hitler
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Ed~or

Strecl,erm,e Chronicle
Norman Mailer signs copies of his new book, 'The castle in the Forest' in
Borders Books at 830 N. Michigan Ave. on Feb. 8.

In this issue~
@
The official student

newspaper at Columbia

College Chicago and
Chicago's South LOOp

Norman Mailer gingerly walked
into Borders Books, 830 N.
Mi chigan Ave., on Feb. 8 with the
help of two canes, almost a halfhour late for a reading and book
signing, but proved hi s appearance was well worth the wait.
" I want to apologize for being
late," Mailer said to the standingroom~onJy crowd. " I've been in an
audience before which politicians
have been late for. I despise them."
The 84~ yea r- old Mai ler sa id
heavy traffic from O ' Hare
caused hi s tardiness, so mething

Presidential
bloodsucker

Page 26

he sa id he need not ex plain to
anyone from Chicago.
A two time Pu litzer Pri ze wi nner and Nationa l Book Award
w inn er, Mailer ha s authored
more than 40 books and was· in
Chicago to tout hi s first in more
than a decade, The Castle In The
Fores/, a ficti o nal tale about the
life of Adolf Hitler.
Mailer s ummed up hi s new
book in one sentence: " It's about
the chi ldhood of Ado lf Hitler from
birth to the age of 16 told through
an assistant of the devil. "
"More books ha ve been w ritten abo ut {Hitler] th an perhaps
anyone I ca n think of," Ma il er
sa id . " But he is beyond our co ncepti on of human nature."
Mailer was asked what made
Hitler different from o th er brutal
di ctators and he responded by
say in g that o ther di ctators killed
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for purpose, while Hitl er kill ed

iri spite of it.
Before signing copies, Mai ler
read several pages from the book
and took questions from a diverse
crowd compri sed of everyone
from young to o ld .
Brandy Paul, 28, brought her
8 -year~ 0 1d son Lance to the even t
because he had asked about the
cover o f the book , which has a
small swastika o n it. The Cas/Ie
In The Forest was the fir st Mailer
book she has ever read.
" I've known of Norman
Ma il er since I was a kid , but
never read hi s work until now:'
Pau l sa id . " I' m fasc in ated w it h
Hitl er for so me reason, ilnd
w he n Lance asked me abo llt
so me of the stuff on th e cover or
the boo k, I decided to brin g him
along."
See Maller, Page 36
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By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Chief
Catching a bus or a train on
schedule in Chicago is like witnessing a unicorn emerging from

hell. The Chicago Transit
Authority was once hailed as the
best transit system in the
Midwest . Now, with an evergrowing cutback in service and
multiplying slow zones, it's a
thorn in the city's side.
I thought th e eTA meltdown
reached it s apex in 2004 with
eTA boss Frank Kruesi's
"doomsday plans," whi ch
raised the fare to $2, bUI I
was wrong. With more service cuts looming o n the hori zon. it's nol hard to believe
22nd Ward A ldennan
Ricardo Munoz and 49th

Ward Aldennan Joe Moore
when they accuse the eTA of
being a "th ird- world Iran sit

system,"
BUI I didn't fulJy realize the
city's anger towards the eTA
until one Saturday ni ght as I
rode home from a retirement·
themed party on the Red Line
eI train. No one was retiring,
or anywhere close to it, but
partygoers donned kn itted
shawls and the best brown and
tan jumpsuits that money could
buy. The party was a blast with
guys in suspenders ro llin g
around in wheelchairs drinking
PBR while listening to the
Beastie Boys' Licensed to III.
The only downside to the night
was the weather- it was cold as a
witch's bosom. Waiting for the
train on the elevated platfonn
proved to be quite the challenge
in my white loafers, which dido't
offer much protection from the
arctic blast of soul·freezing wind.
After a 15·minute wait, I could

finall y make out the glowing
headlights of an approaching
tram.
A middle·age Chicago Transit
Authority employee wearing a
brightly colored yellow vest and
wire rimmed glasses sat directly
across from me. His droopy eyes
made him look like any other
average Joe returning from a late
shift.

ti on, another man , who was
about the same age and dressed
in all black, walked up to the
seated CTA worker.
''I'm a waiter at a restaurant,
and if I were waiting on you I'd
treat you with the same service
you treat me," the man in black
said, his sentence being punctuat·
ed at the end with an "oh geez"
from the CTA worker, saying it as
ifhe expected someone to
confront him.
"Your food would be
stone cold," the disgruntled
waiter continued as he exit·
ed the train'.
The eTA employee hung
his head down, pinching the
bridge of his nose like he was
popping a pimple underneath
his glasses.
While it might not seem like
all CTA employees are doing
their jobs--I'm no longer
fazed to fmd the person man·
ning the Harrison Red Line
station asleep behind the
counter- there are some
employees who truly are stuck
Joshua Covarrubias/ The Chronicle in a bad situation. Like every.
one else, they're just trying to
But he wasn'l. He worked for
pay the bills, and it doesn't help
the agency of mismanaged funds
that their employer probably
thai has caused almost everyone I cou ldn 't even manage a lemon·
know to show up late to work at
ade stand .
least once a month.
I felt bad for thinking ill of.
In my intoxicated state, I
him. It wasn't as ifhe was the
secretly blamed this lowly worker man behind the curtam plotting
every mconvenience imagina·
every time the train was delayed
ble. Seeing him contain his own
due to "signal problems," and for
upset feeling with his tensing
all the rerouting and cancellation
lips and glari ng eyes, I cou ld
of buses that affected my com·
tell we both might have at least
mute to work.
How dare this guy sit with us
one thing in common- our day·
angry CTA riders, I thought.
dreams of retiring .
As the train was slowly
hclauss@chroniclemail.com
approaching an oncoming sta·
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Calendar
Feb. 12· 15
Lelia Steinberg Lecture
Students can come listen to a lecture given by Leila Steinberg on
Feb. 12 at noon. Steinberg originally discovered and mentored rapartist Tupac Shakur. The event will be held in the Music Center,
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
For more information, call Kimberly Weatherly at (311).144-7994.
',"

r-"'V'

poet, Educator

'1'

"<

Lectu~

Haki R. Madhubuti, a poet, educator and fou.nder of the Third
World Press will speak at Columbia on Feb. 12. The event will be
in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., at 3:30 p.rn.
For more information. call Kimberly Weatherly at (312) 344-7994.

Black History Game Show
The Black Student Union and the Res idence HaJJ Assoc iati on
inv ite students to attend a game show to test students' knowledge of
black history. There is a $250 cash prize for the event, which will
take place at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 13 in the Hokin Annex in the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
For more information, call Kimberly Weatherly at (311) 344· 7994:'

.Valentine's Day Workshop
Students are invited to come to the workshop where they can ask
sex educator Sailor J any question and receive honest answers. The
workshop will be in the Writing Center in the 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building on Feb. 14 from 4:45 p.m. to 6 p.m.
For more information, contact Kathleen McLaughlin at
(3 J2) 344-8594.

In Your Opinion
What do you spend your private loans on?

Mexican Prlnt-Maklng
Students are welcome to attend this guided tour of the most
recent book and paper ans exhibit from Mexico. The event will be
in the Book and Paper Center, on the second floor in the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. on Feb. 14 from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
For more information, call Ana Maria SOlO at (3/2) 344·7812.

Big Mouth
This Big Mouth will feature The Last Poets, a group of musicians
who developed from the 1960s African·American civil rights
movement. Big Mouth will be in the Hokin Annex in the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb. 15 at 6 p.m,
For mol'(' infimnation. caU Multicultural Affairs at (312) 344-8567,

"/ u.\·e it/oy school
tuition , school supplies, cloth es and my
hair. "
Ryan Daw son, freshman
wmmun1(:aflOn5 major,
Roosevelr UniverSity

- Tooye CorrdeJl, junior
music major

- f)anicllc Setteringlon.
junior arts, enlertalnment
and media manngemenl
major

- Gabe Frink. junior film
and video major

CHRONICLE

When campus news happens
We're your source for Information

If you have an upcoming event or announcement,
contact the news desk
chronlc.. ecolum.eclu
(312) 34441....
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College revives
Asian Cultural
Affairs office
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

Although Columbia has been
working toward stre ngt henin g
relations hips with minority stu-

dents,' Asian- Americans have
been momentaril y left o ut of
the m ix.

After two years, the ' college
has reinstated the office of
Asian Cultural Affairs, intended

to support one of the college's
smallest
minority
gro ups.
Administrators hope the revived

office w ill help increase a
shrinking Asian-American student population and boost ,Asian

'awareness arou nd cam pus.
The number of Asian and
Pacific Islander students enrolled
. in the college has s lid from 4 to 3
percent within the last decade,
making them one of the least represented minorities on campus. In
2006; American Indian and
Alaskan Native students made up
the smallest ethnicity group, rep-resenting
0.7
percent
of
Columbia's total enrollment.
However, at the School of the
Art lns titute of Chicago, Asian
and Pacific Is lander students
make up 12 percent of the colI ~ge ' s pppul~tj99'o ~cc9rdj n g to
The Princeton Review.
Mark Kelly, vice pres ident of
Student Affairs, acknow ledged
t~is issue and said while the college's Asian-American student
enro llment is a fraction of that at
other arts colleges, it gives the

the coll ege a chance to work
with the reinstated office and
programs , in order tl? attract
more
Asian-Americans
to
Co lum bia.
"Our goal is to s uppon an
inc red ibl e, ri c h diversity on
campus and to mix students up ,
mix divers ity up," Ke lly said.
" It's n'o t to separate [students],
but 'rathe r to connect thi s diversity to the campus ."
Two years ago, the office
closed when the previous coordinator for As ian C ultura l
Affairs left her position. The
office serves as a support group
for Asian-Americans' personal
and academic achievements and
connects them with othe r students. Kelly said the office of
Multicultural Affairs , w hi ch
works with African-American,
tatino and G LBT stud en ts,
could not hire a replacement
because of budget is sues at the
time .
Last year, the office of
Multicultural Affairs cons isted
of one part-time and two fulltime staff members . No,¥, the
office employs four full-time
employees, another three who
work pan-time and several graduate students.
"With the signifi cant expaps ion
in Multicultural Affairs, in both
scope and resources, we're ab le
to augment the staff significantly
and we're just thrilled to go back
to that pOSition," Kelly said.
See Office, Page 9

"

Members of the Muntu Dance Troop perform for students in the Conaway Center in the 1104 Center,
1104 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb. 6. The Chicago group performs dances based on African heritage and
gave this performance as a part of Columbia's African Heritage Month.

possible break in case of murdered grad
By Ha~ey Graham
Ed~or-lrH:hlef

Reports say there is a possible
break in the unsolved Christmas
Day murder of Columbia graduate
Lauren Kiefer, but authorities are
remaining tight-lipped.
Last week the Daily Herald
reponed th at law enforcement
sources close to the investigation
confirmed DNA evidence existed
linking a 25-year-old man, who
grew up with Kiefer, to the murder.
He is now the prime suspect.
The report also Slaled Ihal Ihe
man , who has a criminal past, was
Kiefer 's neighbor in unincorporated Oak Brook Terrace, but the two
were not close: He has been questioned about the murder while
being held in DuPage County jail
for unrelated all eged crimes.

According to the Daily l:Iera1d, the Red Bull energy drink distribDNA evidence linked the man to uting
company,
Power
the 2005 rape, home invasion and Distributing LLC, and Fitz's Pub
in Elmhurst. Kiefer was also doing
robbery of an Aurora woman.
A spokesperson with the . some print modeling.
DuPage County Sheriff's Office
Co lumbia faculty who had
qeclin ed to comment on the Kiefer as a student remember her
as a hard worker who worked well
reports last Friday.
A relative found Kiefer, 24, beaten with everyone.
to death in her home on Christmas
Day. Police believe Kiefer may have
surprised a bwglar after returning
from a family gathering.
Near the end of January, the
reward offered by anonymous
donors for any infonnation leading
to the arrest and conviction of
Kiefer 'S killer nearly doubled to

$47,000.
Kiefer was a broadcast journalism major and graduated from
Columbia in 2005 . She had ~en
working in client development at

International student recruitment a low priority
Research shows
•
Columbia ranks last
in numbers
By Brent Steven White
Associate Editor

Co lumbi a officia ls say possessi ng an international stude nt
body is vital for c reat ing diver-

sity on campus.
But Mark Ke lly, Co lum bia's
vice president of Student Affairs,
said-the sch.ool has "other enrollment priorities" besides e nroll ing
international
students,
and
research by The Ch ronicle shows
the school is fa iling to recru it
international students at a pace
comparable to other loca l higher

National totals

•

Total students

•

International students

111.1"

L~:

the Art Institute of Chicago
Aoosevelt
JOIhuB Covarrublllll/Th. Chronlcl.

Sourc:e: U"--~ and college representatives

educat ion inst itut ions.
sc hool's int ernational student
The research also shows enro llment at 1.4 percent.
Columbia is not meeting U.S.
To compare international
college-level international stu-. enrollm e nt , the research examined the current enrollment
dent numbers.
Kelly said the sc hool hasn't numbers of the Schoo l of the Art
been focu sed o n international Institute of C hicago, Rooseve lt
recruitmen t because of "so Univers ity, Loyo la Univers ity,
many prio rit ies" and that "you DePaul
University
and
can o nly attend to so many at a Savann ah College of Art and
tim e." He sa id those. other prior- Des ign in Savannah, Ga ., which
ities have been the number of has a cu rri cu lum s imilar to
graduate stud ents, the number of Co lumbi a's.
minority stud ents an d the numThe research found that the
ber of studen ts co min g from Sc hoo l of the An Institute of
C hi cago had th e hi ghest percentouts ide of Illi no is.
" It 's not that we [don' t] care ... age of inte rnational students at
there are all kinds of issues that
18 .5 percent, w h ile Savanna h
we need to
was second with 8.7
address," he
percent of th e total
"It
's
nollhat
we
sa id .
student body as
{don
'f)
cdre
..
,
fh
ere
With
154
international
stuare all kinds oj issues
internation a l
dent s. The other
fhal we need fo
s tu dents
schools all
had
e nrb ll ed as of
address. "
between 3 and 4
sprin g 2007,
percent.
Co lumb ia has
Saskia Hofma n,
-Mark Kell y, vice pres ilowes t
th e
directo r
of
dent of Stud e nt Affairs
number and
I nternational
percentage of
Affairs
for
the
international students out of five Schoo l of the An Institute of
schoois studied and the lowest C hicago, sai d the sec ret to the
percent of internationa l students Art In stitute 's s uccess with '
averaged again st the schools' recruiting international stude nt s
total student body, th e research
is s imple : th e s'choo l has "a
shows. Co lumbia 's tota l student co mmitment to recruiting inte rpopul at ion is 10,600 as of thi s national stude nt s" o n par with
which
leaves
the the me thods it uses to r,ec ruit
.spring,

domestic stude nts. However, she
declined to elaborate on recru itment s pecifics.
Co lumbia officials said th e
school's nonaggressive approach
to recruitment is partly to blame
for )the low numbers, but they also
po int ~ d to both 200 I 's terrorist
attacks and America's foreign policy as potentially contributing to
international students deciding to
study abroad elsewhere.
Co lum bia officia ls also said
that be g innin g next fall th e
school will take a more active
app roac h toward rec ruiting
internationa l students .
" Other school s in other countries have kind of jumped on the
bandwagon and sa id, ' Hey, now
that [the United States is ] having
.a hard PR time , we ' re going to
stan pushing our progra ms,'"
sa id Gigi Posejpal , assistant
dean of International Student
A ffairs . " There 's a lot of competit ion out there."
Posejpal pegged Co lumbia's
current international stude nt
recruitment as " arm c hair
recruiting,"
meaning
the
approach curren tl y doesn ' t
actively recruit international
st udent s.
Posej pal also said
that
Co lumbia does n' t offer many

se. StUdents, Page 9 '
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Private loans are 'big bucks' for private lenders
Sallie Mae makes
huge profits with
few risks
By George P. Siefo
Assistant Campus News Editor

Columbia
graduate
Aylah
Weinstein often found herself day-

dreaming about cruises in the
Caribbean and designer clothes.
However, by her junior year, she
found a way to tum her dreams

into reality.
After applying for a $7,000 private education loan through Sallie

Mae, the nation's largest private
lender, she used the money for per·
sonalluxuries, entertainment. food
and bills.
"I just needed a break from
school, so me and my friends took

a one week

cruise

through

Carnival Cruises," said Weinstein,

28, who graduated as a journalism
major last year. "It [cost] about
$1 ,700 10 go 10 the Caribbean." .
Students will often tum to private
loans because they aren'l obligated
to make payments until six months
after they graduate and use the
money for ed\,Icational pwposes.

However, some students, like
Weinstein, spend their private
loans for penonal use--putting
themselves in a .financial bind six
montJis after they graduate.
Weinstein eve n spent $3 ,250
from her private loans on cosmetic
surgery, she said.
Private10w don't require com-

.p1eting the FAFSA. Inslead, privale
: lenders will send the funds direclly
I' to the applicant and have interest
rates and fees determined by the
lender. Depending on the student 's

nee r t

credit rating. applicants may be
required to have a ~signer.
" I had all this money at my disposal," Weinstein said. "There
were some semesters where I
would be broke for a month or
two, waiting for my next ~heck."
Private loans are a big business.
Bank One, Cihbank and Sallie Mae
are among the few that gave students more than $ 17 billion in private loans last year, according to the
Co~ege Board, a nonprofit advocate for higher education. Sallie
Mae found much of its success by
being plaeed on schools' preferred
lender lislS, making them among
'tIte first viewed private lenders for
studenlS looking for loans.
Jennifer Waters, executive director of Student Financial Services,
said Columbia currently has Sallie
Mae on its preferred lender list, but
receive any
the school doesn't
personal gain for bringing customers to the lender. She said
when students apply for a personal
,loan, her department's job is to
educate the student and verify for
the lender that the applicant is
enrolled at Columbia.
"[It's like] if you agree to tenns
. on a car- the rates may balloon,
and whal starts off as $10,000 can
easily tum into $50,000," Waters
said. "Are there people using private loans for nonschool use? I'm
sure there are."
According to Sallie Mae 's annual report, published for current and
prospective investors, private
loans are the fastest-growing segment of its business, with the company issuing more than $6 billion
in 2005 . ItS private loans carry
anywbere from 7 to 25 percent

H

a

I I

interest, and if a student chooses to go
into default, or cannot
make the payments,
the government steps
in and pays Sallie
Mae the principle and
all interest incurred.
100
" All students need
to be conscious of the
money they' re borrowing and cut cor- 80
ners [on spending]
where they can,"
60
Waters said.
Srudents' credit ratings then fall, and
their debt rises, as 40
Sallie Mae increases
their interest rates.
" Sallie Mae makes
money if you pay 20
them back on time,
and Sallie Mae makes
far more money if you
default and don 't pay
them back on time,"

Private Loans In the last decade
1'\ 2006 $17 bllhon ,\<.-lIUl _,r t.H \C! ~ U~t\~ \\:~fe '.dk~11 ot,;t 0." 'j uuellls
In 2005 Sallie Mae provided more than $ 6 billion worth of private loans
to students, making them the largest prrvate lender in the counuy.

U·.WOE'··'WP'SA'¥j§lii§il'@.1J11WFI41 ·'Mtmt.11
In 2006 Industry estimates showed students and parents will pay more
than $200 billion for h1gher education, less than $ 70 billion will corne
from federal student loan programs; another $ 75 billion Will be in the
form of gra nts and other types of aid.
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• Tuition a nd Fees 4 -Yea r Private
said Alan Co llinge,
0 Tu it ion and Fees 4 -Yea r Pu b liC
Source: The College Board
fuunder of Srudent L-__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Loan
Justice
in
Joshua Covarrubias/ Th e Chronicle
Washington D.C., an organization whammy,'" Collinge said. " I know . sonal lifestyle," sa id Ma rtha
trying to change current laws for students who owed $40,000 and Holier, spokesman for Sa llie Mae .
Holle r said by law pri va te
private lenders. " In 1990 Sallie now owe [Sa llie Mae] $400,000. I
Mae went on an acquisition [binge], just hope that students at Columbia lenders must ofTer srudenls pay[and] purchased several collection look elsewhere for their loans. It 's ment options, but that will often
make srudents' debt balloon by
agencies; you could even call· it a really in their best interest."
horizontal monopoly."
While Weinstein said she is applying higher interest rales.
Weinstein now works at a hea lth
In 2005, the company managed conside ring filin g for ba nkruptcy,
$ 122.5 billion in. srudent loans, of c urrent laws won 't all ow it . club downtown and didn' t say how
which 87 percenl were federal ly Instead , her loans w ill be sent to much she's making.
insured and protected Sallie Mae one of six debt collection agen" I' m not sure how I'm gOing 10
against students who don't pay them cies owned by Sall ie Mae and pay [Sa llie Mae] back," Weinstein
make an additional 25 percent ofT said. "[But] i fI had to do it all over
back, according to its annual
"They even convinced Congress whatever is collected. "We coun- again, I would."
in the 90s to get rid of bankruptcy ci l srudents to make sure they
on student loans; it 's a double finan ce their education, not pergsle/o@chroniclemlli/.com

report.

Events

Monday February 12

Leila Steinberg
A Conversation with the Woman
WhRDiscovered Tupac Shakur
12:00\PM
.
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'*Wednesday February 14
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•. Jazz Gallery in the Lobby
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Tuition:
Columbia offers
less support than
average colleges
Continued f rom Front Page
just as much as the average student
in a four-year private college.
Co lumbia has not sought outs ide funding for sc ho lars h ip

endowments un til
recent ly.
accord ing to M icki Leventha l,
d irector of Media Relations. For
the last s ix years, the co llege has
been working to remediate its
dependence on tu ition that makes
an increase in fi nancial assistance
nearl y impossible.
"You have to have huge endowments to do tuition discounting
because the money has to come

from somewhere," Leventhal said.
" It's a very long-term kind of

process and people don 'I necessarily understand that."
To keep its education a ffordable
while waiting for endowments,
Columbi a's sticker-price tu ition
remains relatively low. However,
many colleges and universi ties
similar to
Columb ia
have
increased the price of attendance in
an attempt to attract desirable students, according to Baum .
In the 2004-2005 school year,
tuition at Savannah College o f Art
and Design in Savannah, Ga. was
$20,250. That year, the school provided 80 percent of its students
with institutional aid, averaging
$4,575 per studen !. Si milarly,
more than half of the students at
the School of Art Institute o f
Chicago, whose

$25,660, received an average of
$8,73 1 fro m the school, according
to the National Center fo r
Education Statistics.
Because Columbia 's tui tion
was S 15,280 that year, 9 percent
of Columbia s tudents received
fin ancial aid froI!! the college,
averaging · S3,730 given by the
school per student.
Columbia's current tuition discounting rate is below 4 percent,
one of the lowest of all private colleges in the nation, according to
Mark Ke lly, vice president o f
Student Affairs. He said the decision to keep tuition and discounting low is one the college has purposefull y made.
" We want truth in adverti sing," Kell y said. "Co lumb ia has
consc ious ly dec ided not to get
into that game o f raising tu ition
dramaticall y."
But such affordability came at a
cost for schools like North
Carolina Wesleyan when it cut its
tuition 23 percent in 1996 from
$8,600 to $6,600, The idea was
that enrollment would increase
because more families would be
able to afford it. Although the plan
worked for other schools, like
Muskingum College in Ohio and
Ursinus College in Pennsylvania,
lowering tuition at North Carolina
Wesleyan actually devalued the
institution.
"Cutting the price [of tuitl'on]
was really more the equivalent of
branding the college as a less competi tive school," said Gary
Shennan, Wesleyan's vice president of Enrollment Management.
" It didn't have the effect of attracting more srudents, it just had the
effect of lowering revenue."
S ince 2001, North Carolina
Wesleyan has more than doub led

its tuition and increased its discount rate to 38 percent. The
change 6as helped raise emollment
dramatically, causing an increase
in minority students and the average SAT score of incoming freshman, Shennan said. The college is
now recognized by U.S . News and
World Report as the second most
diverse comprehensive bachelor 's
college in the south .
Whi le Brian Matos, president of
Columbia's Student Government
Association, doesn 't 'support an
increase in tuition, he understands
the draw o f merit-based scholarships, and said it remains at the top
o f SGA's priorities this year.
"Students feel better about
themselves and about where
they're going when they fee l
they're being appreciated," Matos
said. " I think [Columbia is] focusing more on how to reward those
students. If the money was available, I'm sure they would be more
rhan willing to pump rhose dollars
into it." .
D es pite Co lumbi a's ' op ene nro ll ment p o li cy, w hich th e
coll ege eall s a "gene rou s
approach to adm issions," and
lack of fin an cia l a ss is tance,
Ke lly said the college continues
to attract more compe titi ve students each year.
" We have a niche in rhe market
place and students fmd that very
attractive," Kelly said. "Right now,
if anything, that niche is becoming
stronger by the year."
Although Columbia has been
characterized as a regional school
in the past, he said 40 percent of
next fall 's incoming freshmen will
be from out of state. And· while the
administration at some tuiti ondriven schools may blush at their
inability to be selective, Columbia

embraces its price and policy.
"We could cap enrollment and
become a selective college," Kelly
said. "Surely in the world of academia, where you 're valued by your
ability to say no to the greatest

'number of students, our stature
would increase~~.for,&Ut~,
for what we care ~ul,.it, would
destroy the instjtuttOa~ ,; ,,'
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Seeking·shelter

[c]s

A pedestrian seeks shelter from the snow at the intersection of Van Buren and
State streets on Feb. 6 . Three Inches accumulated. making it the yea r's first
major snow fall.

College embraces graduate
school size, niche programs
By Amanda
c.mpuo
_ Maurer
EdItor

While Columbia 's overall population
continues to grow each year. the college's
graduate school works to keep its enrollmentlow.
Earlier this month, officials in the office
of Research, Evaluation and Planning
released a spring 2007 Enrollmen. Report.
which tall ied the number of graduate students registered in each program of study.
C urrently, more than 600 students are
studying in the graduate program, J 7 percent less than last semester.
Ho .....ever. this drop is typical because
Columbia's graduate programs rarely
admit students half-way through the year,
said Robert Garcia. director of Graduate
Admissions. Of the 620 students CUJTt'l1tly
enrolled in the college's t 1 programs,
nearly one-third is majoring in the arts,
entertainment and media management
program.
While the gnodua.e schoolllJ"W 4 perc:<:n'
during the 2005-2006 academic year. the
college typically tries 10 keep each pr0gram 's size cooaistent. Garcia said. A
majority of programs have 30
80 stu·
dents enrolled, he said. adding thaI some
programs. such IS the recently crea.ed
Music Compooilion for the Screen discipline. started with 10 Sludc:nts las. fall.
·'[Professors] want 10 gi.. students \'a)'
individualized anmIion and wanI 10 make
sure !bey gel cxactIy whaI!bey need.·· Iie said.
While Colwnbia's graduate programs
can 't be companx1 to the Size or variety of
slate 1.'OlIcges, they ~ similar to those at
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
ClOSt to Columbia 's Size, the master 's pr0gram •••he An InstiMc has less than 600
sludcnl~ enrolled. Some similar program
torh.':S at"C o tlCrcd. mcluding ",'Tiring and
tl:3Chmg.
.
In 1,.'Of\trast.. the: UOIH.-rsit)' of Chicago has
oearty 80 013..\1t.'f 'S programs. ""th rtlOrC
than 9.000 Sludo.'f1ts enrolled.
Some offiCials agftt that ccrt un pr0grams lhm'c when profcs...-..ors have small

'0

clas..~

"Yoo ncoJ to M.\ C :l cnl1C3J T1l3SS to ha\c."
• good !,'Ddu3.c program. unless you. ,..
doing something 0Il<'<l0-<l<I<:. s:ud Roger

........

Geiger. head professor of Higher Education
at Penn Slate University.
Geiger explained that when it comes 10
certain areas of study. an intimate program
can be beneficial.
Garcia voiced similar opinions and said
mos. of Columbia·s gradua.e programs try
to keep their sizes fairly consistent each
year for a number of reasons. For example,
any increase in a program 's size would
require additional resources and space.
However. he said while pursuing a mas·
ler's degree for some fields is advantageous.
they're not ~ in all industries.
" Master's degrees have a very ambigu.
ous value to them," he said. "Some mas·
tcr's degrees, like in engineering or the
MBA . have real power in the marketplace
and mean something."

Having a master 's in other fields like history simply means the student has studied
more about the topic , he said.
" It's not necessary [to have a master's in
some fields]: · Geiger said. .. " might be desirable. bull
see master·s degm:s bec0ming a required credcntiallO wrilC a poem. ,.
This semester 's courses are all that
stands in Crystal Simon's way before she
graduates and receives her master's
degree in arts. entenainment and media
management from Colwnbia.
Simon came to Colwnbia after attending S.iIIman College. a liberal arts school
in Tuscaloosa. Ala. After receiving her
undergraduate degree in music. she wanted to complete her master 's in Q.fl arts
management program . A quick Internct
scarch led her to Co lumbia. Simo n said.
Since she started attending Columbia
dunng the fa ll 2005 semester. Si mon
said she has cnjoyed ta king small classes and having professors who still "o rk
10 the industry.
''I'm enjoymg it:' she sa id. " I get 3 lot
of di ffe rent co nnecti ons because o ur
teachers arc st ili In their fi el ds and that's
defin ilely a pl us for o ur program."
Otht.'T popular fie lds of study 10 the
graduate pro gram incl ude Creati ve
Wnung. Flcllon. InterdiSCipl inary Arts.
Dance Mo\'cment Therapy and Fil m and

can·.
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AFRICA.dol.COM, DRUMS TD DIGITAL
Janu8ty 15 , February 28. 2007
The Glass Curta in Gallery 01 Columbia CoIIeie ChICago IS provO to present A'rlCa Oot.Com. lin
e),hlbttion that 't'lSua11y and Interact:Nely explores the collision of modern culture and technology on
cross-cu ttural communication . Against the bedlground 01 traditional Alricen "Utlkln" drunlS. doneo
and oral tJadftJon!,. powerln, of the VOICe throuet'l ek)ctrOnle medlll has altered these loni-i)StabhshtKl
customs. New tech~ has stren8lheoed and re infort9<l the assimllatl()f'l 01 Afrbn ttlipreSSIVO
culture In to vibrant new lorms In America.

Unlike ctassic81 Afr ICan 8r t f}lI hlbh.ions. Al rlca .OolCom focuses on lopresenUng Afrk;o us pal t 01 the
modern world. with cultures that have I\lMgated Into new medlll tllongsrde the gIObOl communny.
Since the 1960s. dramatIC changes have tnken plaCe as a resu tl of AfrICan Indopendence. lind
eccess to new media , comPUters. dliVtal technology and moDde phonel! is growing at 1'1 llIold uno
Anthropologi5ts currenUy encounter all types 01 digital media In both urban ilnd ",Jlal settings. ,md tho
chartln& of InnovallYe. vaned pracOces wllhln II range of media has only lusl begun.
AfriCa.Dot.Com is curaled b'f Columbia CoHeee alumni Deborah Stokcs. who currently tcactlc!! Alficlln
U nN"ef~ly of II hnoos Ch lC8&O and h8!1 comp4eted he kllMO!l8 fcr. U\ Nl&efl3 nn(l I'\cnyn

a n h istory 8t tho
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ETHNIC DRESS: Art & Culture
January 15 - February 23, 2007
ReoeptIon: January 25, 5-7 pm
EthnIt; Dntss: Art & Culrure showcases twenty.fNe ga rments from " round the world. sekJcted h om tho
CoIumb.a Study Collection to explore tne InterrelaUonstups of tethnok>Ct and 841Sttlfrhc8
thfOUlh the material culture of dleas. The exh ibition demonstra tes hO¥I' the unNeraal lechnlQV05 of
Fashion

embrOidery, pnntJna. WMYinl and 8pP1~ are used by diWlI!tfJ 5OCHI1)M \0 ckXhe the hody and eliPfeM

cultural Identity.
Ethnic

aess: Art & Culture tePfesent3 tile coliabonltlOn of CoIumOI8 College Ctllcago "aduate and

undefc,raduate lludent5 In the Arts.. Entertainment and Media Management and the Liberal Ed\JC.8tlon
cMp8rtment5. COordrnated D)' Robefl Blandford's EJr. tllbitrOfl Management elMS.
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BOOM BOX w;t" pow... . ~.
January 22 Fetlruary 28. 2OC1l
Boombok IS an art COIIeCtNe of three ChICago arUSts Ouslm Harr~ . Joel M.wml! Jr . and Lf' i. Plns¥y.
aliatTihates cA Columbia Cokge Chrc&go Ttle c.ollectlve st.;,Ies an Ir1ter05t to contc-mporary uI M n hIe
current and ntstorQ SOClO-pohtkal ISSUeS and DOP\Jlar culture nMm name fei'l(.octs the a motCn(..~ .
pCayfulne55. acU0f18nd unrversal 'oIOICe In thell work. Bt.'tween the Ih l ee ar tJ5l 1, 'hey It'lCOf POfd1J! graH,"
ano grapNc pClJOtJngstyles, rn.a n lOUlatti'.mages from pooolar cu"ure an<l CUrtent l..'Wf1 t& and ofl~r tXIkI
commentary on tnc state 01 SOCial aoo racial pohclCS In Ine US T~1hc r . tlMm ~,.,. rCSQOnd9 ttl 'he
cNractef 01 urn&n life. all tfloe .,.-nli(: remalt'l,,,, fun lInd OUCIyant. "'IOtdnt ano alMO I ' ~e 1'1 boC.lt"lo-]1

[RE]COLLECT
lanu"ry 25 ' M atch 1, 2007

amaurwfg,chromclemad com
4

'1110

{R E]COLLECl rs an IntHnate groupmi of 15 ',o,or~ s 'rom I n e ICiSpace-s perm anenl an
collec1lOn . Tnl5 uniOl t I~ it selectI on of paintIn gs and ",m-a ttl at I'Ilgh hVtts some of "U f
recent acqu/.SlttOns. u nl tHUrT & tn~ ... or ~.5 as a Sl nVe body bfln es focus to undeffe (j re-Mnlt:d
med l. tN t ofte-n 1e1 (We r~I(e<l ln Ihe I.r l~ phOIO Dased coUectlon . SpecIal e-.rrubrtion-s"Ir. e
I RE ICOL LECl ensure tnat a ll types of media f rom Ii'll! ICjSpaCH permanent collectIon are
un)QUety rep4'esented Furthermore . rt elftends cur commItment to d .....e lopt nl " coll ect.on
based on the Cotu m~ Col .... st udents' dlY.,, , boche~ of work.
I CJ.S~ Ms De-en ptoud to

coHe ct stud e nt af1-.ortr 'rx the Collect I", nea r ty t .... o dec..&dH.
TM co U.ctJOn 15 made ...-a lta b ~ to campus ot'hc:n and centers thtouCh our n... Artwork
l endlftC Pro&1am , EKtt p..u: IS • treasure and OUlkh n l otoc lr to ~ .. pand'"l CoI umOfa ·. ' I(.h
'Il5Ua1 hllROry of studen: wortt.
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U,S, , Cellular ~ gets me... so / can a/ways get the score.

MEN'SLACROSSE •UPCOMING GAMES!

Great Lakes Lacrosse League
Columbia's Spring 2007 Schedule

Sun March 25 @ Western Illinois
11 am
12:30

NIU - Columbia
Columbia - W.II.

Sat. March 31
12 pm
3 pm

@ Northwestern

DePaul- Columbia
Univ. Chicago - Columbia

Sat. April 14 @ NIU
Chicago Machine Tournament - Day r
11 am
12:30
2pm
3:30

NIU - River Falls 1/ Northwestern - Columbia
Loyola - Stout I I DePaul - Univ. Chicago
Winners of 11 am games II Losers of 11 am games
Winners of 12:30 games I I Losers of 12:30 games

Sun. April 15 @ NIU
Chicago Machine Tournament - Day 2
11 am
12:30

Sun. April 22 @ NIU

f3 - f3 II l4-f4
.1 - .1

2 pm
3:30

Univ. Chicago - Columbia
Loyola - Columbia

Sat. + Sun. APRIL 28 -29 @ NIU
GLLL CHAMPIONSHIP
TOURNAMENTI
Rankings are TBD

http://ATHLETlCS.CQ~UM.EDU

1/ .2 - .2

c.lItad .... ...., .... . UN .. W............. 1AMII0fIIee A· a u .. 111.7· ATHLI'IICIICOU. . . .

y. Us. Cellular
CO"",,;,
w,

with )'01t.

getusc.com
1-888-buy-uscc

I
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New scholarship .aids study abroad
By Aisha Qidwae

scholarship next fall which w ill
award $2,500 toward international educational stud ies each
Maddie Bosack has dreamed of semester to one student who hal)
studying in France si nce the excelled in African-American
eighth grade, when she vis ited Studies or contributed to the
her older sister who was tak ing African-American com'munity.
classes in Paris. Now that she is
" It 's important for students to
in college , Bosack has been travel and learn about other culinvestigating many programs that tures and themselves," said Lisa
would allow her to take-cl asses in Brock, chair of the Libera l
Paris before she graduates, but Education Department.
said such an opportunity cou ld
Kamoinge, Inc., a photography
cost anywhere from $6,000 to group dedicated to promoting
$ 15,000. Despite the cost, she is African-American representation
detennined to find a way.
in art galleries, donated photos to
Fortunately for Bosack, a soph- Columbia's Liberal Education
amore arts, entertainme nt and Department to. raise money fo~ the
media
management
major, KalJloinge-Ferman Scholarship
Columbia's Liberal Education ~ 'fund.)
Department is offering its first - At an auction on Nov. to, three .
Staff Writer

Kamoinge, Inc. photograph ers
presented their work to the faculty
and community gathered at 352 1
S. Martin Luther King Jr. Drive.
Through the auction, the Liberal
Education Department raised
$25.000.
Chris Greine r, director of
International Programs in the
offi ce of Academic In itiatives and
International Programs, said study
abroad has become a new foc us for
Columbia in the last two years.
He said approximately 50
Columbia students studied abroad
through independent programs last
year, whi le 100 Columbia students
studied a broad through departmental programs. Some included
the recent J-tenn trip to Shanghai,
C hina, offered by the Liberal

'Think about the children'

Education Department, a summer as we ll , accordi ng to an Open
semester in Prague, Czech Doors study publ ished by the
Republic, offered by the Fiction In stitute
of
In te rn ational
Writing Department and a summer Ed ucat io n o n Nov. 13 . The
semester in Florence, Italy, offered report sai d more than 200,000
by the Art and Design Department. U.S. students stud ied abroad in
About 12 students have partici- 2006 , an increase of about 8 perpated in the Co llege-Wide cent s ince the year before.
Internat ional Exchanges that the
Kamoinge, Inc . historian Herb
Office of International Programs Robinson sa id studying abroad
shou
ld be an integra l part of a
runs in London, Dublin and Pari s.
" We 're at this point in the pro- student 's education.
gression of education where we
" [Experiences like studying
can no longer im agine that stu- ab r~d'are] more or less the core of
dents can deve lop as artists, PJo- your knowledge, even more than
fess ionals and cit izens w ithout . bookJ~am ing," Robinson said. " It 's
considering the g lobe, the entire tharexposure that's very important,
and if you don 't have it, you're
perspective," Greiner said.
Thi s tre nd of an increasing miss ing so much as a student."
number of stu dent s stud y in g
chronicle@ colum.edu
abroad has held true nationally
"Co lumb ia be li eves that
diversity, w hi ch is measured in
mUltipl e ways, is central to the
ed ucatio na l expe ri ence," he
said. " If we were to ha ve every one just from Chicago, o f one
race and economic strata , we
would fail to trigger our stu dents' imag inations, and [fail
Continued from Page 3
to] help th em understand [what
traditional degrees, and interna- e lse] is out there in the world. "
Plan s to revamp Colu mbi a's
tional students seek in g a n
advanced degree might not find internat ional recruitm ent methCo lumbia's cu rr icu lu m benefi- ods are already underway. The
internat ional student app licac ia l to their needs.
"We have a special n ic he w ith tio n is now available on
the program s that we offer," Col umbia 's website, and the
Posejpal sa id . "A lot of people school has in tegrated its interthat co m e out of language nat ional st udent- recruit m ent
schools are look in g for master 's progra m - int9 ! t~ e} admissions
program s and M BA s. Not too operat ion.
Moving forward , Kelly said
many are lookin g for MFAs in
Ihe school might use part of its
fi lm or creative writ ing."
In addit ion to having a small - future resources to either hire
er international stude nt body, ~mother full-time staff member,
Co lumbia doesn't offeLscholar· whose job would be to reenlil
ships spec ifi cally for interna- internationally, or to hire a comlio nal slUd enls. SUi officials at pany 10 represent Columbia at
both Rooseve lt and Savannah international co llege fairs.
Ke lly furt her noted that the
sa id their in sti tutio ns provide
school will be active ly recruiting
them.
Mary Theis, ass istant d irector inte rn ational students by attendof the Office for Internatio na l ing college affairs in Thailand ,
Korea, Ja pan and
Programs
at
poss ibl y
China
Loyo la, sa id the
"Columbia
start ing next fal l. He
sc hoo l plan s to
believes t" af diver- also said the school
implement sc hola rs hips for inter- sity. w"ic" is meas- plans to use its conured in multiple
tacts with European
nation a l stude nts
ways, is celltral to hi gher educat ion
starting in the fa ll
t"e educational
in stit utions
an d
of 200 7.
experiellce. "
" leverage" that into
" Other uni ve rth e
recruitment
s iti es a re doing
-Mark Kelly, vice
it , so why not
process.
president of Student
Moore,
Gi ll ian
u s?"
Po sejpa l
sai d . " [Wh e n we
execlltive director of
Affairs
I
Academic Initiatives
h ave them], it
raises th e int e res t in our in sti- and Internat ional Programs, sai d
tution . It shows the instituti o n she believes part of tile key to getis really int e rested in a ll o ur ting intern at iona l students to
attend Co lumbia is to bu il d the
co nstitu e nts."
Tanya Mels, an international school's presence overseas.
s tud e nt fro m Sou th Africa
Moore also said her department
who' s
s tud y in g
film
at has worked to get Co lumbia's
Co lumb ia, sai d she heard about name overseas by becoming
th e co ll ege from a hig h schoo l members of the Eu ropean League
teacher as an exc hange student of In st itutes of the Arts. This
in her soph omo re yea r. Me ls attracts a larger international audisa id s he has noti ced a lack o f ence, Moore sa id .
E Ll A is an independe nt netinte rn atio na l students on campu s, and doesn ' t know a ny fel- work of abollt 360 Arts
low South Afr icans. She s aid Education Insti tu tes with memshe think s the school shou ld be rs from 47 cou nt ries.
But Moore said the proc ess
have a better international stufor ge ttin g int ernational stude nt an d exc han ge program .
den
ts to attend Colu mbi a won' t
"Co lum bia should stret c h far
and beyond ," s he sa id . " Th e happe n overnight.
"A ll of thi s takes tim e, [but]
ra nge of w he re [stude nt s a r ~ ]
we rea ll y need to get our face
fr om cou ld be bigger."
Ke lly mai ntain ed th a t the on the m ap," s he said. "An d
school values its international thro ug h orga n iza tions lik e th e
st ud en ts because th ey c reate ELl A a nd joining oth er int ernadivers ity on campus. He sa id lion a l organizations , we a re
without them, students a nd facu l- go in g to be on that map. "
ty " would have a myopi c view of
bwhile@chroniciemaii. com
the world and how it works ."

Students:

ColUmbia to alter
international
student program

Marta Evans, a
i theater major, implores ped estrians 'Think about the ch il dren' as she
hands out pamphlet&-anno uncing the dangers .of global warmiog outSide the 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building. on Feb. 5.

on," she said.
the events and office hinges on how
Among a number of projects, many students become involved,
Park plans to in itiate new activities
"They have to actively partici.
on campus, including an Asian- . pate," Tom said. "No matter what
American student organization and the center does, or what Student
anothe r fo r facu lty and staff, Affai~ does, we can 't [succeed]
increase Asian-American visib ility without the students involved."
The office of Asian Cu ltural
on campus and continue to netContinued/rom Page 3
work w ith other Asian organiza- Affairs has already planned several
tions in the area.
events, including the office 's kickYoonshin Park , the new COOfThe office of Asian Cultural off event, "Wake up! With Asian
dinator for Asian Cultu ral Affairs will team up with Cultural Affairs" on Feb. 13.
These events intend to celebrate
Affairs , originally came to Columbia's Center for Asian Arts
Columbia as an internationa l and Media, 29 E. Congress the number of Asian-American stus tudent from Seoul, Korea . Parkway, run by executive director dents, facu lty and staff at Columbia,
Dur ing her t ime at the college Nancy Tom . The . center promotes rather than focus ing on historically
she co mpleted two master's and presents artwork and media pro- low enrollment numbers.
Park said she feels confident in
grams created by and about Asians.
d~gree s, the most recent in the
The center; which celebrates its the number of Asian-Amer ican
Interdisciplinary Arts' Book and
10th anniversary this year, will students e nrolled at Columbia. She
Paper program.
Park sa id she w ill work to work w ith Park 's office to infonn said it doesn't matter if the Asianbecome an advocate for Asian- students of the program s and American popu lation is small, so
American students on campus and events, wh ich include a conversa- long as the students are visually
tion with playwright David Henry represented on the campus.
make up for lost time.
Kelly and Tom said th e co llege
" I'm a little ove rwhelmed Hwang in March.
However, Tom said the success of needs more programs focused on
because we have a lot to catch up
As ian topic s and agreed that th e
programs shou ld be geared to stuAsianlPacific Islander Students 1997-2006
dents of all ethnicities.
" I fee l we' d be puttin g our
2001 2002
st ude nts a t a disadvan tage if
they did not know about the dif2006
1997 1998 1999 2000
2003 2004 2005
fe re nt c u ltures and diffe re nt
countries," Tom sa id .
Wake Opt With Asian Cultural
Affairs" wiii be held on Feb. 13 in
the Hokin Annex, in the Wabash
Campus Buiiding. 623 S. Wabash
Ave. The event will run from noon
to I p.m.

Office:
•

S

t!>o.

OffiCIals tequest
programs for all
ethnicities"

amaurer@chroniclemaii. com
4.4~ 4.2%

4.1 % 4.2% 4.3% 4.0% 3.6% 3.5% 3.1 % 3.1%
Joshua Covarrublu/The ChronIcle
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Editorials

Back from the Drawing .Boards

Columbia not well-endowed

C

o lumbi a has been
battling its addiction

to tuition for years.

As with an y addiction, the

key to curbing a bad habit is
to break the cycle.

Rec ent

trend s

in

th e

tuiti on game sugges t co lleges rai se their tuit ion to
compete with high er-priced
sc hool s in order to get morc
st udent s through the door.
Thi s, apparently, increases a
market
va lu e.
school 's
Busi ne ss is bu s iness and
th ere is no\hing wrong w ith
th at.
So m e fami li es believe
that if a coll ege is more
expensive then it mu st be
higher quality. While that
is n' t necessaril y true , it is a
sys tem that tend s to work .

Hi gher

tuition

I
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usuall y

mea ns that th e co ll ege has
something morc to offer to
its students th an simpl y a
li brary.
But because ce rtain co lleges a re well-endowed
financiall y, they can provide
tuition discounts throug h
scholarships and other fund s
that help a ll eviate student
financial burden s.
Columbia can ' t.
Whil e the college has said
time and time again that its
mi ssio n has never been to
seek outside funding for
sc holarships until recent ly,

AHA! AID ANP COMFORr

Even though Co lumbia is
it still begs the question :
not well-endowed , it can
Why not ?
Col umbia is still o ne of d e finitely get into the
the most affordable four- fundrai s ing game with more
year private in stituti ons, but fervor. The reason why peoit provides less student aid ple don 't give to thi s school
than other schools. For th e is because the y don ' t
past six years, the college be lieve in it. Co lumbi a has
has addressed the prob lem been trying to improve its
by getting _more funding image as a mediocre arts
from out side sources- but it and communication school
is a long process to be ab le by trying to be more v isibl e
to discount tuition.
to other prospective stu" You have to have hu ge dents out of state, but it st ill
endowments to do tuition has mo re to do .
not
Co lumbia
di scounting becau se the
We ' re
money has to come from Uni versity. We ' re Columbia
somewhere ," sa id Micki Co ll ege-" co ll ege-" being
Leven thal ,
director
of the key off-puttin g factor
here.
Media Relation s.
Nonetheless, we think the
But Columbia has made a
co nscious decision not to co ll ege s hould look into
play the rapidly increasing tuition di scounts . It will
tuition game . Mark Kelly, take a whi le, but the only
vice president of Student way to break the tuitionAffa irs, said Col um bia is a driven cycle is to try someniche market and doesn't thin g different for a change.
need to seek out more stuWhile Columbia has condents because the col lege sciously chosen not to
continue s to see s tudent increase its tuition to get
enro llm ent grow every year. into bigger markets, it has
That's true. But cutting also chosen to follow its
costs and providing more ongoing model , which is,
assistance to needy students unfortunatel y, tuition-drivs hould always be on the en .
front burner. We reali ze that
The college should not be
in order to use endowments content with taking money
Columbia first has to have from students while providone, and that- from what in g less financial aid.
we can gather- won ' l hapStudents shouldn ' t be
pen any time soon.
content either.

'lOmE ENEMY!

Dan WrighVMCT

Climate change not strange
lo bal warmin g is
serious. But for some
odd reason, 40 percent of Americans, according to a 2006 poll from the
Pew
Re search
Center,
believe that burnin g fossil
fuels is not a cause of global
wanning .
Furthennore, out of J 13
polled
members
or'
Congress, only 13 percent
of Republicans believe it
has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt that global
wanning is humanity 's fault,
according
to
National
Journa l's "Congress ional
In sider's Po ll. " The rest
blame it on forces of nature .
The skeptic s 'can learn
something from a United
Nation s global warming
report released on Feb. 2.
Scientists in Paris officially
declared the threat is manmade-a claim the United
States still refutes.
How much mo re ev idence
does the government need?
Do we have to walk around
covered in blue sunblock in
January a la Robocop in
order to consider the noti on
that somethin g is wrong? As
if it 's a totally off-th e-wa ll
and ludi crous idea th at we
ca n actua ll y be res pon sibl e
for screwi ng up the pla·net.

G

At the Intergovernmen tal
Pan el on C lim ate Change
( IPCC), scientists from 130
countrie s concluded that
g lobal warming is " very
likel y" caused by man 's
burning of fossil fuels and
not forces of nature .
The IPCC report s tates
temperatures will likely ri se
3.5
to
7. 1
degrees
Fahrenheit over the course
of the next 95 years . Sea levels continue to ri se. This
trend, according to the
report, wi ll continue for centuries- unless, of course ,
we begin to change the ways
we poliute the Earth.
The report a lso suggests
that hum ans w ill get to
experience wonderful climate changes such as
wanner days and fewer cold
o nes and more heat waves.
Also, there will be more
c hances for in creasing ly
intense tropical stonn s, hurricanes and our personal
favorite, typhoons .
French President Jacqu es
C hirac demanded th at the
U nited States s ign th e
Kyoto treaty. If it didn ' t,
France sa id it would ha ve to
impose a carbon tax on all
Euro pea n exports to the
U.S. in o rd e r to fo rce
Ameri ca int o co mpliance .
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.lenn Zimmer men

Dane Neilan
AQItt.nt City Beat Editor

Have an opinion about something you read In thi s newspaper?
Did you catch a mistake, th ink we could have covered a story better or
believe strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 11 you'll find
a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from yo u.

- The Columbia Chronicle Edirorial Board
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The Kyoto treaty applies
to nearly 170 countries that
have made commitments to
reduce emission of carbon
dioxide and other greenhou se gasses. Remember
that this is a country that
pulled the word " French"
from references to fries- so
anyth in g Ch irac says will
likel y go unnoticed by
Americans .
It 's disturbing that even AI
Gore talking about the
World Trade Center memorial being underwater in the
future can't convince those
in charge of the real threat of
global wanning.
Perhaps it 's the notion that
the threat isn't imminent that
keeps America from joining
th e fi g ht against c lim ate
change.
The iss ue of g lobal warming is nothing new. At least
when humanity is concerned
we ' re making headway into
add ressi ng th e problem. At
least the U.S. has not
declared a war on globa l
warming yet, which is good ,
si nce the country can s till do
something about this one as
opposed to ot her fail ed declarations of warfare: the War
on Terror, the War on Drugs
and the War o n Whatever
Comes Next.

J.-c.G.llllrt
Coptt Editors
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Make a note to vote
In many respects, I
might be what some
would call a " political
junkie." I watch the
news, read the paper
and follow local and

national politics. I
have a genuine interBy Allison Riggio
Associate Ed itor

est in government.
The thing is, I don'l

know if I would necessarily consider myself a political junkie.
The Chicago Tribune reponed Feb. 6 that
Kane County introduced a "votemobile"-a
traveling polling place-to accommodate

constituents in various parts of Elgin during
early voting. The votemobile will appear at a
different location in the suburb every day
until five days prior to its Feb. 27 election.
Early voting can encourage more people
to cast a ballot if they can 't make it out on
Election Day. Elgin's votemobile is a great
attempt to .further increase voter turnout.
Theoretically, the more convenient voting
becomes, the more people will do it.
When did it become necessary, however,
to wait hand-and-foot on the general public?
Voting used to be a privilege reserved for the
elite members of society-a privilege people
fought many years to bestow upon every
man and woman 18 or older. It seems these
days voting is more of a hassle-a chore,
even---to those who bother to do it at all.
In the last presidential election, roughly 75
percent of registered voters in Chicago cast a
ballot, according to the Chicago Board of
Election Commissioners.
Voter turnout in the city dropped to about
49 percent during the November 2006 elections, which seated Illinois ' g6vernor, secretary of state, treasurer, as well as various
members of federal and state legislature.

Joshua Covarrubias/The Chronicle

During the last municipal e lect ion in
2003, on ly 33 percent of registered voters
cast ballots to elect the mayor, clerk, treasurer and aldermen of the city of Chicago.
I get it. Presidential elections have more
hype. The issues are heated. The candidates
are big-time political players. The ideas of
democracy, campaigning and voting 'are
shoved down our throats from March
through November. So what happens to that
surge of political interest when it comes to
smaller-scale political races?
The last time I checked, President Bush
isn't in charge of passing state-wide healthcare legislation, yet only half of Chicago's
registered voters cared enough to elect the
person who is-the governor.
The last time I checked, Gov. 81agojevich
isn't in charge of passing city-wide smoking
bans, yet only one-third of Chicago's regis-

tered voters cared enough to elect the people
who are-the city counci l members.
I can't help but think the principles behind
voter apathy are the same ideas that make
the general public falsely label me a "political junkie." Having a basic interest in politics isn't an obsess ion-it's a civic duty. It
doesn't need to consume every moment of
the day, but it shou ldn 't be ignored, either.
Just as the citizens of this country have the
right to vote, they have the right to choose
not to as well . That's the beauty ofthis country: It's free.
But don't ever be fooled by anything
that's free. There 's always a catch. It is
impossible to go through life without
ever being affected by the deci sions of
elected officials.
Streets aren't gening plowed and salted in
the winter? Garbage isn't gen ing picked up?

Potholes plaguing your morning commute?
Ca ll your alderman!
Presidential candidates aren 't going to fix
the things that affect our lives the most, yet
they draw nearly twice as many Ch icago
voters to the polls during presidential elections.
It's unlikely President Bush will accept
my phone calls offering advice on foreign
policy, but there's certainly a chance my
aldennan will listen to my thOUghts on
improvements needed in my ward.
Many of us gripe and moan about corruption in government and do-nothing
politicians, but none of us should complain
if we aren't voting these officials in and
out of office.
ariggio@chroniclemail.com

Number of blOW-Up 2Number o~ kilograms ·of grass that
dolls, in addition to 36 '
Gangarum Gautam, 41, of Kanpur,
sex to)'S and 18 tubs of
India, eats every day.•The man started
. chocolate body paint,
eating grass when he was seven when
.
stolen from a van head- he heard a story about a ruler .who ate grass
ed to a
UK sex shop in time for brea'd, according to The Sun Newspaper.
Valentine s Day, according to The Boiton Doctors have said that Gautam is in good health
News. It's going to be an in1Bresting but his two wives have left him because of his
Valentine Day in the U.K.
questionable diel
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Illinois school systems need TLC
Over the past several
weeks,
the
Chicago Tribune has
run a series of editorials about the Illinois
public school system.
For the most part, the
editorials have been
By James H. Ewert Jr. well-researched and

City Beat Editor

pretty rig/II-on about

the status, strengths
and vulnerabilities of the education system
here in Illinois, but they may have missed a
major perspective: the pupil's point of view.
As a newcomer to covering the public
education sector of news, I do not profess to
be an expert, but having been a product of
the system, I have gleaned some in sight as to
what instructional strategies motivate students and which ones don't.
There is much to be sa id about the perfonnance level of students and schools,
because after all , that is the only way to
gauge progress efficiently, right? Perhaps
we should take into account what type of
perfonnance we are g rading: Is it the student 's learning ability, the use of federal
and state procured money or is it to
gauge-as many apt ly put it- how prepared kids are to enter the "real world"?
The Columbia Chronicle is a student·produced pub·
Ilcation of Columbia CoUege Chicago and does not
neussarily represent, in whole or in part, the ViewS
01 college admin istrators,
faculty or students.

AIr text, photos and &raphlcs are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reprOduced or publ1shed without
written permlulon.

When I think of perfonnance levels, I
don't think of math computing efficiency or
reading levels. I don't think of how effective ly money is spent. I think of how
equipped kids are to become adults and handle everyday problems. I think about' how
well kids understand character. Yes, the stuff
·that doesn't come in textbooks-things like
respect, responsibility and citizenship-all
the words that were mind lessly shoved down
ou r throats without being explained or
exemplified.
When I entered sixth grade, my middle
school, along with my entire community,
introduced the pillars of character: respect,
responsibility, trustworthiness, citizenship,
fairness and caring. I have to admit when I
initially saw the pastel colored posters
explaining the six pillars of character in
classrooms and decals across police cars, I
would have rather burned than read them .
No one ever took the time to explain in any
sensible fashion why they were important,
why I would need to know and understand
such genera l concepts. The information was
simply disseminated and regarded as fact,
which something that doesn 't soak in with
out
being
shown
an
example.
Contextualizing the pil lars is a teacher's job.
After graduating high schoo l, I fi gured the
Editorials are the opInions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Olronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).
Views eKpressed In this publication are those of
the writer and are not the opInIons of The ColumbIa
ChrOfilcle, Columbia'S JOUtnallsm Department or
Columbia College Chicago.

six pillars of character would be a thing of
the past; a long·forgonen relic of the education I wished to leave behind. That was,
however, until one day 1 found myself in a
rage about the rudeness of people on the el.
As I was cussing in my head at every disrespectful fool I saw trying to board a train
before letting other off, I shouted out loud to
myself, " Don 't these people have any
respect? Do none of them have any concept
of caring?"
Immediately I stopped myse lf and thought
of washing my mouth out with soap because
I knew instantly where I learned the jargon I
was spining out: the walls of schoo l and
sides of police cars. Most of the kids I went
to school with couldn't recite the pillars of
character. My recollection of them baffles
me, so I think I was an exception to the rules
of desensitization and overstimulation .
The point I' m attempti ng to make is
that if education administrators actually
want to rai se the performance of slUdents
hig h enough to ens ure an adeq uate leve l
of education, th ey need to think about
what they mean by performance levels,
and practice what they preach .
Maybe it's my own delusions of being
oppressed in school, but at no point in my
years did I ever fee l respected or trusted by

teachers or adminislrators , aside from a few
good instructors who felt it was their societal obligation to empathetically teach the
kids oftomoITow.
Many of the Tribune's ed itoria l board
ideas on fixing the funding and procurement
process of the school system were logical,
innovative and sensible. According to the
editorials, lII ~nois spends $20 billion do llars
to educate 2 million children in 874 public
school districts. The newspaper asked the
question: Is this enough to adequately equip
all children with the education they need?
The answer: no.
Some so lut ions- like making the education system more trans parent with how
it s pends money, enforcing con seq uences
on under-performing sc hool s who are
g iven extra money, as we ll as making it
easier to fir e incompetent tenured teachers- are excellent suggestions, but that is
from a bureaucratic school administrator's s tandpoint.
ometimes, wi th a topic as wide and farranging as a state 's public school system, it 's
easy to get caught up in the miniscule details
and miss the big picture: preparing students
for the "real world ."

l etters to the edito( must u"K:lude full name. year. major
and phone number. All letters are edited for grammar
and may be cuI due to a Iunited space.
letters can be faKed to (312) 344-8430.

e-malled to OlronicleCcolum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia OlronicJe. 33 E. Congress Parkway

Suite 224, O'Ilcago. IL 60605-1996.
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baby. I wasn' t done
enjoying my Ooritos; I
wanted more. So to enjoy
the taste of Oontos, without actually eating them ,
I began taking each
Donto, and one by one,
started licking the delicious powder offand then
placing the soggy Donto
aside on a plate. After
repeat ing this twice, I
smiled to myself and
thought about what a

genius I was. Finally. my
grubby fmgers and tired
tongue neared the end of
the bag.
Complete ly worn out
from this vigorous activity, 1 figured
this would be the best time to surf the
Internet in the basement.
In ihe middle of my LiveJoumal
escapade, I heard a tirade of yelling
upstairs. I moved my chubby little
sausage toes as fast as 1 could up the
stairs to find my older brother dangling
one of my used Daritos from his finger-

A triangle of love
It could be their fragi le appearance,
yet zesty taste. It could be their sharp,
angular fi gure ready to be caressed by
my tender tongue. It cou ld be the fact
that they are "guaranteed fresh" for me,
and only me, every single time I pop
that slippery bag open. It could be the
powder that coats my fingertips and
anxiously waits to be licked off. I can't
quite put my fin ger on what attracts me
the most to Doritos-wa it, yes I can. I
can put many, many fin gers on it.
In fact, one time when I was younger
(O K, fine, it was high school), I was
stuffing my plump face with a large bag
of Doritos, you know, the "party size"
bag. But since I had no friends, that
"party" cons isted of only me. I was
nearing the end of my Doritos j ourney.
I could see the si lver lining at the bottom just beginning to glisten and twin:
kle at
It was then , the unimaginable
happened-I was full.
I immed iate ly became annoyed and
scolded my stomach for being such a

me.

tips.
"Chrissy, why are these Dafitos
soggy?" He asked, with the most concerned look I've seen him have in my
life.
I consciously tried to hold back
cracking a smile, but the inevitable happened and I started laughing hysterically. In between gasping for air and snorting I managed to admit my fallacies.
" I .. licked ... all ... of ... the .
DORlTOS!"
He threw the soggy Dorito across the
room like it was the Bubonic Pl ague
somehow condensed into a tiny com
chip and then immed iately ran to the

kitchen sink and leaned over it. threat~
ening that he was going to throw up.
He began violently gagging and in
between kept yelling out things like:
"Who licks food and then is done with
it?!" and "Are you .even human? Are
you a human ?" and " I knew they were
too soggy to be edible" and " You are
absolutely, hands down , the grossest
person in the entire world."
Whoa. OK brother, that was below
the belt .. ~ or was it? Was I the grossest
human who ever existed? Was my
Doritos obsession turning me into a
filthy monster? It was then that I pondered life's most intricate question: Am
r gross?
I sulked into the bathroom and stared
at my reflection in the mirror. The corners of my mouth were dusted with
bright orange powder and my finger
tips were stained with my indulgences.
r knew it was time to get over my
obsession.
Life wasn 't a walk in the park anymore . It was more ofa hearty jog teetering on an asthma attack without an
inhaler. In the cafeteria I would stare
longingly at the Doritos across the gym- nasium, yearning for their tangy flavor.
Lunch just wasn't as pleasurable without a Dorito to follow every bite of my
bland turkey sandwich .
Although all addicts never fully
recover, I have actually learned to curb
my desire for Doritos.
And if you see me, sad and uncomfortable, I' m probably thinking about
how badly I want to pop a bag of
Doritos open. So j ust do a gal a favor
and buy me a bag. And remembernacho cheese, please.

JACKASS OF THE WEEK

cmahlmeister@chroniclemail.com

between the ske letons exactly break ing news and it scores
While we could easily go for the obvious choice
and
Shak espeare 's high on the cheesy sca le, but I enjoy a
of Rex Grossman or the Chicago Bears as Jackass of
"Romeo and Juli et": heart-wanning tale that gu arantee~ me
the Week, we ' ll go easy on the boys because they
probably feel bad enough.
Mantua is not only 25 go ing "Awww'" at least once by the
Instead, we' ll focus on a real jackass who is not
miles south of Verona, time I' m done hearing it. I'm definiteonly the kine! of creey' who han!!,s ~ut .with peal' Ie
where the play is based, ly in that category of people who like
more
than a decade younger than hfm, but al"so man~·,n·
but is also th e c ity in to keep love alive in a re lationship by
ages to put their lives danger. This jackass goes by
which Romeo is ex iled cherishing those " Awww! " moments.
the name of Lane Garrison, also known as David
It definitely inspires me to go in for
to after killing Juli et's
' Tweener' Apolskis on the show " Prison Break."
cousin Tybalt. And, of an extra kiss from my guy because, . "Garrison, 26, .was behind the wheel of his SUV
course, the "young and even if it's mushy, I think that is what
Dec. 2 with two 15-year-old girls and a 17-year-old
in love" aspect is the keeps a couple together like the "preboy when the vebicle hit a tree shortly before midhi
storic
Romeo
and
Juliet."
perfect additi on to this
night. The 17-year-old died and the two girls were
left with injuries ranging from minor to critical.
cute story.
Then, on Jan. 31 , police reports came out stating
While this di scovery
that Garrison not only had a blood-alcohol level
doesn't really do anydouble the legal limit but also had cocaine in his systhing to advance knowltem . Cocaine and alcohol. Can anyone say Miss
edge of prehistoric times in Italy, I
USA ? Maybe Garri son and Miss USA Tara Conner
think it speaks volumes of the fact th at
can get together and partake in their drug-induced
love and romance is timeless. And I
ways together,
.
must say that is a comfort to my sentiGarrison met the three teenagers at a "grocery
mental self after seei ng ridiculous
store. They invited him to a party, and he actually
Valentine's Day commercials selling
went. Creep factor: 8. You' re a celebrity in your.20s,
treadmills and furniture. Apparently,
dude. Get a grip on reality and step away from the
the symbols of romance these days are
teenage kids.
Garrison's attorney Harland Braun said the actor .
exercise equipment and house acceshad one margarita at dinner and then a couple of
sories.
drinks at a party. that night, but he forgot to mention
Now, I realize I could be daydreamthat little bit ~bout doing cocaine as well. Oh, and
ing and romanticizing this discovery,
police found alcohol bottles in his car at the time of
but for all I know, these two embracing
the accident and claimed that he had " symptoms of
peop le could have been in the middle The newly excavated Mantuan skelealcohol intoxication."
of some disastrous battle and they tons lock in a ti meless embrace.
Now Garrison faces a conviction of at least 10
found comfort in each ot he r 's
years in p'rison for gross vehicular manslaughter,
embrace. It reminds me of that
So while some like Nowak choose to
with possibly even more time for causing injury or
adorab le old couple in th e movie show their love in a creepy, drive-900death to more than one person and for contributing
Titanic that curls up together in bed as miles-in-a-diaper'sort of way, I' ll take
to the delinquency of a minor.
Funny how an .actor on a show based on prison
they sink to their inev itab le death , as up the skeletons' method of showing
might end up in one himself. Good thing he got
opposed to a man putt ing a red bow on a ffection thi s Valentine 's Day and
some practite before the real deal. though, because
a couch and saying " Happy Valentine's every other day. Awww.
he sure is going to get a beating for his jackass ways.
Day" as he plops down on it to watch
TV.
- T. 8reyne
r also reali ze that this story isn't
tbreyne@chroniclemail.com

in

One for the romantics
Last week media o utlets across the
country were talki ng about the odd
story of Lisa Marie Nowak, the NASA
astronaut charged with attempted murder on a woman who is dating a guy
Nowak likes. While the story is certainly fascinating and practically
'screams made-for-TV movie, I think
another story that appeared in th e
papers seems more worthy to talk
about. It 's a story about love, and in
the spirit of that great ly over-marKeted
Hallmark holiday we call Valentine's
Day, I fig ured we cou ld use a little bit
of romantic insp iration.
On Feb. 5, archaeologists unearthed
two 5,000 year-old ske letons buried
together in an embrace in Mantua,
Italy. Based on the appearance of the
bone structure and posture, the ske letons seem to have been "young and in
love," as the Associated Press so
romantically stated.
The media have been quick to poi nt
out the coi ncidental si milariti es

Ratings Guide

Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@Chranlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971
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THINGS I'M JUST SO

OVERIIII!

POSSESSIONS I HAVE BUT
HATE

People who take their time walking Cell Phone: It is like a parasite that feeds
down tbe el sta irs: OK, if you're old, I'll off the frustration it produces. If I was
take my time walking behind you in the stranded in a god· forsaken land some·
freezing cold and won't even huff or puff. where and needed help, I would like to
But I cannot stand the girls in their pointy- have a phone to call 31 1. But I'm not usu·
toed heels taking their sweet time so they ally in Texas or Florida.
don 't slip, the people screwing around with
their iPods or the ones on their cell phones. Television: As much as I enjoy watching
movies at times, I still feel like a waste of
Jackets : I got a new white coat with a cute space doing so. Other than that, a televifur hood that I would like to think makes sion does its damedest to make me as
me look pretty good. Having this for fash- ignorant as the ever·growing proletariat
ion is one thing, but I am so OVER need- masses.
\
ing it to go outside. I'm also a little sick of
having to spray and wash my coat every Ca r : Although I'm glad I have a white
time I come home because-thanks to city station wagon instead of a sport utility.
vehicle, a part of me dies every time I start
pollution-it's fi lthy.
the thing or pay fo r gas at Exxon Mobile.
Money: I've ~ever been one ofthose"peopie who really needs money to be happy_ Wolfga ng Pu ck soup : The two emer·
But my credit card debt haunts me in my gency cans of soup I have on my desk at
sleep, and to be quite honest, I would like work give me more trouble than my last
to spoil my guy this Valentine's day.
two court appearances. I am broke and
Ramen noodles do not fill me up as much .
F riends moving away: Here I am, a sen· Desperate times call for desperate meas·
ior in college, and I already feel old. One ures.
of my friends moved away last weekend,
my best friend is moving away next week C D Player : I like music just as much as
and my other best friend took his first any entertainment·deprived college stu·
plane out of this city last semester. I miss dent, but I do not need music played into
my "boo nights" alongside my best friend my ear at every possible second. Twenty
Beth. And most of all, I miss my boys who years from now, there will be a white
lived just down the street from me.
noise epidemic because of the constant
intense sound pumpi,ng into our ear lobes .
T h/ ei evatcrr s in 624 S. Michigan Ave.
building: I'm sure all of you reading this
right now are thinking, "AMEN!" Enough
said. You all know it and you all feel it.

THINGS I KNOW ABOUT
ALIENS
NASA. : I love space exploration and all ,
but now that we may have killed ET on
Mars, I think it 's time for NASA to give
it up. Aliens are our friends and we don't
want to risk their wrath.
O ' Ha r e Intern a tion al Air port: Way to
go, FAA , ignoring the fact that UFOs are
flying and landing in a major airport. We
know the truth. It wasn't the weather.
W hat I really want to know is if they
have to take off their space shoes and
coats at the sec urity checkpoint like
everyone else.
A lie n
might
spying
Who's
right ..

In ves tiga tions: Otherwise, we
never know what those creepy,
space shuttles might be doing.
your daddy, eight·eyes? That's

Area 5 1: Sure, the U.S. Air Force is
using this as a landing strip and test site
for new military aircraft. What they' re
not telling you is that it's a landing strip
for aliens.
T he Rocky Ho rror P icture Show: It
may be fun to throw rice and wear news·
papers over our heads, but we're missing
the real message of this show: Aliens
exist and they will come down to bring
perverted customs and immorality to
eart h. Beware of people wearing too
much make up, six-inch heels, fishnet
tights and corsets. Strippers, this mean s
you. We know your secret, and we want
you to know that you are welcome here.
Please don 't blow up ou r planet.

MONDAY
Ever wanted to know more abotJt the
culture of urban art? Then head out to
Four, 1551 W, Division St. for the
Chicago pr.emiere of a documentary
about graffiti art called Next: A Primer
on Urban Painting, The screening
begins at 6 p.m. and will be followed by
a conve rsation with director Pablo
Aravena, The event is free. but a rese r·
vation is required. Register at
scion.com/ dashboa rd/ calenda r/.

TUESDAY
Play bingo and learn to tango at the
Museum of Contemporary Art. 226 E. ·
Chicago Ave.. as they host Bingo
Tango. The event begins at 6 p.m. and
is free.

WEDNESDAY
Add some culture to your Valentine·s Day
by heading to the Old Town School at Folk
Music, 4544 N. Uncaln Ave.. for La Pena:
Bolero SUmmit. The event features performances of Mexican, South American
and modern performances of bolero
music. The show begins at 8:30 p.m. The
event is free, but a reservation is recom·
mended by calling (773) 728-6000.

THURSDAY
popstatlc mixes things up as the DJs
Upstairs series continues at Schubas,
3159 N. Southport Ave. Tonight he spins
with OJ Mother Hubbard. The party bagins
at 10 p.m. The 21 and older event is free.

FRIDAY

Exposure

Before the Httle golden Oscar statues
are handed out on Feb. 25, see the
Academy Award nominated short films
at the Music Box Theatre, 3373 N.
Southport Ave. It features both live·
action and animated films. Admission
Is $9.25. Visit musicboxtheatre.com
for show times.

SATURDAY
Be one of the first in the city to see
paintings never before shown in
Chicago at the new art exhibit
."Cezanne to Picasso." It opens today
at the Art Institute, 111 S. Michigan
Ave. The show features work by
Gauguin, Van Gogh and others and
runs through May 12. Tickets cost $18.

SUNDAY
It's the last day to see all the latest
trends in the world of automobiles at
the Chicago Auto Show in McCormick
Place, Lake Shore Drive at 23rd Street.
Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for sen·
lor citizens and children. The show
opens at 10 a.m. and closes at 8 p.m.

:-"

Merurlclo Rublo/Tlle Chro'hlcle
Football ca n be played anywhere. All you need is a football and some markers and a game can take place. Allante
McPhearson, 14, avoids a tackle from schoolmate Dyla n Rossi, 16, during a pickup footba ll game played In the snowy
Grant Par\<,
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All drills, no frills
Here comes the bride, all dressed and .
wide? Some bride-to-be anxiety doesn 't lie
in the fl ighty weather or guest turnout, but in
flabby arms and tummies. While all brides
prepare for their wedding day differentlysome spend hours adjusting their rhinestoneflecked veils or finishing their rounds at the
tanning salon- some women battle the
bulge and sign up for a little thing called
Bridal Bootcamp.
Bridal Bootcamp, sometimes referred to
as Wedding Fitness Camp, is the quickest,
most intense way to spend three months
before a bride's wedding. When the bride·
to-be is serious about losing weight, this
military-style workout can wh ip any woman
into serious shape.
Mark Vendramini, a personal trainer and
one of the first creators of the Bridal
Bootcamp in Toronto, rated the level of difficulty on his 45-minute program.
"On a scale of one to 10, ifd be a 13. If
you come here, don't expect it to be 30minute express workouts and don' t expect to
come in and chat about what was on Oprah
that day. Don't expect over-choreographed
routines--expect to be working your ass off.
Never mind what music is on, you won' t be
able to know what music it is in five minutes
anyway," he said.
Meeting a few times a week,
Vendramini's classes focus mostly on push·
ups, chin-ups and sit-ups-the bare basics of
work ing out. However, the program is anything but a walk in the park.
Vendramini's program also consists of an
intense circuit-training setup with military

navar. but mostly, it's just dam hard work.
If Vendramini catches one of his brides~
to-.be being talkative, he has them drop
down and give him 20 pushups right there
on the spot.
TIlis may intimidate some women from
even starting the program, but
Vendramini assures it's mostly
longue and cheek.
''I'm nOI there to make anybody
cry. I'm not there to kill anybody,"
Vendramini said. "That wouldn't be
good for business anyway, would
it?"
The Goality Fitness Club
hits closer to home located at 1240 W. Irving
Park Road. Goality's
Bridal Boot Camp
is specifica lly for

weight
loss ,
body
toning
and cardiovascular conditioning, utilizing freeweights in
st ren g th

training
for eager
brides-to-

be.

started

the

Wedding Fitness Camp as a
spin-off of a fitness class he
teaches for singles.
'We thought that brides
were another market we
could tap into," Su said.
The results from the programs almost always guarantee weight loss, but it
depends heavily on the individual's diet and effort,
according to Vendramini.
He likes the phrase, "You get out of it what
you put into it."
Most brides are looking for their anns and
backs to be toned for their wedding dresses,
and according to Su,
inches will be lost

Bridal Boofcamps whip brides-fo-be info serious shape
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/Assistant A&E Editor

of Goality,

and slim body will emerge.
" I heard that it's just an Wlbelievable,
almost painful experience," said Brooke
Bandik, a wedding planner for Tying the
Knot, a wedding service company in
Chicago. " But your payback is just this phenomenal body."
Not only brides want to lose that lastminute weight--the grooms want to drop
their love handles as well. While there are no groups specifical1y made for grooms getting fit, Su's Wedding Fitness Camp is opening up to brides and grooms, so no one gets

left behind.
" I' ve had a few guys come through," said

Vendramini about his Bridal Boot Camp .
" Mostly it's the fiance of the bride.
Sometimes they'll come in just for the fun
of it. I mean, I've never had a guy call that
wanted to join Bridal Bootcamp, but some
guys have joined and that's fine."

Goality s Bridal Boot Camp is held
Tuesdays
.and

~~~~~~~ThUrSday~
a.m. and .6atp.m.9

~

and Saturdays
at I J a.m. £ach
costs

'Astronaut
Farmer':
Stars Thornton
and Madsen
visit Columbia
Continued from Front Page '
dream, now shared by his family .
. Despite the fil m 's status as a PG·

rated family picture, the predom·
inantly college-age audience at
the screening was completely .
engaged . This is partly due to the

fact that Thornton was never
forced to compromise hi s crowd-

pleasing persona, while the
Polish brothers' script was laced
with surprisingly topical polit ical
satire. -

During

a Q&A

afterward,

Thornton stressed that in order to

be a successful actor, one must
learn how to intensively read

M ark ·and Michael Polish, along with Billy Bob Thornton and Virginia Madsen discuss t heir new f ilm, 'The Astronaut Farmer, ' in a panel
discussion at Film Row Cinem a, 1104 S. Wabash.

scripts.

"Through writing. you learn
how to read better," said Thornton,

who wrote the screenplays for
some of his most acclaimed films
such as One False Move and Sling
Blade. He also emphasized the
importance of " knowing who you
are" in order to have the coofidence' to play different types of

characters, instead of just ~:m e
stereotypical role.
VIrginia Madsen, the Chicag<>bred Oscar nominee for Sideways,
received an equally· wann reception .upon entering the Film Row
Cinema and was also on hand to
discuss the film, along with the
Polish brothers. Madsen argued
that Chicago could be a more prosperous home to filmmaking if it
offered "better tax incentives and a

bigger studio."
Moments of unexpected humor
peppered the night, such as when
a student did a blatant impress ion
of Chris Farley's talk show host
on "Saturday Night Live," awkwardly reciting one of Thomton's
lines from Armageddon , before
concluding with, "That was really cool! " When a woman in the
audience stood to identify herself
as one of Madsen's long- lost
childhood friends, Thornton
admitted, "When you stood up, I
thought you were a lady named
Erica I knew from Houston. You
scared the hell out of me!"
Afterward, the press spoke
with the Polish brothers, a pair of
twins whose last three films.Twin Falls i daho, Jackpot and

Northfork- garnered great critical acclaim, but little to no box
office support. Both talked about
how much they loved Columbia
and how polite everyone was to
them.
"We've been in situations
where we've wa lked into film
schools, and they've been rude as
hell," said Mark, while Michael
added that the experience
Columbia gave them was the
kind "that filmmakers want, and
they' ll continue to come back
when they get that experience."
Like . their previous films,
Astronaut was written and produced by both brothers, while
Michael took the director's chair

Idaho, they pl ayed conjoined
twins so convincingly that when
they arrived at Boston, a doublelove seat was wait ing for them.
There was a key reason the
brothers cited as to why
Astronaut is more perso n ~l to
them than their other work.
"Every time you make a movie,
it 's like launching a rocket," said
Mark. "You 've got . to get your
family involved, you've got to
get finan cial stability. Peopl e
think you're nuts and say that
you're never gonna do it."
Like Fanner building a rocket
in his bam, the brothers made
their first film completely outside
of Hollywood, thus creating a
work that was homegrown and
individualistic. They later wrote a

Tiw

Cl~Htt?-1 f(Jf'

book about their experiences, The
Dec/ara/ion of Independent
Filmmaking: An Insider s Guide
/0 Making Movies Outside of
Hollywood.
"We didn 't go to the business.
We made our first movie, and the
busi ness came to us," said
Michael.
The brothers see thi s as the
ideal way to grow in the film
industry since, as Michael stated,
" You have a vantage point when
you're at home because everyone
wants to help you. When you're
in LA, everyone wants to help
themselves."
mfagerholm@chroniclemail. com
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The power of the flirts
Two experts discuss how flirting helps people get what

they want
By Kristin Kalter/ Assistant A&E Edito,
Some people arc a liltle shy or explain the style of motivation.
nc('\"OUS when appru.'\ching l'iome- of being confident," Spiegel
one for 3 date, asking for 3 mise. .said.
or c''Cn n~gotl ating the cost of a
She said nnting is more about
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approach David Nic holson, who
is now her fiance .
The couplc mel at a gas Sla·
lion. where Bradley planned 10
gel her oil changed.
"She asked me to cheek he,
oil," Nicholson said. "She wasn'l
",.l1y flirting with me [at fint]
but [was] ",.l1y smiley."

He said Bradley gave him several opponunilies at the gas stafion to ask her OUI . but in the
end. she had to tell him to ask

for her number.
Bradley bchcvcs mosl people,
especially col lege-age students..
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Give a lot of love
with just a little .
. In five brilliant colors and starting at just $79, the 1GB iPod shuffle lets you wear up to 240 songs on your sleeve. Increase your
musiclibrary up to 8GB with the the iPod Nano, starting at just I
$199. Buy online or buy in store. Save an extra $10 on the Silver
2GB Nano when purchased on campus.

Apple Store - Columbia College '
Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway
Chicago, Illinois

60605

Columbia

~

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

www.colum.edu/ applestore
applestore@colum .edu
(312)-344-8MAC
Facebook Group: Columbia Apple Students

"

Authorized Campus Store

I
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rid of America's hoboes
It'S a quest for adventure for some, while for others It's the
Ing of being alone with just the stars-but most hoboes will
they choose their lifestyle for the freedom It brings them.
Although some history books may say the hobo culture died
after the Civil War. Mammajo. the hobo queen of 2003, will be
first to teli you this culture Is stili alive and thriving.
Meet some of today' s hoboes who continue to keep Ihel r
munity vi brant and continually growing through Ihe lIIe&alllf'lStytet
they lead by rid ing America ' s rails, 0' 'freight-t,aln hoppln,'
the railroad police may know it as.
Adman (Full-Tlma to Rec,eatlonal HobO)
For Mi nnesota man Todd Walers, who was late, donned Ad"""
as his hobo name and alias as fo,me, kin, of the hobO co,mnllU" i-1
ty. life on and off the ralis started with much mo,. Ihan
need fa, .xcltement. In 1970. his hobO life be,an as a" e~caj).t
and need to belong somewhe,e.
Afte, his ,I,lfrlend ran off with a bartende,. leavln, the t" ....20
year·old hea,tb,oken. Adman spent the next ten yea,s of his "I<
"owl n, up on bOxca,s. t,aln en,lnes and many othe, f,eight trai,
carr iers. The mlddla class wh ite kid t,aveled all a,ound Nortt
Amer ica . often , id l n, the ra i ls with Me.lcan Immigrants tryln,
hop the borde, 0' to the Rocky Mountains just to see the su,nflo_1
.,. blooml n, I" the sunrise. He now belon,ed so,me'wh,e"• .
'1 p,etty much had the whole nation as my backya,d. In(:lu'~"'" .
Cenad• • nd Mulco. · he seld .
Ttl. ,eletlonshlp Admen h.d with his ·und.,.,...."d family"
one th.t he .a ld was like no othe,. It wa. the type
,ellat'iOlllSlli,1
whe,e they looked out fo, one anoth." kept .ach othe, ,,'re--th,.
'1 ••ved your life and you saved mine' Intense cloaen.ss as
referred to 't as, Soon Admen'. 'no,mal life' was one of the d i.
t.nt pe.t.
When Adman ,eturned home fo, a quick vl.lt. ". , . .lIzed he we
no lon,e' comfort.ble .... pln' Indoo,.. Tha ·dead-al,. of th
loom pr evented him from flndln, comfo" In hiS own bed
I4ote, led him to Sl"p In mo'e _ n plat.,. .(1)...., biB_nt '
hom.. He ••.s tru Jy ,.formed Into a fun·tlme hobo.
homeslc" for the road .hen t .as ~ck In soctety an
then I ""." hom.llc " for society when t • •s on the .-0...... h
w id
Now. 0 ye r. old nd with. Ion, leco,d of lre._In,
public. 0'00."'1. Adm.n dropped down from tu n··tlme , ••• us as
hobo to .,. , cr •• oon.' hObo
H. 15 • succ;e"'ul own., or hiS own .dvertis ln, firm and I
a'. • hutb.nd end., the r And ItP'lOulh .... m y not be able
'0 bat~ to 'ull time It.tus . n~ time soon. he stili hu ept It>
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'weeks also meant no shower. Waters said it was a trip to really get to know her dad .

Hytech Hobo (Recr<latlonal Hobo) .
•
Glenn Robison, also known as Hytech Hobo, started riding
·,th'e rails in 19.9 0 after coming across an article about hoboes
in a. California' magaztne while at his optometrist's office.
_ F-irst tra~eltng just around California, Hytech soon made his
longest hop to Arizona. He too was seeking adventure in his
life .
->/~ ~ On the tr;ain. it's 'always Friday afternoon," he said.
,J 1i:tytech enjoyed the feeling that there was no sense of time
" while being a hobo. After 30 hops and now at age 57, Hytech
I rIQrs;<lIlso ~eoldedl'l0 6bTing ' ~h 8 'hobO' IIf8"intd 'his' own ··h·ome.
Recently--Hytech 's son' took his first trip on the rails alon'gside
f).his dad:' ..
.. Hytech currently works in human re~ources in Colton, Calif.
Despite taking a break from the hobo life, he said he will
. eventually ride the rails again.
"It's tha tl 1sense of adventure that you can't get anywhere
else: Hytech said.
Oats (Recreational Hobo)
. Cliff Williams, a 63-year-old professor at Trinity Christian
College in Palos Heights, III. , turned to the hobo life after seeing an article in the Chicago Tribune 's magazine. Williams,
whose hobo alias is Oats, said something in him felt like he
" needed to meet those guys."
After meeting up at the hoboes' yearly convention in Britt,
Iowa. Oats said he fell in love with the community.
.. , just wanted to be one of them," he said.
After having three books published dealing with hobo history and poetry, Oats said he has traveled close to 10,000 miles
since his first hop in 1994. Out of those 10,000 miles, his
most memorable moment is seeing the red-winged blackbirds
Sitting atop the cattail plants in the fields the train would
pass by.
"Most people ride the rails for a sense of freedom ," he said.
"But Independence is also a factor."
Mickey Rodgers (Friend of the Hoboes)
Mickey Rodgers and his cousin were looking for a place to
ride to for a small vacation on their motorcycles. It was 1979
In Akron , Ohio, and the National Hobo Convention -which is
celebrating its 107th year in 2007-was once again set to
meet in Britt, Iowa. With nothing more than curiosity, Rodgers
said he and his brother took off to meet the members of the
hobo community.
. Although Rodgers has never ridden the rails himself, the
hobo community is one he has grown attached to and also
brought Into his own family life.
Rodgers said he took his family to visit Mammajo in
California one Thanksgiving. However, dinner was not served
around a table but rather under a highway underpass among
other hoboes, which served as a humbling example for his
son.
Soon Rodgers may take the leap into the hobo community.
Although he has always been interested in that lifestyle, he
laid he never had the "need to get away" that often pushes
most people to become a hobo. But now that his son is older,
Rodgers said he may soon take his first jump.

Although all different types of hoboes coexist among their vast
community. they have all said to have one thing in commonjudgements from those outside of their close group. Whether
it's dirty looks from onlookers, people assuming they are homeless or' beggars, or those who just don't care to understand their
cul ture, many battle with the negative connotations asso ~ iated
with th e term "hobo ."
"You get looks like you should be ashamed to be ali ve: s"lid
Waters. " Peopl e are people and it doesn't matter if they live in
a boxcar."
According to Mammajo and many other hoboes, t he ir lifestyle
should never be considered the same as those who are homeless. This is the life they choose for themselves, unlike a homeless person, whose situation is due to unfortunate circumstances. Once they begin, Mammajo said they may never want
to turn back.
"The reason they ride it today [is for the] enthusiasm to be
doing something, the excitement of it," Mammajo said. "An d
once they 've done it they love it. "
Hoboes also have to fight with the law when it comes to their
way of life. Depending on which state th ey are in, they cou ld be
charged with a felony for trespassing if caught by the Union
Pacific police. according to Mark Davis, a spokesman for Union
Pacific railroad .
"You are dealing with a huge safety issue, Da vis said. "It's
extremely dangerous."
Mammajo also said freight-train hopping is illega l and has led
to deaths and serious injuries in the hobo comm unity. They do
not support the act or recommend it to anyone .
However, despite their battles within other communities outsi de of their own, the law and sometimes even death. they all
agree that the parts of the wor ld they get to see through the
eyes of a train door and the type of camaraderie is among them
can 't be found anywhere else.
"[Everyone] should fo llo w their own song," Adman said .
" Everyone matters and it's not about t he destination but it's
about getting to know the nei ghbors."
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West Coosl chimps hove much odo oboul poo
Experts say animals need more·space, new home
By Marc Benjamln/MCT
right thing to do.'"
Bosco and Daffy, Fresno inside his enclosure, attracting sure is too small.
"Chimps need space and enterThe association's studies show
C haffee Zoo's chimpanzees, onlookers, Waterhouse said.
Rainwater
said.
When the visitors began arriv- that chimps function best in larg- tainment,"
may be taking their monkey
ing, so did Bosco's airmail er social groups, said Lewis "People think of chimps as sweet,
business on the road .
Greene, the zoo's director.
Zoo officials have been work- deliveries .
friendly and cute, but as they get
" He would throw at
to be adults they
ing in earnest since last year to
can be extremeplace the two aging and some- the public and it was
times cranky chimps in a differ- hard to say why he
ly vicious and
they '
are
ent zoo or a sanctuary with more threw at certain peoextremely
space and more chimps. So far, ple," Waterhouse said.
strong."
When zoo officials
th ey haven 't found any takers.
Rainwater
Bosco is about 40 years o ld installed wire mesh to
and came to Fresno, Calif., from protect visitors, Bosco
admits she also
southern California in 1969 . learned to increase his
received
an
Daffy is abo ut 30 years old and throwing velocity to
u n pleasant
reminder
of
came from South Bend, Ind., make his fastball s
about
three
years
ago. splatter through the
this a few years
back.
Chimpanzees typically live 40 mesh or lob his pitches
to 50 years.
"He could be
over the mesh wi ring.
During hi s time in Fresno,
"I think it was fun for
a Major League
pitcher, his aim
Bosco has earned a reputation him," said Waterhouse,
who described Bosco's
for his accurate throwing ann .
is so darn good,"
And for what things he slings. throwing
arm
as
she said.
He will throw anything he can "excellent."
Rainwater ,
"I have always felt
get hi s hands on, but late ly he
who has blond
especia ll y likes to toss-and bad that we didn't have
hair, theorizes
there's no way to put this deli- a better facility," he
that Bosco has
cately--excrement.
said. "The idea of havissues
with
Ralph Waterhouse, who was ing the much-larger
blondes.
director of Chaffee Zoo for 12 exhibits and .group
"He just nailed
years, recalls being a target .
sizes puts the animaJs
me good," she
" Bosco liked to find a person in an environment like
said. " It went
in charge and deliver a handful how they would live in
through ~et"
ofpoo at them ," he said. "If you nature."
Species
A
were on a tour of the zoo with
The Association of
Survival Plan
chilmp'lnz,ee at a [;alll:ro rnl a
me you might not want to stand Zoos and Aquariums toward. visitors on Jan. 30 . The chimp has been known to hurl prepared by
too close."
last year, and in previ- many items at visitors.
the zoo assoc iwaterhouse said some of Bosco's ous reviews of the
ation said zoos
poop pranks were premeditated.
zoo~ asked Chaffee Zoo officials
The plan to move the chimps. wanting to keep chimp exhibits
Sometimes Bosco would gath - to find a new home fo r th e said zoo corporation board should have at least eight in a
er his piles and make a ruckus c himps because the zoo's enclo- member Shari Rainwater; is "the group. The Fresno zoo's enc lo-

Foshion weurs thin
By Jocelyn Noveck! AP

didate in last fall 's congressional
elections. But when Electic;m Day
came around. she .wasn 't on the
campaign trail. She was in the
hospital- w.ith anorexia.
" By then, she wasn't thinking
about the political issues," said
her psychologist, Ann Kearney-

Cook• . "She was thinking about
how many calories were on her
lunch plat. ...
The girl is now recovering, but
her story is only one of many.

Which is why K.arney-Cooke.
who has been treating gi rls and
women with eating disorders for
25 years, sees the current "skinny

model" debate sweeping the fashion industty as a positive step that
may .ventually help lead to a
healthier body image for young
girls.
"This is such a waste of young
people's energy," the Cincinnati-

IYdSed psychologi't said of the
ever-intensi fying obsession with
being thin, an aflliction she's secn
in girls as young as .5 or 6.
"TecnagcnJ Ihould be figuring
out who they arc, how they feci
lIoout Iraq, about abortiun.
fn3tcad, the question ' Who am IT
h.. been repla«:d by ' How do I

look'/'"
Wilh Fa. hlon Week cu rrenlly
ill full 3wing in New York, tile
delr.te OVer Ih l" model. i, on Ihe

front burner. The Council of
Fashion Designers of America
recently issued voluntary guidelines to curb the use of overly thin
models. Officials in Madrid set a
minimum body-mass index, and
Milan tightened restrictions .

whole world has shrunk."
One result of all this: if you
have the slightest tummy, the
world now thinks the stork is
around the corner. As Min put it,
" If they can't see a clavicle, they
th ink you' re pregnant."

eating disorder.

"They tell me, 'I'll
be popular if I can look

like that.... said KearneyCooke.
"Our country needs to
take this seriously," sile said,

Efforts gained urgency after 21-

And if they really are expect-

with a hopeful nod to both the

year-old Brazi lian model Ana
Carolina Reston died of anorexia
in November at 88 pounds.
Surely. mode ls have always
been thin- Twiggy was a phenomenon in the ' 60s for her
waitish looks. But recent years
have seen a trend toward the emaciated, with younger models dis-

current fashion debate and initiatives like the Campaign for Real

just worried for th o:m." said Suu
Valof Schwartz, executive editorat-large! for Glamour Magazine.

ing, there's a whole other pressure: "To be super-thin until just
before your baby comes and
(also] two minutes after," sa id
Rita Freedman, a psychologist in
Harrison, N.Y. who treats women
with body· image disorders .
Freedman is skeptical that
efforts to get healthier-looking
models on the runway will have
any impact on ordinary people,
" My experience is that things
aren't getting better, they' re getting worse ," she sa id. " It's distress ing, but as a profess ional , do
I think thi s will have a long-tenn

"They look so vuln.rable."

ripple effect? I doubt it."

In the '90s, she points out, the
sample size used by des igners
was 5 feet 9 inches or taller Wld a
Si7J! 6 to 8; now, h's the same
height, but a si7J: 0 to 2.
And it isn't just models
embrac ing the trend . Hollywood
ilc trcssc~ . now onen canvases for '
hot designers, arc getting thinner- a deve lopm ent Ihm likely
impacts young women fur more
than the goin W'·clI1 III the elite

Min notes that at least it's a
step.
" For once, an establishment has
set forth that there is something
wrong with this," she sa id.
"'lllings moy not change com-

playing protruding hip bones, sallow skin and stick-like legs with
knees wider .than the thighs.

"A lot of models today, you' re

ti,., hion wnrld.
" It urnn:r..tll mc," said Junicc
Min, editor of' IJS Weekly. liThe

plet. ly, but women may.look nnd
soy, ' Moybc there's something
wrong with thel11 Md not me, '"
KCllmcy-Cookc said SOme of
her younge r poticnts hllvc

expr."ed " de, ire 10 look lik. the
nOlorlollsly , kln"y Ol,e" Iwln
Olle or whom , Mllry· Klltc under..
wen t Irclltmcn t In 2004 for 1111

..

.-

Emaciated celebrities are shrinking tummies and egos
She was a 16-year-old honor
student, keenly interested in politics and eager to watt for her can-

sure could" 't' handle one more
animal, let alone ,the nu'mber the
association requires.
"W. are charg.d with doing
what's best for the animals, not
necessarily what we like or what
other people like," Greene $aid.
"The guys who know about
chjrnps. say they need to pe in a
bigger group than two."
It's not unusual for zoos to
wait months before finding
homes for chimps, Greene said.
And Bosco's and Daffy's b.havior is not so bad that other. zoos
won't take them-there 8re just
a l i~i t ed number of places with
the space to handle two more
chimps.
When Bosco and Daffy leave.
they will go to the same place
together, Greene said . .
In larger groups, newer
chimps sometimes don't fit in
quickly. For their psychological
well-being, he said, they need to
have another animal they know
if they are not accepted by a
new, larger group.
So G reene wants to move
them as quickly as he can.
" I don't want to wait until one
of them dies," Greene said. " I
want the chimps to have something they are familiar with [in a
new: venue]."

Beauty advertised by Dove.
"We need to widen the
spectrum of beauty, so
that these people can
feel that they're in
that
too."
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Love on the fly
Play to be written and produced in just 24 hours
By Justin Rosier/Staff Writer
A lot can happen in 24 hours,
including the entire creation,
scripting and rehearsal of a play.
Thus is the goal of "The Yes!
Yes! Valentine's Day Show," a
Big Theater company production that seeks to capture the

essence of love through channelling its spontane ity.

"Yes! Yes!" is the brainchild
of Ellie Heyman and Lauren
Ludwig, both Northwestern
"Univers ity graduates and coowners of Big Theater.
According to Heyman , the
idea for the show came from a
previous performance that ran

interactio ns in s ide of coffee
shops, Heyman described the
show as a "modern-day, magical
realism piece" that looks for the
"extraordinary in the mundane ."
At Swim Cafe, a coffee shop.
located at 13 57 W. Chicago
Ave., the play was a hit- so
last spring. Based on personal mu ch so that owner Ka ren
Gerod app roached Heyman
about a follow-up s how for
Valentine's Day.
"We've worked with Ellie
before," Gerod said. "We're
really excited to have her around
again."
Heyman wanted to do so mething that showed the ri sks and
reward s of following one's
heart . The result was the idea to
' create "Yes! Yes!" the day
before its debut.
Lauren Ludwig, who codirects
"Yes!
Ye s!" wit h
Heyman, sa id the format of the
p lay has both aesthetic and practical functions.
" I've done a couple [of 24hour shows]. There's a lot of
pressure in that you don't have a
lot of time to second guess yourself and (you have to] go with
your instincts," Ludwig sai d.
"Love is like that."
According to both artists, 'the
pl ay's format can be seen as a
metaphor fo r a fa st- paced love
affair.
"It's a one-night stand for a
play," Ludwig said.
To furth er the unpredictability, both Ludwig and Heyman

Stars of 'The Yes! Yes! Valentine's Day Show' pose at the Swim
Cafe, 1357 W. Chicago Ave.
stressed di vers ity in their cast.
Of the six actors performing in
"Yes! Yes!" only one has extensive improv experience. Two are
proficient w ith clown actingthin k Cha rlie Chaplin-while
another two have performed traditional theater. One of the actors
has no ·experience.
There is also a range in relationship status and sexual orientation. To the directors, the se
variables are necessary to produce an accurate and inclus ive
portrait of love.
When the cast showed up at 8
p.m. on Feb. 9 to begin crafting
"Yes! Yes !," they were required
to bring pajamas, athl etic equipment and clot hes that made
them feel sexy.
" [Elli e] thinks that love is a
metaphor for a full-contac t
sport," said Ludwig . " We'll see
if it makes it in."
Because of the topi c, the cast
has to bring a lot of themselves
into the producti on.
" We start out with questionnaires [that ask for] personal
sto ries ," Hey man said.
Ludwig said in order to foclls
their ideas, the co-d irectors
made a list of inte resting scenar-

ios-"cliches and phrases associated with love."
She said they are also cons idering exte rna l prop s, citing
mov ies, books and music that
remind people o f love. These
and other ideas will be used in
creating the play. The cast performed a show Feb. 11 and will
put on its last show on Feb. 14 .
The show could end up turning in many different d irections.
Even Gerod doesn't know what
she 'll be getting.
''(Ellie] ha s told us nothing
about it ," she said. "We have no
idea what she's doing, but we
trust her completely."
One constant will be the role
of Joe Tracz, who is responsible
for re search and overseei ng the
structure of the piece.
" If anyone makes a mis ta ke ,
we're going to have Joe take off
a piece of clothing," sa id
Ludwig, who again 'used unpre~ictabiJity as reasoning.
" It 's k ind of dangerou s," she
said. "I don't kn ow how much
we'll mess LIp, but Joe won't be
naked. J '11 say that. '·
chrollicle@cofum.edll
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Areoson 10 screom
New film featuring System of a Down looks at the
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor

Genocide is a topic that is nol

often discussed, and somet imes
ignored or forgotten. At least
that's the argument of a new
documentary.
Screamers, which opened in
Chicago on Feb. 9, shows a history of genocide around the world.

Throughout the film, the metal
rock band System of a Down
shows why they arc screamers----

people who feels so strongly about

-'

an issue that inside they are
screaming with outrage and need

to inform others.
As the band trave ls on a world
tour, they try to get a resolution
passed by the U.S. and British governments to acknow ledge the
Armenian genocide in history.
They also show that while many
politicians have said they will
never let another genocide occur,
they haven 't done much to stop
them .
Recently. the film's director,
Carla Garapedian, the only
American to anchor BBC World,
spoke to The Chronicle about
Screamers.
T he C hronicle: What was it
like to direct your first feature
fdm on such a big topic like
genocide? .
Garapedian: Well, I've been
making documentaries for British
television for a while, mainly on
human rights subjects. I made a
film in Afghanistan called Lifting
the Veil, which got a lot of attention here in America ... I've been
in difficult spots ... So, the subject
matter of trying to tell the story of
people in a far away place whose

problems seem to be very far
removed from our own, that subject matter has been familiar
ground for me .
When you think about it, the
subject matter is very dark; it's
extremely distress ing.
So the challenge is: How do you
get people to come to the movie
theaters and see that? It '5 something we don't really want to face.
Because I had the music, which is
very loud and angry and passionate, because I have that, I had in
some ways what you'd call a 1001.
That tool al lowed me to reach a
wider audience.

Whose idea was it to have
System of a Down be the voice
that weaves the film together?
I didn't think about doing a film
on this subject matter because it
was too personal , and as a journalist, I've tried to be as objective as I
can but this one was just way, way
too personal.
The thing that changed it was in
2004 the band had a concen in LOs
Angeles at Ihe Greek Theater, a
commemorative concen. Every
April 24 we commemorate the
beginning of the genocide ... That
one concen changed everything
for me, and it made me think
maybe instead of trying to raise
awareness from the top down, as it
were, trying to tell the story from
the politicians point of view, from
a policy type of view, from a historians point of view, maybe the way
to tell it is from their point of view.
And at the same time, what was
goi ng on in Turkey [in 2004] was
also of interest to the SSc.

because being based in Britain,
everybody knew that Turkey was
trying to join the European Union,
and in that whole debate of
whether or not Turkey should join,
the issue of Turkey 's history and in
particular the Annenian genocide
was coming up in that debate.
So something that happened
almost a hundred years ago was
becoming pan of the current political debate in Europe and the question was should we allow Turkey
to join when it 's prosecuting pe0ple, throwing them in jail for even
wanting to discuss the Annenian
genoc ide.
So, Orhan Pamuk, the Nobel
Prize winner [was] prosecuted.
Hrant Dink [the editor of the
Turkish/Armenian language newspaper Agos] was murdered on Jan.
19 [2007] in the streets of Turkey.
(He was] a man who is in our film,
who I interviewed, who was talking about the very things he was
murdered for. The need to openly
discuss Turkey'S history and to say
genocide had happened and to be
able to discuss it freely, that whole
debate was going on in Europe
when I was beginning to make the
film and that's how the filming
evolved.

What was the reaction to the
screening of the film · in
Washington, D.C.?
Because of the Hrant Dink murder there's been a lot of di scussion
on the Hill ... We had a very big
screening in the Library of
Congress on [Jan.] 17, and we
showed the film to members of
Congress and their staffers and

Serj Tankian and the other members of System of a Down stop at
the illinois office of the former Speaker of the House, Dennis
Haster!, to deliver a petition. Tankian and others are trying to get
the U.S. and British governments to recognize the Armenian gencr
cide of the early 1900s.

various think tanks. Can you imagine all those congressmen having
to listen to all that rock music? I
was convinced they were going to
walk out, but they didn't ... The
irony of that screening was a
Turkish person stood up at the end
and said, "You've just looked at
the dark side of Turkey ... There
are 70,000 Armenians living and
working in Turkey now, what 's
YOOT problem? Why are you only
looking at the negative?"
And that was on Wednesday
night. Friday morning Heant Dink.
was killed. It sends shudders up
my spine because she was so certain that I was over-dramatizing
the issues. And here you have a
man who's in the film and he's
murdered two days later. But st,e
did raise an interesting point
because she said, "You're only
look ing i.: t one side of history. " I
said, "You know, we're sitting in
the Library of Congress where the
original documents for the war
crime trials for the perpetrators of
genocide are here, you can read
them
And walk to the
Holocaust Museum and there
you 'll see on the wall the words of
Hitler when he was asked why he
thought he could get away with

killing the Polish Jews ·he said,
'Well , who remembers the
Armenians?'"

What do you think an audIence should know before going
to this film?
What we're hoping is that by
going and seeing Screamers, we
send a message to goveinment
through the box office figures,
through ticket sales, that people
care about this enough to go see a
film of this nature. It's kind of like
if you go to Screamer3 you
become a screamer al some level
becaUse you're sending a message .,
out that you care. So that's what
we're hoping. It's become a kind
of campaign for stopping genocide
that's going on now. The more
people who see it the better, and it
shows people the possibilities, and
hopefully it will make them angry
enough to find out more about
what's going on now and try to do
something about it.
To find out more ahem the history of genocides 'NOrldwide and
what you can do to help Darfur.
visit screamersmovie.com.
mkroeclc@chroniclem~i1.com
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UpchuCk anxiety plagues thousands, if not millions
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/ Assistant A&E Editor
April Denson Jives her life in
relentless fear. This IS-year-old
from Winston-Salem, N. C., feels
nauseous constantly yet doesn 't
eat for days at a time. She loves
food, but can't bear to eat it. Many
assume she has an eating disorder,
but in actuality, benson has an
irrational fear of throwing up, also
known as emetophobia.
It's one of the least talked-about,

yet most common phobias consuming lives today. A phobia is
something that interferes with

one's life or is an avoidance
behavior in order to keep from a
situation, according to Keith
Livingston, president of Phobias
Cured, an organization that o ffers

self-help and support for those
dealing with many different kinds
of fears and anxieties.
Seymour Segnit is the founder
and president-of the Emetophobia
Clinic, a part of the Change That 's
Right Now program that helps
individuals make "fast; profound
change" m Jtherr lives. Segnit said
emetophobia is the third most
common phobia he deals with,
after public speaking and fl ying.
Emetophobia, like most pho·
bias, is a disease in which constant
negative thoughts run through a

person's head, according to Segnit.
Before they go out to eat at restau·
rants they' ll obsess about the pos·
sibility of getting sick and imagine
situations of themselves vomiting.
According to Segnit, victims of
emetophobia are constantly think·
ing, "What if I become sick? Will
I die? Will it be very unpleasant?"
Those unyeilding thoughts start
to affect a person 's health as
Denson found out from her con·
stant concern of puking-it started
to deteriorate her body.
"If somebody gets a stomach
virus around me, I literally won't eat
for three or four days," said Denson.
"Or I just eat very little just in case I
do catch it, I won't throw up. At one
point I was down to 98 pounds and
I was 5 feet 7 inches."
While the fears and phobias are
widespread, most people never do
anything about it. According to
Segnit, the total number o f people
that admit and deal with their phobias is in the hundreds of thousands, while the true size of the
problem is in the millions.
" A lot of people with anxieties
and phobias have a very active
imagination," said Rebecca Lauer,
a master hypnotherapist at
Hypnosis Chicago, 233 E. Erie St.

"They are very good at scaring
themselves. Under trance, we can
go in and tum their imagination
around and make them use it for
themselves instead of against
themselves. "
Many people with emetophobia
avoid telling others about their fear
because it's more of a dirty secret,
said Segnit.
"Most of [the people with erne·
tophobia] think the·y' re crazy,"
Livingston said. " It feel s out of
control. You ' ll have people that are
competent in other parts of their
lives and they are used to getting
things done. They work jobs and
have kids, but in lhis one area, no
matter how hard they try to force
themselves out of their fear, they
can't get over it so they tend to
think, 'What's wrong with me?'"
No one is born with emetophobia. It develops after a person has
had a traumatic event in their
childhood that triggered a fear of
vom iting, said Livingston.
Livingston remembers a time in
third grade thai was embarrassing
and painful to him.
"1 was trying not to make a fuss,
and I ended up puking all over lhe
kid in front of me. It's usually an
incident like that that's very embar-

Graphic by J oshua Covarrubias

rassing and painful and then when
you start to feel nauseous you get
those same fee lings back. It's a
conditioned response. You're in a
situation and somelhing happens;
the next time you're in a similar situation the same feelings come up.
If it's strong enough it develops
into a compulsion or phobia."
For the many people living with
cmetophobia, there is hope of over·
coming the fea r. There are multiple
options a person with a phobia can
tum to: a therapist, a hypnotherapist, a phobia hotline or self-help
CDs and booklets on their phobia.
BUI all of these treatment options
have the same underlying theme:
to remove the repetitive negative
thoughts.
Another treatment option for
those with phobias is hypnotherapy, which is puning a patient under
hypnosis after consent of a psy·
chologist, psychiatrist or medical
doclor. In these sessions, Rebecca
Lauer would put the pal ient under a
trance and start to reverse the
thought pattentS and negalive mes·
sages, as well as work on boosting

self-esteem .
·'Hypnosis can be very effec·
live," sa id Lauer. " You want to
address the symploms. It works
because of the focused concentration. Sugge;:slion takes more readily
in a relaxed state. Some people
take to hypnosis like a duck to
water-you give the subconscious
new orders and they are off and
running."
For those who have a phobia or
irrational fear, there is always a
solution, regardless if they think.
they can't get over it.
"Often times there is this fee ling
of helplessness that surrounds
them," Segnit said. "We'd figure
out first if lhey are really committed 10 getting help, because the
only way to solve it is to take
responsibility in solving it. I'll tell
you one lhing: they all can get over
it. Every one of them."
If you have emetophobia or if
you are tlying to deal with a pllObia, call the Change 71wt~· Right
Now hotline at (650) 249-5120.

cmahlmeister@chroniclemail.r.:om
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S88 SHAFT, a s8minal work in 1970s action film
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Democrots, Republicons, Vompires
Presidential hopeful to bring fear, swords info office
By Hunter Clauss/Editor-in-C hief

While the 2008 presidential race
is quickly sh"ping up to be a historic one with Sen. Hilary Clinton
(D-N.Y.) vying to be the first
female president and Sen. Saraek
Obama (D-Ill.) potentially becoming the first black president, another candidate is attempti ng to break
new ground by trying to become
the nation's first satanic vampire
president.
Jonathon " the Impaler" Sharkey,
a 42-year-old resident of Union
County, N.J., has flown into the
2008 presidential race under the

Vampire, Witches and Pagan Party,
a political organization he created
in September 2005 right before his
unsuccessful run fur governor of
Minnesota in 2006. 11's the subject
of a docwnentary, Impaler, which
will make its debut at the Byron
Bay Film Festival in Austra lia on
Feb. 16.
With his 19·year·old wife Spree
by his side, Sharkey has taken finn
positions on such issues as increas·
ing the quality of education, allow·
iog same· sex marriages, with·

drawing American troops from
Iraq and creating affordable
healthcare, but none of his plat·
fonns has generated as much
media and Internet buzz as his
stance on, well, impalement.
Sharkey wants to insti ll fear into
terrorists, drunk drivers, sex
offenders and pedophiles with his
homemade eight·foot.long wood·
en impaling stake, which he said is
so sharp that "if you tap it with the
poi nt of your finger, you're going
to bleed."
If he succeeds in winning the
presidential race, Sharkey said one
of the first people he 'd impale
would be Bears quarterback Rex
Grossman. Also on his impalement
list are President George W. Bush,
Osama bin Laden, Vice President
Dick Cheney, OJ. Simpson and
Fidel Castro, among many others.
The Chronicle talked to Sharkey
about the art of impalement and
discovered he is a proud father·tobe. His w ife, a diabetic and aspir.
ing boxer, fainted while training
for her first boxing match. She was

taken to a local hospital, where
doctors performed a number of
tests.
"One came back positive,"
Sharkey said. The baby is expected
to be born in October, hopefully
around Halloween.
Chronicle: In addition to run·
ning for president, you were
once a boxer and a wrestler?
Jonathon : I ended up retiring
from boxing, but I'm getting back
into it mainly because of Spree.
Plus, on my website and all the
interviews I've done over the past
year, I've flat out said, "When I'm
president, terrorists and criminals
are going to fear me."
Well, every president preceding
me has said that too. But as you
can see with President Bush, ter·
rorists mock him, but if you' re a
terrorist or a criminal and you're
seeing -me knocking out people
like I used to, you're going to say,
"Yeah, this president is saying he
could beat us up, and from what
we can see in the ring, he can do
it."
You also mention on your
website that you want to instill
fear into terrorists and cr iminals
by impaling them on the front
lawn of the White House. How
do you plan on doing that?
My impaling stake will actually
be rammed through somebody.
Depending on their crime, I would
either run it t-hrough their kidneys
or straight through their abdomen,
w hich would be a quick but
painful death.
If it were somebody I planned
on torturing- like if we got ahold
of terrorists- I would impale them
through the back but not through
any vital organs. Whi le they are
hung up on it- impaled-l wou ld
proceed to dismember them and
torture them and eventually decapitate them.
How did you come up with the
concept for your impaling stake?
My concept with the impaling
stake comes from Vlad Tepes, also
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Why is that?
You've got to remember that

"If

What are impaIeal;d e,offenses?
If they get caught molesting a
child, raping a woman, [commit·
ting] acts of terrorism, use of or
selling of hardcore drugs and committing
act of DUI where some·
one has been injured or killed.
1 give a whole new meaning to
the tenn "three strikes and you're
out." After your third conviction of
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Have you impaled anyone?
No comment.

Bush does not like me. So I'm not
going to fu ll y adm it to doing
something. What, I will s~:y is tJ\3t'1r! ..
with the coven that I co-own with
the Satanic Church, it's in the
bylaws that if any member violates
what 1 consider to be impaJeable ,_J
offenses, they will be impaled.

$7,000 cornpensiltion to hl~illthy women between the tlges

* * 10% of}" for Staff, Faculty & Students

L -__________

known as Dracula and Vlad the
Impaler. The problem he had was
if he impaled someone with his
wooden stakes or metal stakes,
they would slide down, and it
would get the full effect. If they
slide down, they would be able to
put their legs down. They would
sti ll die but it wouldn 't be as
painful.
With my impaling stake, if they
s lide down two·and·a·half feet the
spikes get them. They're not going
anywhere else.

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE SOIIT'll LOOPIl
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Jonathon uThe lmpaler" Sharkey poses with his cloak and impaler.
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President
Vampire has
previous political experience
Continued/rom Page 27
DUI. you're getting impaled
because you're taking away the
lives of innocent people and put~
ting innocent people in jeopardy.
When I used to live in
Indianapolis, I was involved
with MADD Indiana. I was a
part of their public policy board,
mainly because I have a paralegal degree and I was politically
active. I wrote 8 law on my own
that made it twice to the Indiana
state Senate floor in 2002 and
2003, and the liquor lobbyist got
it shot down. The law was calling for harsher penalties if
someone ended up being caught
driving under 'the influence in a
sc"bool zone.
It bothers me that the liquor

industry and their lobbyists feel
it's better to allow people to
endanger innocen~ lives than to
protect innocent people. As
president, that's one thing I will
not tolerate. I've been a victim
of a drunk driver and I will not
tolerate such danger.
Ironically, my. wife's mother
was convicted of DUI about
seven years ago. I' ve already
told her, "This is one conviction.
If you ever get two more, I don't
care if you're my mother-in-law
or not, 1 will impale you."
What does your wife say to
that?
Of course, it being her mother,
she really didn' t, like it. She still
has to be talked to and she gives
me the evil eye. But knowing
that she wiIJ be the first lady of
the country, she understands that
I shouldn ' t
be
showing
fa voritism. She's had a nice long
talk with · Her~ mother. One time,
when her mother was inebriated,
she drove her mother home to
avoid the chance of her mother
getting busted. My wife did the
perfect thing. 1 just want people
to drink: responsibly.

THAN K YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS EXPERIMENT.

How have you been affected
by drunk driving and alcoholism?
I've
unfortunately
been
exposed to the dangers and
a~use of alcoholism and drug
addiction. Both of my parents
were alcoholics and were very
abusive. I have an aunt who
drinks so much that she barely
has a liver. I had an uncle who
was so bad that they literally
found him dead on his bed with
the bottle in his hand. So instead
of moping, I fee l it's better to
take a negative and tum it into a
positive.
To read more of this Q&A. log
on to The Chronicle s website,
columbiachronicle.com.
For
more information on Jonathon
"the Impaler" Sharkey and his
presidential campaign, visit his
website at - www,theimpalerforpresident2008.us,

hclauss@chroniclemail.com
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Creoting 0 new
perspective
Gallery showcases art from Iraq
By TIffany Brayne/Managing Editor

have a college degree in drawing.

A canvas filled with sensuous
colors and vague outlines of nude
women sitting beside each other
hangs on the wall of the minimalIy-decorated lohnsonese Gallery
in Bucktown.
Across the room, another painting shows a pair of outstretched
hands reaching toward a colorful,
cartoonish character with an open
mouth and a cartoonish bouquet of
flowers.
These are two of 20 paintings
that traveled nearly 6,500 miles
from Baghdad to be displayed in
the Johnsonese Gallery, 2 149 W.
Annitage Ave. However, the artists
who created these pieces have
never stepped foot on American
soil.
All of the work hanging at the
gallery is a part of "Art Goes On.
In Baghdad." an cxhibit showcasing artwork from several Iraq i
painters who are part of a bigger
collective called the Iraqi Pl astic
Arts Gallery.
The exhibit opened Jan. 19 and
nms through March 3.
TI1C story of how these paintings
ended up in Ch icago starts with a
female human rights worker who
traveled to Baghdad and m~t the
Iraqi Plast ic ani sts. most of whom

but no outlet to sell or display their
work.

The worker, who chooses to
remain anonymous for safety reasons, contacted her friend, Chuck
Trimhach, in Chicago. Together,
they came up with the idea to
showcase the Iraqi artists' work in

the United States in hope of giving
people a new perspective on the
war-tom country.

Unfortunately for Trimbach.
many

g alleries

in

the

city

weren't as excited about the
idea. He called about 40 galleries before finally reaching
C hri s John son, the owner of

l ohnsonese Gallery, who immediately took up the offer to
exh ibit the work.
"There were no galleries of any
note that wanted to even speak
with me about it," Trimbach said.
" It was a flat out 'No' as soon as
they heard Iraq .... So I was turned
down by all the galleries except for
(Johnsonese]. And he got it and he
understood the purpose of all thi s."
Joh nson
sa id
he
s hared
Trimbach's motivation to push the
envelope in tenns of how
Americans view Iraq i people.
"The main thing is just to make

A piece
art created by Iraqi artist Dalya MnilRlmrrWi
On-In Baghdad' exhlb~ at Johnsonese Gallery. 2149 W. Armitage Ave.
you realize that there are real pe0- to the artists through e-mail, but exhibit will also help provide a
ple in Baghdad still trying to live could not reach them by press new perspective of Iraqi residents
real lives," Johnson said. '"They' re time. Trimhach said this is due to to Americans.
all professional artists. This is what the lack of electricity and Internet
"Art makes you reflect on a lot
they' re trying to do for a living, so availability in lraq.
of things happening in a peaceful
they ' re still creating work and
The artwork on display at way," Serrano said. "It changes
need to find a way to get that into Johnsonese Gallery is for sale to your perception of everything.
the market."
the general public. After the exhib- Everything starts from the eye."
After the exhibit was initially set it ends in March, the money made
Though Trimbach has never
up between Trimbach and Johnson will be sent back to the artists in met the artists in Baghdad, he
in August 2006, each pai nted can- Baghdad, which is one of the main tries to regularly communicate
vas from the Iraqi artists was rolled goals of displaying the artwork.
with them through e-mail and
up and brought to the United States
" I saw nothing was getting hopes to continually supply an
v ia the hum an ri gh.ts worker. done in terms of help, especially outlet and inc,o me for their artThough a majority of the artwork in the art istic community," work.
' .r
wound up in Chicago undamaged, Trimbach said. "I'm trying to
" It a,Ilows them to have this
Johnson said a few pieces experi- provide an income for peoplesense of dignity in these really
enced some minor scratches in the an income that's based upon their undignified times," " Tr)mbach
paint from being examined at safe- work. It's charitable, yes, but it's said.
ty checkpoints on the flights from
not handouts."
Iraq to Chicago.
Ricardo Serrano, a junior radio
tbreyne@chroniclemail.com
The 'Chronicie attempted to talk major, thinks ii 's possible Ihal the
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A new gift for when

a Valentine's Day card doesn't say it all

By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor

Storefront
rated with
lights and
Valentine's
cards are

windows are 'decoglowing rose pink
other symbols of
Day. The greeti ng
on store shelves.

cafepress.com for a couple of
years, including " I hate you"
smiley face t-shirts. He also
sells. fortune cookies with
messag.e s .like: "You will
contnict salmonella poison·
ing within the -~ ne xt five
now -nours." T-he cookies and
~.

Columbia freshman Jim JaJove
th inks the holiday has
become so much of a joke
that it doesn't have a point
anymore.
" I think it's just a
Hallmark holiday," l alove
said. "My parents used to use
Valentine's Day as a time to
go back and look
at their days.
Now it seems
like for most
people it's
become like
a secondary
Christmas."

shirts "have. peen popular~

.atcordihg 'to Hatch,
'
mockery of it.
who generally sells
Cameron Hatch, creator of a few t-shirts a
generallyawesome.com, is selling month .
" Bitter
Valentine 's
Bears"
Sarah Decker,
through cafepress.com.
a graduate stu"The teddy bears started as a dent at Columbia
joke," Hatch said. "But people said she usually
were contacting me about them, doesn ' t
celebrate
so I decided to see if anyone Valentine's Day. but
would buy them."
thinks the bears are a
Generallyawesome.com fea- "cute" idea.
tures images of satirical bears and
" I think it's been so comother stuffed animals with mes- mercialized," Decker said
Day.
sages like " I hate you," "Bite of Valentin e's
me! " and " I hope you die." The "There's so much pink
stuff and candy. It's
website began in 2003 .
" Part of it was just as a creative refreshing to see someoutlet because I use humor as a thing new."
way to express myself," Hatch
Decker thinks some of
said. "I think 1 enj oy looking her friends would find it
around the site more than anyone amusing.
who visits it. Then more people
"They
di slike
the
started looking at it and I thought Valentine's Day thing more than 1
I.could turn some profit out of it" do," Decker said. "They ' d get a
Hatch has sold items through kick out of it."

Courtesy of cameron Hatch

them amusing.
"It's sati re," l alove
" I love it. I
would give that to
my spouse. He'd
laugh."
Hatch said the
good thing about
cafepress.com is that
they pr int items on
demand, which means no
one is left with an abundance of
unwanted products.

The internet is now being used
as a great tool for companies and
small businesses, according to
Bruce Newman, a DePaul
University marketing professor.
"Direct marketing- selling a
product from the company
st raight to the customer without
retail stores- makes it possible
for consumers to make these
kind of products," Newman said.
In regards to the teddy bears,
Newman said he hadn'l heard of
them, but thinks the satirica l
look on Vale ntine's Day is probably a result of the fact that people are spending more money on
holidays.
While lalove thinks his significant other would appreciate the
Scottie
Meyers,
a
bear,
Co lumbi a theater sophomo re,
has another idea for who he'd
give a bear to .
"I got a couple of ex-girlfriends I'd like to send one of
those to ," Meyers said. " I might
send that along with a Hallmark
card that says, ' I was just thinking about you. This says everythi ng 1 need to say."
mkroeck@chroniclemail. com
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To be king of the forest
By Matt Fag_molm/Ass lstant A&E Editor

Does Forest Whitaker deserve:
th~

o\'erwhc:1ming amount of
pr.tlse and accolades he 's
l"C\."'Ci\'ed for hi ~ portrnyal of Idi
Amin. Uganda's notorious dict:\tor? Th~ answer is a re...ounding
'e$, He 's pl:l)~ so many engagIng charnC'lers throug hout the
years.. In films as dl\rerR :Leo Bin:!
(1988) and 111, Crnng Gam e
(1991). that 1M- d«lSlon to cast
him as slKh a reprehensible hiStone figurt' 15 mgenlous.
\\1utakcr 00= enough chansrna and a.:~ to make any
a~

member a behC'\u of hIS
cIwx1cr's lofty IdaIs It'. the
same: channing ~rsona "mm
_ a l ., the press 1blng the
19-(k. "hleh ",-ouId later beC>pO>Cd as • <bell)' r.c.k
TM
humor and
paulon
\\l"taker breathes mlo hiS role
makes Amtn"$ homKtdaI naf\at'
all the men homrlC. He sucacds
In embody"• .a man as amtnguGUS and compJe. as he " ....,.,.
.suou:.l Ulfmhlc. He ckh,-cn an
IIIlfurr<n>I>k perfonnoncc ..... dr) of all ......-ds. UlCludJDc the

_0JCat
IkJI be cIc3ocn... to be D1 • _
mone !ban T1w 1.41, K"'8 of
Scodaod
O:naor Kc-"1II M cOooald. the

man behind excellent documentaries like One Day in September
(1999) and Touching
Void
(200J). has c",Ral a disappoin'-

,h.

ingl y convent ional drama that
squea.e:5 a monW11cotal Teal-life
tr.lgedy
Into a superficia l

live consequences.
Ahhough Last King i, indeal
basal on Giles Fodcn', book of the
same name, it follows a troubling
storytelling tradition set by previous American films. 11lese films

Hollywood fonnula. Think 111.
f:>elil Ueon Prada meets Turi.rlos.
TIlls 15 apparcT1t right from the

tilm's opening moments, which
Introduces Vl(WCfS to Scottish
medical school grad Nicholas
Gampn. playal by Jam..
McAvoy. Gamgan IS arutlOUS to
gel
of the house. He d«:ldcs '0
choose hu tn\-el destination by
SPUUling • globc. runm"ll hu finger aplnsl It and sectog ...~ II
stops What a COll1Cldence--1I
IancIs on pndal Th" JlOonfully
Iomc ""JU<'lC< propels Gampn
toto ..-uk at a rcmocc pndan V11Forest Whhaker was nomlnat·
~. ,,'her< 80 pcrcen' of .he ed lor the Best Actor Oscar for
Ioab JRfcr " ...ch doc'ors.
his perfomance In 'The Last
A.flcr blbn, 10 _
• p/Iys•. KIna of Scotland. '
Clan'S
wasted Gillian
Andcnon-Gampn cncounten mtcnd 10 taLK awa.rcncs.s on • Vital
the brJIor·1han-bfc Am ..... boclt- ...... by
lule \Qd chotoc·
counIry I21Iy llvwch ....... of k:r ., !.he rna.msuam .udtcncc's
.x.-dopmatIs too omprobobk 10 gwdc throuah an Inham"y for~ Am.. tuns Gotmpn as
.. pt---and wuoIly Afncan-story.
There ..... PoInc;", Atqu<ftc ...
hu pcnonaJ p/lY'ICWI. 1IIadJy

ou'

...,re--.

""na ....
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111. Last Samurai, Leonardo

DiCaprio in Blood Diamond and
now McAvoy in this film. Yes,
McAvoy IunLI in solid work, but
the presence of his composite
character within such a flesh-andblood setting is ,imply distracting.
Garrigan 's sole fwlction is to
mirror the amused, stunned or disgusted reaction of the viewer. His
observations about Amin, such as,
"You"re a child . That's what
makes you so f.- -ing scary!" are
redundant, since Whitaker's multilayttal pcrfonnancc: already communica.al tha, fact clear enough.
Though Garrigan', relationship
wi,h Amin has intriguing shades,
especially when he fcan of being
complicit in Amin's crimes, his
uttcr lack of credibility diffuses
any such dramatic complexity.
Gampn especially .ests the limil5
o r plausibility when he d«:ides '0
have an ill-advised affair with one
of Amin ', wives, playa! by Kerry
WahinJllon.
The film ...0"," as straightforward entertainment. I label that
squandm its chance at being 50
much more . Any vicwer who
kllOW3 Amin won', buy the upbeat
rllSl half, which plays somewhat
I1ke an alllY comedy o f mamers.
Anthony Dod Man,le 's cinema1OtlJ1lplty Iook.s like • piny
Vietnam-c.n ocwlTftl crossed
WIth • sputtc music video.
There II< bmcs when the film
1hraIms 10 become. spcd-up ' ...'lOll of the open... manll&< from
Apoca/).".. Nuw. and the comporoons .,..,.__ boIII films don',

slOp there. Amin

ia undoubtedly

the film', Col. Kurtz, otalthily
pullin, Garrigan into hi, lory
heart of darttneSl. Yet unlike
Martin Sheen in Apocalyp3e,
McAvoy
neither the
depth nor self-refledion 10 state
anything more profound than "l
wanna go home."
.
The mm'. epilogue notes that
Amin was responsible for 300,000
deaths, .. images of the nowdeceased leader arc seen smiling in
the background. Such a statiJtic
begs the question, who really is
Amin, and why didn't the filmmaken have the guts 10 simply tell
his story? Jt certainly packs more •
real drama than any number of
angst-fiUal Scottish kids.
11Ie Last King of Scotland',
greatest casualty is Whitaker hlmself, whose cam:r-besl performance is reduced to a supporting
role ,mailer than that of Djimon

)lOS......

Houmou in Blood

DI~

performance that snaggal an
Academy Award nomination for
Bes. Supporting Actor. Wbitakcr
may very well win the Best AclOr
Oscar and it', not only.•
10 his briUian! work. but 10 the man
this film should have !JUly been
about in the lint place.

'<stamen'
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Reviews
not be so intense about every·
th ing. While Broadcasting ...
isn't necessarily awful, it did
induce a ringing noise in my
ears and sl ight headache after
listening to it for 10 minutes.
Recommended for the angry

Corri_ck Kid

mashing rype. - T Breyne

Broadcasting...

March Issue, Esquire

Though the cover didn't entice
me the way it usually does, this
issue is stocked full of interesting
reads: Chuck Klost~nnan 's essay
on stereotypes and why we love
them. A soldier's tale of how he
misses the war. A detailed interview with Christina Ricci ,
accompanied by semi-nude photos of the honie. Good job,
Esquire. You're lookin ' good.

-T Breyne

Marvel Ultimaie Alliance
PS3 ancfXBOX 360

RallO Against 1he
Machine Reunion

garners an orgy of comic book
characters to play with. Labeled
as an action RPG, this game has
four-player action, classic leveling up and Doctor Doom as the
vi llain. Very deep and similar to
Baldur:r Gale-it's the perfect
game for you and your loser
roommates fo r the winter.

' -G Siefo

Rage Against the Machine will
reunite for the first time in seven
years to headline at the 2007
Coachella Music and Arts
Festival. It's bittersweet that this
w ill be a one-time thing for the
group though. I' m glad they're
not going to ruin a good thing like
some groups do when they
reunite, but I'd love to hear some
new riffs bashing the c urrent
president- I can 't get enough of
it - 1. Gal/iar!

like " J'm Going Down" and

MaryJ. Bilge
Reflections

"Real Love" are true classics.
Since the album left Ollt "Rainy
Days" and her duel with U2 of
"One," it lost a heart.
- M. Kroeck

Feb/March Issue,

- E. Kasang

Who ta ught yo u ho w to DJ ?
This dude from myoid neighborhood, Steve Chavez.
He taught me how to blend.

How has the hou se music scene in C hi cago
changed since yo u sta rted ?
The response 10 Ihat cou ld be a book in itse lf. Let's
just say it had its ups and downs and ri ght now it 's on
its way up .

-c. Mahlm eisler

SHAZAM:The
Monsler Society of Evil
JejJSmith

DlscoIIer

Lost
ABC

After blue-balling viewers with
a colossal break, LOST returns
to Wednesday nights. The first
new episode in months offered
an insightfu l glimpse into the
mysteriously sinister Juliet , but
only at the expense of posing
further questions. Despite the
lack of answers, the show still
seems to be going strong.

- H. Clauss

The Hills
MTV

I don '{ care what anybody else
has to say; I love cold weather.
My beard and mustache fonn little icicles on the edges, some people's eyelids freeze in place, plus
the cold breath and that really bitter w inter wind blowing straight
into your face. What's not to
love? - M. Rubio

My Big Furry Boots

Cold Weather

innocent com ic book endeavor is
writer/artist JefTSmith 's first step
back into the genre since the
finale of his highly acclaimed
series, Bone. In this new 4-part
series, Smith weaves a timeless
laic of orphan Billy Baston and
how he comes to wield the power
of Captain MarveL Like his Irademark series, SHAZAM can be
cnjoyed by all ages. - H. Clauss

episode that we didn'l already
know? NOTHING Spencer is a
shady guy, and Heidi needs 10
ditch that loser. At least Heidi
and Audrina arc friends agam.
Now, I can sleep soundly.
Hopefully. L.c. will actually do
someth ing dramatic soon. so
that having a reality show about
her life will aClUally be warranted. - H. Graham

Telluride snow boots on line .
They're so fuzzy and cute . The
acrual size of them surprised me
when I got them because they
are super-sized with an extra
shoe layer inside. But they keep
my feet super cozy even in the
subzero temperatures. And when
I have happy feet, I 'm a happy
girl! - K. Kalter

CZR

Taking a closer look at Chicago is local bands

The Chronicle: Who go t yo u into house music?
CZR: Me, just looking for what I can relate to.
Music struck a nerve .

Tlle Blow
Paper Television

This month's Discover magazine features a profile of
Barnum Brown, an early 20th
century paleontologist and U.S.
spy. Espionage and dinosaur
digging- cool.
Plus,
Jane
Goodall gives a Q&A on her primate research . Oh, and there 's
other science-y stuff too.

Premium Blend
After the disco scene died, people were c ravi ng a
new style of dance music. Chicago played an important
role in the evo luli on of house music. Pi lsen native
C.ZR-born Cesar Hernandez- was one of the pioneers of the Chi cago hou se music scene . CZR, now in
his 305, started deejayi ng as a teenager and is a 21-year
veteran of the industry, either spinning records or producing tracks . He founded Texture, his own label, and
his musie is played worldwide by DJs like Moby, DJ
Sneak, Daft Punk and Carl Cox. But local house heads
can slill see him bring the funk at clubs around town
like Onlourage, J 57 W. Ontario St., and Four, 1551 W.
Di vision St. His fans are also looking forward to new
tracks, in clud ing one on an album entitled Th e
Chicago LP.

The Blow blows me away. I\s if
the whole Mates of State-loveydovey-cute-cou pi cs-ma kingmusic thing couldn't get any beIter, il did, and their names are
Jana Bcchtolt and Khaela
Maricich. It's sort of like someone just threw up a bunch of rainbows in my palm and I never,
ever, want to put the magicalgoodness down.

Blige hits is a must-have for
anybody who likes new Mary J.
but still needs a linle old Mary J.
to widen their collection. Songs

Do you like to dance?
. (laughs] Good question. From time to time I do .
What did yo u wa nt to be as a child?
Funny thi ng, I never knew 'til one day when I was
16 and J was in a recording studio. Th at's when I knew
I wanted to write, produ ce, arrange or be part of that
process of making songs. Being a DJ was first, but I
didn 't know it could be a career.
How would you descri be yo ur slyle?
Bangin'.
Where would yo u want to be right now i f yo u
cou ld be anywhere in the world?
Any place warm!
Where do you wan t to be 10 years fro m now?
Still going st rong.
How about in 40 years'!
Chillin' some place warm.
To hear some tracks fro m CZR. or to find Ollt where
his next set is, visit myspace.com/czr.
- K. Kaller
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Crossword

NINES

ACROSS
1 Munch on
5 Slip-prevention
device
10 Links' vehicle
14 "Damn Yankees"
vixen
15 Singer Buddy
16 Regan 's father
, 7 Currier's partner
'8 Opera songs
19 New York canal
20 Jackson and
Principal
22, Queeg's ship
23 Getty and
Winwood
24 Drew and
Mariah
25 Atlirmalive·
26 Comic crash
27 Gomez or
Mo.rticia
31 Manner
36 Prepare to drive
37 CD's rival
38 10 sawbucks
39 Fit for guys
41 Detonations
42 Major IS?
43 Poollool?
44 "On the
Waterfront" star
48 Puts in place
53 Russo and Caty
54 One with the
most smarts
55 Requests
56 Japanese car
maker
57 Sense organ
58 Electrical unit
59 Total
60 Mental spark
61 Has debts
62 Naps
63 Transmit

DOWN
1 Writer Barker
2 Larry of
"Hogan 's
Heroes"
3 Choose by vote
4 Refuse
5 English prince
6 Aussie parrots
7 Walt Disney's
middle name

2/12101

C 2007 Trtbune Medii S..vIC:H, Inc:.
All rlghtl re..rved.

8 Lamenter's cry
9 Herndon and

Solutions

Cobb
10 Sharply defined
11 F.O.E. chapter
12 Like the wet
season
13 Elders and
alders
21 Four·year
intervals
22 Confessed
24 Machinery part
26 Make a wager
27 24-hr. banker
28 Narc 's org .
29 Hideaway '
30 Eur. nation
31 Man about the
house
32 SNL's Gasteyer
33 Ph. bk. listings
34 Giant Mel
35 NQtes of scales
37 Dolores _ Rio
40 Monkey house
address
41 Interments

S.udoku

Jefynn Owens, 22,
was showing the world
how to stay warm
when we spotted her.
Enveloped in a long,
copper-brown J-Lo coat
and tan boots on
Wabash Avenue, Owens
believes sturdy winter
wear is essential for
beating the cold.
" Wear a long coat,
gloves, scarf, the whole
works," Owens ~aid . "If
you don't,_you will
freeze."
Owens thinks fashion
is a great form of
expression and said it
her to set trends
and show off her style.
" I like to shop at
places like Forever 21 ,
H&M and Nordstrom,"
.
Owens said .
Even ~hese cold days
ot winter 'can't keep
OwE!ns··fram shop, . pill&-:,see the .b.ag.
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49 TLC's '

43 Infant's bed
44 La Scala cheer
45 Plant new
seeds
46 Leg joint
47 Bird homes
48 Bali's partner

H

50
51
52
54
56

Treehouse
Crystalline cavity
German city
Bed follower
Cher's Sonny
Stashed away
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RubiofTh e ' Chronicl~

By Michael Mepham
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Sudoku , visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

.Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20):

G
O

Aries (March 21-April
20):The Bears officially suck
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Yes, you are a monster.

~
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Taurus (Apri l 21 - May 21):

e

When heading fo r class in the 624
S. ~ i chigan Ave. building, you' ll
have to wait in the lobby for an
elevator with 30 other students for
10 minutes. When one finally

to class, the teacher's lecture
derails when he can't find any
working markers for the. dry-erase
board. This wi ll be your Columbia
experience 'in a nutshelL

Ca ncer (J un e 22-Juty 23):

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-0ec. 21):
This week spells disaster because
every time you step out of the
shower, you ' ll have a bowel
movement.

•

Leo (July 24- Aug. 23): Four
your apartment is indeed ema·
nat iog from your pants,

Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov. 22):

only to be packed in with eight
other people. When you finally get

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20):

out of fiv e doctors agree that

•

Changing your email address from
ween69@yahoo.com to something
less revealing is probably a good
idea when you' re sending out your
resumes.

your way through, barely mak ing
it past the closing elevator doors

Many lessons can be learned
from watc hing Arnold
Sc hwarzenegger in Commamfo
whil e downing a 40 oz. and

the beef jerky smell plaguing

23): You

arrives, you' ll fight and Qudge

Gem ini (May 22-June 21):

Your dreams of gettin g onto
"Cops" w ill come true th.is
week. Unfortun ately, you
won't appear on "C heaters"
for another month .

2~ept

Libra (Sept. 24-Qct 23):

more than every sitcom star·
ring David Spade.

Remembe'r those days when
a ll you had to worry about was
running home from sc hoo l in
time to catch " Batman : The
A~imated Se ries"? Yeah,
yo u' ll never see those days
aga in .

Virgo (Aug.

, will fmally come to the realization
I
that tanning beds don't make you
look any bener than Joan Rivers'
mummified corpse, that "is, unless
you're aiming to look like a
wrinkly orange creature on par
with a 1950s science fiction
movie.

playing Risk.

SUdoku on Mobile.

Getalreegamel

good luck
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Comple te the grid
I so each row,
column and 3·by·3
box (in bold
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shall follow you.
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Boyardee and
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Name yo ur firs t born Chef

Mr. Rogers was a true American

•

•

hero, and anyone who tells you
otherwise probably hod a learning
disability when they we~ younger
and couldn ' t "get" the show.

"
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RollenApples
'The 8eat/es and Apple Inc. fight over name ... again
By Jordan Robertson! AP

For the third time in nearly three
decades, iPod maker Apple Inc.
has resolved a bitter trademark dis~
pute with The Beatles' guardian,
Apple Corps Ltd., over use of the

iconic apple logo and name.
But while the truce, announced

Feb,S, appeared to finally bury the
long-simmering animosity, music

lovers will still need to wait for the
right to buy such songs as "Love
Me Do" or "Hey Jude" on Apple

Inc.'s iTunes online store.
The
announcement-made
jointly by one of the world's
largest music sellers and one of

history's most beloved bandswas silent on whether the catalog

of Seatles songs will become
available for download any time

soon.
The Beatles have so far been the
most prominent holdout from
iTunes and other online music
services, and Apple's overtures to
put the music online have been
stymied by the ongoing litigation:
The settlement gives Cupertino,

Calif.-based Apple inc, ownen;hip
.of the name and logo in return for
agreeing to license some of those
trademarks back to London-based
Apple Corps- guardian of The
Beatles' commercial interests-for
their continued use.
It ends the ongoing trademark

lawsuit between the ,two companies, with each side paying its own
legal costs. Other terms of the settlement were not disclosed.
Industry analysts said a resolution on putting The Beatles' music
online is likely already in the
works.
" It goes from impossible to a
lock that it's going to happen-it 's
a function of time at this point,"
said Gene Munster, senior research
analyst with investment bank Piper
Jafliay & Co, "I bet they move
pretty fast. For Apple, it was critical that they got this taken care of."
Jaffray estimates that Apple Inc.
paid The BeaUes $50 million to
$1 ()() million for the rights to the
Apple name. That would come on
top of more than $26.5 million
Apple paid to settle past disputes

with Apple Corps,
It's no secret that Steve JobsApple Inc. 's chief executive officer
and a huge Beatles fan-.has wanted the British band's music on
iTunes, which has sold more than 2
billion songs worldwide and has
catapulted Apple into the top ranks
of music sellers.
However, decades of legal disputes between the two companies
have thus far made any partnership
all but impossible.
"We love the Beatles, and it has

been painful being at odds with
them over these trademarks," Jobs
said in a statement. " It feels great
to resolve this in a positive manner, and in a way that should
remove the potential of further disagreements in the future."
The Beatles had been one of the
few remaining big-name musical
acts to reject any legal distribution
of its work on the Internet.
Fonnerly hesitant artists from
Madonna to Metallica have made
peace with online customers as
digital downloads have continued
to grow in popUlarity- with
iTunes holding the bulk of the
market.
Artists have complained that
online distribution leaves them
with too small a profit and that
iTunes wrecks the artistic integrity
of an album by allowing songs to
be purchased for 99 cents apiece.
Bands such as AOOC have sold
its albums only at other, more flexible sites.
But the Beatles' recording label,
Britain 's EM I Group, has rebuffed
all suitors.
Elizabeth Freund, the U.S.
spokeswoman for Apple Corps,
said EMI would ·first need an
agreement with App le Corps
before licensing any music to
Apple Inc. or other online services.

The 8eatles' company, Apple Corps Ltd ., settle another dispute with
Apple Inc., but it is unclear as to when the band's catalog wi ll be
made available on iTunes.
She said no such deal has been woo The Seatles' management.
Apple Corps contended that
reached yet.
EMl officials declined to com- Apple Inc. 's use of the logo on
iTunes amounted to a breach of the
ment.
The Beatles' company, whose
1991 agreement. Lawyers for
corporate logo is a giant green Apple Inc. have argued that music
Granny Smith apple, first sued lovers are smart enough to tell the
what was, unti l last month, Apple difference between the logos.
Computer Inc. for trademark Apple Corps uses a shiny green
infringement in 1978. The comput- apple as its logo, while Apple Inc.
er maker agreed in 1981 to pay has a cartoon-like apple with a bite
$80,000 and never enter the music taken out.
A British judge ruled in May
business.
Apple Corps sued again nearly a that Apple Inc. 's logo is used in
decade later, alleging the musical association with the store-not the
instrument digital interface, or music- and thus pennitted. The
MIDI, software included on settlement announced Feb . 5
Apple's Macintosh computers vio- replaces the 1991 agreement and
lated those terms. Apple Inc. again makes an appeal of that ruling
settled, agreeing in 1991 to pay unnecessary.
Neil Aspinall, manager of Apple
$26.5 million to secure the rights
to the apple logo for selling com- Corps, said the company was glad
puters and software, while Apple to resolve the dispute.
" The years ahead are going to be
Corps would get it for producing
very exciting times for us," he said
and selling mus ic.
Tensions flared again in 2003 in a statement. "We wish Apple
while Apple Inc . was signing up Inc. every success and look fo rrecording labels to offer their ward to many years of peaceful
songs through Apple's new iTunes cooperation with them."
download store and attempted to
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For more details visit: http://www.colum.edu/cte/eta
Nominations are due no later than $:00 m Frida, Februar 23, 2007.
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bad way of spreading, so [we1 nology could help JleOPle with diswant to make sure we nip this in abilities or ~ allow seIVicethe bud and ban it in all 50 states," men ov=eas to shoot game. Aod
Michael Markarian, executive vice an attendant in the blind with the
president of the -Hwnane Society, ritle could override any Wlsafe or
Lockwood 's venture barely
ed sofa. What's sportsmanlike
said of cyber hunting.
unethical shots.
got started before Texas lawabout that?"
The grouR is a1so pressing for a
Lockwood does not have a ~
The issue emerged in early makers ca ught wind of it,
federal ban.
li sted home telephone number
2005, when Texas entrepreneur swooped in and shot it down .
Pro-hunting groups including and could not be reached for this
Safari Club International and the story.
John Lockwood set up a website Since then , other states have
But he told The
that allowed subscribing hunters hustled to get something on National Rifle Association also Associated Press last year that
their books barring the practice,
have opposed remote
with a high-speed Internet
legislatures barring the practice
" have no clue what they' re passing laws against."
"Ever since we stopped running after our prey and killing
with our hands, we've evolved by
distancing ourselves further and
further from the game and making it more and more efficient for
w hatever reason we want to take
it," Lockwood has said.
Reitz isn't swayed by such
arguments.
"There's a lot of opportunities
out there for people with disabilities," he said. "I just think this is a
bad way to do it."
His bill, now before an Illinois
House rules committee, would
amend the state's wildlife code to
bar a person from operating, providing, selling, using or offering
"any computer software or service
that allows a person not physically
present at the hunt site to remotely
control a weapon that could be
used to take wildlife by remote
operation."
Use of s uch equipment would
Deer hunter Gary Harpole, who has 100 kills under his belt, shows off a large buck at the
be a misdemeanor punishable by
Heartland Lodge in Nebo, III. on Jan. 31.
up to six months in jail and
connection to shoot antelope, wild according to the Humane Society.
control hunting.
$1,500 in fines. Those who propigs and other game on his 220Even diehard hunters are
Gary Ha rpoJe, an IJIinois vided the software or services
acre San Antoni o s pread v ia opposed, saying that shooting an
hunter who figures he's killed could face a misdemeanor carryanimal via computer isn't sporting
remote control- from anywhere.
100 deer, most with 'a bow, said ing a possible 364 days in jail
Lockwood offered to send the and doesn't require the element of s uch a practice " takes away and $2,500 in fines.
animals' heads to subscribers.
fair chase in conventional hunting
from what hunting really ,is all
Missouri already has such a
During a demonstration, a friend through forest, field or marsh. about: getting outdoors, experi- ban on the books, adopting an
of Lockwood used a computer 45 Some slates have posed similar enc ing nature .To me, 90 percC?nt admini strative rule last year
miles away to shoot a wi ld hog as objections to "canned" hunting, of hun,ting is the experience, 10 specifying that "wildlife may be
it fed at hi s ranch but, according to during which big game hunted in
percent is the harvest," said taken only'" in the nnmeilate
news reports, only wounded the captivity as trophies.
Harpole, who runs a hunter 's physical presence of the taker
" We believe sick ideas have a
animal. Lockwood, who was on
lodge at his home in rural Nebo. and may nOl be taken by use of ,/
Bagging a buck by computer, he computer-assisted remote huntsite, fini shed the kill .
ing devices." That prohibition
says, " is a lazy way of hunting."
But Lockwood has said the tech- takes effect next month.

Remote control hunting
Illinois lawmaker
targets 'ready, aim,
dick' kills .
By Jim Suhr/AP

Slouched at a computer, the
"hunter" perks up as a 12-point

buck eases into view on hi s screen.
Maneuvering hi s mouse, he
swivels the rifle and focuses the
cross hairs. With a click of the

mouse, the rifle fires a bullet, mortally woundi ng the animal.

-..

Ca ll it hunting by remote contro l.
And though still more concept
than trend, lawmakers increasingly
have their sights set on stopping
the practice in its tracks.
Rep. Dan Reitz, (D-ILL), has
proposed banning such hunting in
lllinois, saying such "ready, aim,
click" kills-or the prospect of
them- push the ethical envelope
and violate the spirit of "fair
chase" hunts.
'" just think it 's wrong," Reitz
said, adding the use of the technology would "give all sportsmen a
blackeye."
The advent of technology that
enables people to stalk and kill
their real-life prey online has
alanned hunters and lawmakers
intent on preemptively blocking
the practice. About two dozen
states already have outlawed the
method , which the Humane
Society of the United States calls
pay-per-view slaughter.
" The animal has no chance.
There's no challenge for youexcept knowing how to use a computer and push a bunon," Arkansas
state Sen. Republi can Ruth
Whitaker said last month in introducing a measure that call s for
banning potential cyber hunting in
her state. " You never left your tuft-

FI GH T BACK AGAI NST

IDENTITY THEFT

Record low in the snow

DETER' DETECT -DEFEND

AVOID
WWW.ftc.gov/idtheft

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle
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Outside of 1 S. Dearborn St, a worker clears snow from
the sidewalk during snowfall on Jan . 7. The snow was
preceded by several days of record low temperatures
and wind chills.
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Drilled and loving it
New dental
spa opens at
Chicago's
Water Tower
By Undsey Tanner/ AP

When you th ink of
relaxation, chances are
drill s
and
denta l
Novocaine
needl es
don't come to mind .
So it seems odd to see
" dental spa" written

across th e clear glass
doors of a dentist's
office in Chi cago's
Water Tower, 835 N.

posit ive experience."
How about a tingly
peppermint foot scrub
while having your fillings replaced ? That's
offered at The Hill s
Dental Spa in Austin ,
Texas , where amenities
also include herba l teas
and
lavender
aromatherapy ca ndl es 10
disguise the medi cinal
denta l office smell.
Ho t wax mittens during Toot cana ls are
avai lable at New York
City's
Manhattan
Dental Spa. For $95
ext ra, the Madison
Avenue office last year

thee, op enin g their
offices to skin specialists offering Botox and
other cosmetic procedures.
" Fundamentally, the
denti stry has to be welldone or the rest of it is
jus t all smoke and mirrors," Mess ina said.
Sti ll , he said . " If the
patient is more relaxed
and the dentist is more
relaxed . then it really is
a kind of win-win
situation."
Damian Clark, 24, an
account manager fo r an
online company and a
new Mitchell patient ,

ant to

no
ou

...Gallerv iob opportunities?
We're currentfy ni ring an Exhibition Prepa rator Assistant

... Artist residencies?
We' re cu rrently seeking students to assist visiting artist, liz
Nofziger for the upcoming exhibition, CORE.

...Artist talks and lectures?
Daniel Peltz, artist of Beepez-Ie! in AFRICA.dot.COM will be
lecturing February 8th, 6pm in the Conaway Center

Tanya Abeln receives a massage from OeOe Martin before her dental
. a'ppointmen t at The Mitchell Dental Spa, 835 N. Mich igan Ave., on Ja n.
29 .

Michigan Ave., and to
hear soothing classical
as you lie on a
ing reelin~ !whi le the
ist .read·ies her
to
:aPer.
':.
WCicbfu6.tb spa dentisU-Y; a growi ng niche '
car'<!,d .Qut · by tooth
doctQrs trying to take
the bite 'out of going to .
the denti st.
.
A:{ .Mitchell ' Dental '
Spa ~i in
e hi cago, '
patients are .offered
'champagne ,
snacks,
flat- sc reen
T Vs: to
watch wh ile the dentis t
is drilling and those
cushy d en ta l chairs.
They can get I O-minute
spa treatments, including cooling eye ma sks
and back massages by
an on- s taff mass age
therapis t- all free wi th
usual dental ca re.
" 'fyo u ha ve to have a
dental
procedure ,
nobody's looki ng forward to it ," said Dr.
Marga ret Mitche ll , who
turned her regular praetice into a denI al spa a
. few mont hs ago. " I f we
can create an environ men t so peopl e can
relax, have somet h ing
give them a
to eat
ba ck massa ge after·
;: ward, I think we can
start to tum it around
k -and ma ke it a rea ll y

r

... opportunities to exhibit your
work?
We have TWO ca lls for work. Submit to Sketchy 5 and
Organicism.

began o ffering acupuncture by a trained hygienist, fo r relaxation during
de n \~~ procedures. ,
American
Den ta l
Association data "s uggest that about onefourth of U.S. adult s
avoid d ental
visits
because of fear
pain
or a p revious bad 'experie'nce: To make the
expe rience more ' com(ortab le, dentis ts §eve ral ~ yea rs ago .bega n
offerin g things Jik~ .~lev ision
and
headphones. Spa service's .
are an extension of that
trend , said Dr. Matthew
Mess ina, a dental assoc iation spokesman.
An association po ll of
427 United States denti sts in 2004 found that
about half offered services ~ including headpho nes, neck rests,
warm towels and free
snac ks, while about 5
pe rcc nt o ffered mo rc
spa- like amenities such
as massages , fa cia ls and
mani cures.
The In te rn et and a
move toward more ma rkCling and pat ient-centered carc in denti st ry
and
medicine
has
he lp ed th e spa trend '
ca tch on , Messina said.
li e added that some
denti s ts ha ve taken the
spa co ncept a Slep fur-

cd

said his first visit to the
Chicago office wa s an
eye-ope ner w ith it s
blo nd wood fl oors,
re freshment bar and
cool, airy decor.
" It was shocking to
me at first becau se it's ·
tOla ll j ' not something
I'm used 10 at all. I fe lt
very posh," Clark said .
He said all the di stractions made a recent
painfu l gum procedure
almos t pleasurabl e.
" J' ve been referring
my fri ends," Clark said .
That kind of free
adve rti s ing is part o f
the point of offering a
spa-like e nvironm ent ,
sai d
Dr.
Mitc he ll
Ch am as
of
the
Manhattan Dental Spa.
Chamas said palient
referra ls at his o ffice have
increased substantial ly
since he began offeri ng
spa services about two
years ago.
"The b igges t thing is
yo u wa nt peop le to ge t
refe rrals. to talk well of
you," Charna s said.
Still , not all patit.:nts
want to be pampered .
''There's a pretty good
mi x of America Ihat just
wants the dentistry done
and to get it over wi th ,"
Mess ina said.

... Gallery receptions?
During the year we host over 32 exhibitions and receptions!

go

0 ••

cspaces.colum.edu
At cspaces.colum.edu you can see all of tile current
exhibitions and opportunities. When you are there, Sign
up on our email mailing list to have the mostup·to-date
inform ation and opportun ities sent directly to your IIll)ox.

I
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STD vaccination may be mandatory
HPV shots for
students in
middle school
By Dana Nelson
Assistant City Beat Editor

A vaccine for one o f the most
common sexually transmitted diseases linked 10 cerv ical cancer and
genital warts may become mandatory for young g irls in the state of
Ill inois this fall.
However. thi s has raised questi ons over wheth er a vaccine
shou ld be mandatory for what
may be considered a " behavioral
choice."
Naomi D. Jakobsson. Illinois
Representati ve o f the I03rd district. introd uced a bi ll Ja n. 19 that
wou ld require 11 - and 12-year-old
gi rls to get vaccination s for certain

strains of the hum an papilloma
virus by 2009. Starting Aug. 2007,
middl e sc hoo l stude nts will be
educated in schoo ls about HPV
and cervica l cancer sa id slate Sen.
De bbie Ha lvorson of the 40th district.
Hal vorso n. who c hampi o ned
the bill. said it's all about trying to
prevent cerv ica l cancer.
" If we we re to educate our
young female s and make sure we
could e lim inate thi s one cancer,
we wouldn 't have to put families
through the anxiety or the extra
cost." Halvorson sa id. " I think in
the end it would be a very smart
thing for us to do."
Some organizations, suc h as the

Mailer:
Author discusses
book about Hitler
Continued from Front Page
Lance sa id he had no idea who
Nonn an Mailer was, but knew
that Hitler was "a vel)' bad guy,"
Du ring the initial d isc uss ion ,
a n audience m e mber asked
Mail e r, a se lf-pro fe ssed a thei st,
about his sudde n fo ray in to

Watchdog:
Group makes
difference in
the community
Conlinuedjrom Back Paxe
" That inve stm en t is now $9
billion," Leavy said .
Publ ic s choo ls ha ve al so been
one of the NCDG 's project s.
The group work ed to ge t new
..chool \ <lnd punli c lihrarie s built
in nei g hborhood !:. in addition to
an llrray of ol her punlic wo rks
proj ec t\ : infra structu re repai rs,
like repaved !:. Idewa tk s. streets
and all ey .. , a \ we ll a \ improving
.. ewer ilnd Willer rronlems in
nei g hh(l rhood \ to c urb flflodin g .
He m,: I le yha c h , din.:ctor of the
law proj e ("1 for Ihe Chicago
('(J<lJIII(JJ1 for Ihe !lwrl eJe ...... who
ha <; worked wllh lite NC U(j on
plIhli (.. hou ... Jll g and publi c
'H.. hcJolm g i<;\ lIe 'l, <; a/(I Ih e g rlJUp
orte n (..hilllcn ~e d hcr IfJ know
what w", g Oin g 011
fl cy nac h , who .. ;l ld the NC U(;
did l1 IHI III max I III I I.e Pllblic
;, co<;el\. 'lind t: he lecl .. lik e .. hc' ..
Iflco l (J 1't 01 he r o wn
" We ' , e II) a d llrn, le whe re ollr
rn aYIl1 dflc" nfl! wc kom e filII
(h r; d fl <,tlr c Ilf all Ctlll"Jlllllll y

Family Research Counci l, which can be administered to women
promotes traditional C hristian val- from the ages of 9 to 26 .
Cervical cancer is the second
ues in publi c policy, and the
of
American most common cancer in women,
Associat ion
Phys icians and Surgeons (AAPS), wit h 470.000 cases and 233 ,000
oppose making the vaccine deaths a year worldwide, accordHea lth
ing to the World
mandatory.
" We don ' t believe patients Organi zation . HPV is the cause of
should be forced to undergo med- 9.7 10 cases of cervical cancer and '
ica l treatment," sa id Jane Orient , 3,700 deaths in the United States
executive di rector of the AAPS, an every year. according to statistics
association o f physic ians th at provided by the American Cancer
oppose all mandatory vaccina- Society.
tions. " Thai 'S j ust a fundam ental
Orie nt sa id there was no proof
violation of their human rights,"
the vaccine would prevent cervica l
cancer or genital
Accordin g to
" We don't believe
warts, as it was
the Centers for
Di sease Contro l, patients should be fo rced on ly a pproved
HPY is the most to undergo medical treat- by the FDA in
common sex ually ment. Tlwt 's just a funda- June 2006. She
transmitted di smental violation of their sa id the stud ies
ease in the United
were not enough
human rights."
to prove that it
States. infecting
wou ld not cause
more than half of
-Jane Orient, executive
all sex ually active director of the Association of cervica l cancer
men and women
over a numbe r
American Physicians and
at some point in
of years.
S urgeons
their lives.
According to
"Th e vast overwhelming major- the C DC fa ct sheet on the HPY
ity of those with HPY never have vaccine: it was tested on I 1,000
a clue," said Fred Wyand, medi a fema les around the world and had
and communications manager of no seri ous s ide effects. Wyand sa id
the American Socia l Hea lth the most comm on side e ffect s
Association , a nonpro fit organi za- were redness, irritation or di scomtion based around STD education . fort at the s ite of injection.
" Most cases of HPY do not result
" In th e many clinical trials done
in easily visible symptoms."
on thousands of women all over
Th e vaccine prevents fou r types the world it was strikingly sucof HPV which cause 70 percent of cessfu l," Wyand sa id. " 't was
cervica l cancers and 90 percent of nearly 100 pe rcent effecti ve at
genital warts, according to infor- stopping persistent infections."
TIle CDC estimates that 6 .2 milmat ion provided by the CDC. II
C hri stian beliefs. Wh at fo ll owed
re minded man y that a lth ough
Mai le r 's body is ag in g, hi s m ind
has n't lost a s tep . Maile r wasted
no time dispelling hi s view s on
organ ized religion .
" I th oug ht th at God can not be
an id eo logical tyrant ," Mailer
said. "God makes no se nse
unless he is as exis tential as al l
of us
Thinki ng of how complex life is, the re mus t be a creative force ."
Ma il er ex pl a ined that whi le he
was wri tin g th e book. assuming
groups . Those w ho are c riti cs
so metimes pay for it. "
NC BG a lso took a s tand on
TIFs, or tax increment fin ancing, a tool that can be used to
ge nerate prope rty tax dollars for
economic deve lopm e nt in particular a reas of the c ity s ll ch as
sc hoo ls, park s and public buildings.
Leavy
sa id
the
g roup
unmas ked the sec recy behi nd
T IFs in the c ity and began educat in g the public abou t the complcx issue.
"We [gotJ inqu iries about o ur
TIF reform work from a ll ove r
the nation , even C anada ," I.eavy
said .
Now, I. eavy worri es Ihere
aren ' t m.my funders who rea li ze
the need fur long-term advocacy
th ;Jt's separate from city hall a nd
roos t orga ni zation s will not posse ss the res ource s th e NC BG
provided . I.e avy hopes a s imi la r
organ ization wi ll fo rm whe n il nd
if the pu hJic necd .. olle .
" For a wh il e , we united PCIIpIc i U; ru 'l'l !he cit y. acro .... nice
(lfld da <; .. line ... 10 dc m ,md morc
IIl vc""n cll t ill th c II c l,t.: h bur hood .. ," I ,cavy ";lI d
N( ' IHi ' ..
MiifJred
Wllc y.
hoard pre'4idcnt alill " CIIIOT
diret.lur or g ovcrnmcnl and
("OIlIlrllll lll y "H im .. il l Be th c l
Ne w Life, Illc .. a III <; hc th ink s
th e Il; fIIllp did phclllllilenul wllTk .

lion Americans become infected
with HPY evel)' year. Wyand said
most o f these infections, even
high-risk, w ill go away over time
and are relatively hannless.
However because some still do
lead to cervica l cancer, Wyand
sai d it is important to be vaccinated a nd go in for regu lar pap
smears. The goa l is to vaccinate
women before th ey become sexually active, he said .
Organizations opposing the vacci ne say this could lead to
inc reased sexua l activity in young
girl s.
Orient sa id the reason HPY has
spread so rapidly is because o f a
breakdown in sex ual morality. She
said the solution is not to vaccinate
the population , but to "adhere to
old-fashioned standards of behavior" in which people abstain from
sex until marriage and lim it their
number of sex ual partne rs.
" It 's like pl ay ing Russian
roulette," Orient sa id . "Your risk
o f getting the bu llet is the same
each and evel)' time but the more
times you pull the trigger, it 's more
likely you 're go ing to hit a live
round."
Wyand sa id it was unlikely that
people would be more promiscuous because of a vaccination.
" People wearing seatbelts aren 't
more likely to drive reckl ess ly just
because they have a seatbe lt on
and th ere's certainly no reason to
think this vaccine is rea lly going to
spur anyone to be more reckless
sexually," Wyand sai d.

that a God a nd devi l do exis t Maile r would be speaking.
" I j us t hope
m ade th e c re"Got! makes no sellse he 's
sober,"
ati ve
process
much easie r.
unless he is as existential Well ste in 'sa id
Although the as all of us ... T"inking of before Mail e r
a rriv ed . " I went
s tory is based
on fact, Mailer "ow complex life is, t"ere to see h im about
said it 's a novel must be a creative force. " eight yea rs ago
in New York ,
beca use the narrator. an assis- Norman Mailer, author of a nd he was a
ra mblin g ·drunk .
tant to the devil ,
'Castle in th e Forest'
I could sme ll
is a fictional
the bourbon from where ( was
characte r.
Thea We ll stein , 37, was in town s ilting. "
We ll stein , w ho fir st read
on a business trip when he noticed

Halvorson compared the HPV
vaccine to the Hepatitis C vaccine,
which is also mandated, and said
there was no sign of increased sexual behavior due to the mandate.
She said the reason the vaccine
was being pushed was not because

of HPY.
" It has nothing to do with sex ,"
Halvorson said. " It 's all about cancer,"
Currently. Texas is the only state
with required HPY vaccination s
for young girls, but other states
such as California, Maryland and
Michigan are looking into mandatOI)'
vaccinations
as
wel l.
Washington has promised fundin g
for vaccinations for those who are
un able to afford the vaccination .
The curre nt Illinois bill is also
look ing into funding for the vaccination.
Halvorson said the onl y reason
she is tl)'ing to mandate the vaccine is so insurance companies
wi ll be forced to pay for it. She
sa id she wou ldn 't mandate the
vaccine if funding cou ld be guaranteed to those that want it.
"There 's still about 10 percent
of 11- and 12-year-olds that are
underinsured," Halvorson said. " I
don 't want tha t to happen .
Everyone should have the same
opportunity to get the shot."
The vaccine, whic h is a series of
three shots~ costs $360 in tota l.

dnelson@chrCJniclemoil.com

Why Are We In
Vietnam ? whe n he was 9 years

Mail e r 's

old , sa id the a uth o r has a lways
bee n a parr o f hi s tife, even
sourcin g his book s in hi s senior
disse rtat io n.
" ( keep a copy o f Harlo t ~·
Ghosts a nd Oswald's Tale in my
travel bag at a ll tim es; w hen I
get bored I pull them o ut ,"
Well ste in said . " He make s the
flights fly {by] for me.'·

jewerl@chroniclemail.com

Mdrew NelIes(The Chronicle

After nearly 20 yea rs in operation, the Neighborhood Capi tal Budget Group will no longer be for the
publi C interest. The group's location at 332 S. Michigan Ave. is no longer in service.
Th e gro up said it plan s 10
kee p its tW(1 websih:s. lH:hg .\lrg
ilnd hetl crtran s il.tII'g. online fur
th e ne xt s ix lIIonths mul prom i.. cd th e gro up 's hUllrd of dircl.: hll'\ and il s alli es wi ll I.:O lllil1lll'
li g ht ing lor Ih e iss lies the group
II II '! lIIud c it.'1 pri(,rities ror yt.'ars
ill IIlher wnys.
" I Jove driving hy Ih e IIInll Y
publ ..,: ~ cll(Iu l .. IImt lihrl1r il's thnt
we helped locu l orgn ll i/lltiull s

and res ide nt s orgnl\i zc to get
built ," Leavy said . " llovc it that
puhlic Imn spurtulion is 11 major
heal al th e daily ncws papcrs it
wlI'm ' t before uur I.:lIl1lpnign to
SIlVC th e Green I.ine . I luve to
sec th e I1l lllly n eighborhoods
whcre we inspircd '"HI nidcd the
local block du hs li nd commun ity gru llp:t h' dCllI llIHI th t" their
slrl'ets , nl1l'Ys, si lll.l\vn lk s. c tc, b\'l
r 'Jlllil'cd - thc ci ty litis II dmnllu -

ica lly diO'cre nt look nnd feel in
Ihe "Oc rm nl h of th e ruckus Wl"
ru iscd About th e urgl'n t need 10
rebuild the ci ty's infrnstrtll: tUf\'
a nd the bi ll ions th aI h(lve been
invested s ince 1992 ,"
NCBG lias plm'IItJt/ tI r,um;otJ
(1m/ ('d"hraliu" tn'trlll til
(hlrJldd ParA C(HI.'arrl'tllvr lUI'

Marcil 15 al .5 p,m,

I
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atypical business in city hall

Protestors, lone
cameraman stir up
council chamber
By Eric .Kasang
Managing Editor

Assembling once a month,
Chicago s City Council, located
at 121 N. LaSalle St.. second
floor, offers Chicagoans and
guests the chance /0 wi/ness .
municipal government at its best
and worst. With issues ranging
from living wages to police and
community relations to shameless
self-promotion 0/ Chicago, the
meeting offers the public a
chance (0 see why cerlain proposals pass and how it relates to
residents legally and otherwise.
The Chronicle plans on either
"rounding up " certain events or
even contextualizing it for people
who are unable to attend the
monthly sh indig. Maybe City
Beat will inspire a new set of
political junkies who will ascend
to City Hall s council chambers.
At th e Feb. 7 City Council
meeting before the aldenn anic
e lections on Feb. 27, the people
spoke-s ilent ly,
at
fi rst.
Audi ence m embers from the
ground and second leve l gall eries
stood up hold ing pink and white
paper plates to lodge protests
about affordable hous ing in the
middle of the meeting.
A fier security fo rced the protesters from council champers,
their silence turn ed to cries for
reasonably priced homes.
r"J ~~ Whf\~ do 're ,want?" screaJIled
Claud ia Montoya, one of th e
organizers to the teeming crowd
of more than 100.
" Affordable ho usi ng," th ey
shouted back.
J " When do we want it?" she
replied: ,. ,
_
The_crowd echoed, "Now." _
Montoya, who be longs to
Balanced Development Coalition,
a nonprofit coalition of bus iness

11th Wa rd alderman James Slacer (left ), congratulates constituents from the Chicago Bears, including coach Lovie Smith, at City Hall,
121 N. LaSa lle St on Feb. 7. Mayor Richard M. Daley (right) addresses the city council at the monthly meeting, where dozens of
demonstrators protested for more affordable housing.

and community organi zations,
continued this back-and-forth cry
for several more minutes.
Later, 4th Ward aldennan Toni
Preckw inkle spoke to the crowd
abo ut gett ing c ity coun ci l on
board to support th e cause.
" We w ill take every step that
we can for affordabl e hous ing, "
Preckw inkl e said . " But let me
tell you, the onl y reason the
mayor offered this ord in ance is
because of the press ure you
have appli ed."
Currently, Preckw inkle is
sponsoring an 'ordinance th at
would set aside at least 15 percent of new res i de~t i a l J,J.ni ts
affordable for low-income families. This would occur in a building with 10 or more units. A
deve loper agreeing to this could
obta in bu ilding fee waivers.
However, Mayor Richard M.
Daley supports only 10 percent.
The crowd bri efl y broke into
ch ants of "Sf, se puede" or "Yes,
you can," which protesters voca l*
ized during Jast May's imm igra-

tion m.arch demanding more
rights for undocumented workers.
However, the affordable housing p~otes t wasn ' t the only "distraction" th e aldenne n fe lt during

"He may Irave taug/rt
you Latin, but he also got
you tickets to /Ire game. "
- 42nd Wa rd Aad erman
Burton Nataru s
the three.-hour meeti ng. While
42 nd Ward a lderman Bu rt on
Natarus and 5th Ward aldennan
Les lie Hai rston argued about
Natarus ' attempts to create Du
Sable Park- honori ng Jean
Baptiste Po inte Du Sab le, who
he lped fo und Chicago-on the
city's Loo p lakefront, Nataru s
suddenly interrupted 20th Ward
aldennan Arenda Troutm an during her plea for the park.
" I wa nt the harassme nt to

stop," Natarus sa id about a man
videotap in g him fro m the ground
level seating area. " He 's also
threatening me ."
As security escorted the camerama n fro m council chambers,
Natarus cri ed, " I' m not a racist;
you're the raci st," to the AfricanAmerican man filmin g him.
The counc il meeting wasn' t
fille d with soc ial protests; earlier
in the assembly, se veral aldennen
grandstanded about the Bears,
draw ing both laughs and slight
jeers from the audience.
Whi le Bears coach Lo vie
Sm ith, Bears C hairman Mike
McCaskey, General Manage r
Jerry Angelo and President Ted
Phi llips sat in a small gallery
adjacent to the mayor's podium ,
several aldennen laid on the
pra ise fo r th e team despite the
Super Bow l loss.
"Chicago may be divided over
the Cubs and the Sox," sa id 14th
Ward aldennan Edward Burke,
"but with the Bears, Chicagoans
are one."

Forum:
Candidates speak
to ~onstituents
about concerns
Continued fro m Back Page
his opening statements, walked in
wh en the next question was up
,but audience members forced
him to answer the fence question.
"The safety of chi ld ren comes
first," Fioretti said.
Oth er
issues
presented
throughout the forum included
the 20 16 Olympic bid. big-box
retailers, deve lopment and se rvices for senior citizens.
The 2016 Olympic bid was
supported by all candidates under
the condition th at taxpayers
wou ld not be left with the bill.
Ha ithcock , boody and Askew
said they support the bid because
the O lympics would bring a lot
of money into the city, which
would help infrastructure, tran sportatiol} ,. developm e nt and
employment. On th e other han d,
Johnson sa id he did support th e
bid but is worried about re sidents be ing "out-priced."
Wh en asked how th ey fel!
about big-box retai lers, the can*
d id ates said they supported a

Rachaei Strecher/The Chronicle
2nd Ward aldermanic ca ndidate David.Askew speaks with Maria Munos (right) and her son Anthony
Thom pson Jr. after the 2nd Ward cand idate forum at the South Loop School, 1212 S. Plymouth Ct
on Feb. 7.

liv ing wage.
Haithcock, who voted against
the big*box orqinance, said th e
plan was not fair across the board.
John son , a small-bus iness
ow ner, said if he can pay his
employees a liv ing wage, so can

the big-box retai lers.
" We need to make sure we can
raise a fam ily," Askew sa id .
On the issue of deve lopm ent,
the caodidates said th ere has to
be a ba lance between the nee ds
of deve lopers a nd res idents .

Th at includes the issue of building heig ht.
The candidates were also
asked what could be done to
make deve lopers responsible for
shoddy work.
Doody, Joh nson and Fiorelli

Burke regaled counc il chambers with his stories of going to
the game with hi s famil y and
how he even went to high school
with McCaskey. He admitted that
he passed his third year Latin
class by copying o'tf of
McCaskey to the laughs of some
council members and the mayor.
And whi le 79-year-old 50th
Ward alderman Bern y SlOn e
claimed to be the "oldest Bears
fan " in the roo m, Nata rus
received a mixture of laughs and
jeers when he said , " I' m probably the stron gest Bea rs fan in
the room."
Afte r Natarus prai sed th e
Bears, he even verbally jabbed
Burke abo lit how the 14th Ward
aldennan got his tickets.
" He may have taught yo u
Latin ," Nata rus sa id about
Burke's prev ious co mment.
" But he a lso got you tickets to
the game ."
ekasang@chroniclemaii.com

ag reed that full di sclosure of
pas t projects, more bui lding
inspectors and insurance bon ds
were all key to makin g sure
deve lopers are held accou ntab le.
However, Fioretti sa id th e other
tandidates were copy ing ideas
he came up with.
Ha ithcock
said
althou g h
developers are responsib le, con trac tors should also be he ld
acco untabl e. She suggested
holdin g money in esc row.
On the issue of se rvices for
sen ior c iti ze ns, Haithcoc k said
she has provided seniors with
activitie s, buses and hom es.
Fi orelli sai d there are so me
great new amenities, but there
are a lso so me homes that "YOLI
don't want to be in."
Paul ette Boyd, preside nt of
So uth Loop Ne ighbo rs, said
th ey hosted the eve nt in ord~r to
provide another foru m for the
cand idates. She said it was a
success because new question s
were brought up.
" I have been ve ry concernl'd
about the comill uni cation and
visibility of the cu rrent alderman," Boyd said .
I-loll, a 2nd Ward resident said
the forum did not help him decide
who he will vote fo r. The re was
not enough depth, he said.
citrollic/l'{d1co/lllII.t'dll
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Students discover identity during celebratio.n
featured Afr ican dru mm e rs and
danc ing pe rfonn ed by Afr ican

College hosts
events for Black
History ..Mon th

dance rs in traditional African
clothing.

By Alison Shipley

Staff Writer

Wh i Ie so me peop le cons ide r
red and pink va le nti nes when
t h inking
of
holida y<;
in
February. the students and fa c ul ty al I laro id Wa shington Co lle ge
are busy prep<lring for a more
educati onal celebration- Black
lI istory Month .
Th roughout Ihi s month . various events will be held on
HWC' s campus. 30 E . Lake St..
10 educate and raise student s'
interest in black hi s tory. The
events are s pon sored by the co llege's Student Government
Assoc ia ion.
sa id
Gay lo rd
Bogguess. Studen t Activi t ies
Coord inator a t HWC .
Do me n ico Fe rr i. pro fessor of
A mer ican h istory a t H WC. sa id
the re has bee n a la c k o f s in ce r ity in how th e pub li c embraces
Dlack Hi s tory Mo nth .
" It has lo ng bee n port rayed as
a drag. Th ere is a so rt of tonguein -c heck c riti c ism of B lac k
Hi sto ry
M o nt h
because
Fe br ua ry happe ns to be the
s ho rtest month o f the year,"
Fe rri said. " B ut I th in k tha t
w hen we ta ke the time to designate mo ments to highlig ht ce rta in ' g ro ups' it rea lly ta kes a
step in th e r ight di rec tio n."
T he ce lebra t ions began Feb.
wit h an o pening ce re mony th a t

Anthon y Stephens. st udent al
HWC, sai d he takes pride in
attending a sc hoo l with such
diversi ty.
" I am co nsisten tl y blown
away by the leve l o f e duca tion
provide d by the Ci ty Co lleges of

Chicago,"
Stephens
sa id .
"Organized events like Black
History Month remi nd us that
we all can lea rn a lot if we ope n
our eyes rand are) more lo leranl
of eac h othe r."
Following the openi ng ce remony was " Rap Therapy," an
event hosted by Don Elligan.
profe sso r at I-IWC in the Social
Sc ience
De pa rtment.
Rap
The rapy is about learn ing to
commu n icate throu gh the language of rap or hip-hop .
Forme r H WC student Mic hae l
We lt o n sa id th e events arc
im portant- m ost of a ll for those
stude nt s w ho a re not b lack .
" I'll hear a professo r mention
a na me th at I've neve r hea rd of.
or an event th at' s unfamiliar to
me, a nd th e e nt ire AfricanA me rican popul a ti on will nod in
ac know ledge m ent,"
Welton
said . "S o much of what has happened in Ihe ir existence is rooted out and om itted except durin g thi s one mon th . I g uess
that 's what makes thi s holiday
import ant."
The
annua l
"Oratorical
Fest iva l" , begi nn ing Feb . 15.
w ill feature poets and speakers

made up of students a nd staff.
These types of events offer students a better unde rsta ndi ng o f
black history a n d cu lture,
according to Welton.
" Becau se we live in s uch a
Eurocent r ic
society.
w ith
Eurocentric be liefs and Eurocentric
tex tbook s, we a re offered the
chance to see what thei r past is
real ly like, in detai l, from the ir
si de . even if fo r jus t one
month ," Welton sa id .
Fe rri sa id he str esses the
importance of attending the
events in his hi s tory classes.
" It is impossible to teach 18th
and 19th cenlUry American hi s tory without unders tanding the
initial components. If there is
any hope in unde rsta nding the
totality of American identity, we
need to understand the contributions of every ' g roup.'" he sai d .
Ferr i is hos ting the event
"Ce lebrating Joe Loui s" Feb. 2 1
for so me of his and his co lleag ues'
stude nts.
Lewi s
Erenberg, author of The Greatest

Fight of Our Generalion: Louis
vs Schmeling. wi ll be the guest
speaker di scussing fonner boxer
Joe Louis .
LouiS", whom Ferr i ca lled " the
firs t
all-Ame r ican
AfricanAmeri ca n of the 20th century,"
said the Loui s vs . Schmeling boxing match was important in fo rcing Lou is into the pub lic eye. He
became the fi rst black man to
represent the country as a who le.
The sc hool will be showi ng
movies that are black h istorythcllled. such as Malcolm X. said

Tracey Lewis-Elligan speaks to the Harold Washington College
Psychology Club about eating disorders in African American
women as a part of Black Hist?ry Month on Feb. 8.
Ahndrea Spratt ling, st udent at
HWC. T he Student Govemment
Assoc ia tion wi ll a lso be showing
School Da=e, a tri bute to movie
director S pike Lee, as a part o f its
" Movie of the Month" series on

Feb. 20.
Sprattling sa id s he p la ns on
attendi ng so me of the events the
college is hos ti ng to celebrate
Black H is to ry M ont h . S he
attended a public fo rum about
The Black Panthe rs' movem e nt
that was hosted by International
Socialist O rganization, a st udent
club at H WC , she said .
"S ome peop le are negat ive
toward certai n ethn ic or rac ia l
groups maybe because hea ring

abou t things a lot and hav ing
ideas pus hed dow n the ir throats
does n ' t he lp the m ." sa id Betty
Harri s, pro fessor of socio logy at
HWC. " But if there is a ce le bra t io n h ono r in g th e d iffe ren ces
betwee n th ose et hni c g ro ups,
maybe
th ose
peo pl e
can
em brace th ose di ffe re nces a nd
learn ."
Events ce l.e brat ing
B lack
Hi story M o nth a re cont inuo us ly
bei ng added to HWC's age nda
fo r Febru ary.

For further informalion on these
events. visit the college s website.
htlp://hwashington.ccc.ttdu.
chronicle@colum.edu
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Scoop in the

L~op:

Reasons to Recall Todd Stroger

commandeered an elevator in the annually to take notes during
county building and claimed it as meetings. And when reporters
his own, only to later give it up attempted to get a comment from
after some strange realization that Stroger's spokesperson or comhe was not as important as he pre- munications director, they were
mum .
viously thought he was.
The latest questionable hire is
A Stroger spokesperson was
later reported as saying the coun- his cousin, Donna Dunnin gs, who
~
ty board president needed the ele- . will make S 142,000 as th e coun,~
vator because he was such an ty's chief financial officer.
~.
Stroger was quoted in a Feb. 8
affable and talkative guy that he
kept running late from chit-chat- Sun-Times editorial as saying,
: . -.
ting with constituents in the ele- "Are you telling me there's some: ,-.
thin g wrong with hiring someone
vator.
Then, in an attempt to balance. you know for a job?" My answer,
If I wrote this column every the budget, Stroger informed along with the Sun-Times editoriweek, I would have to change the every department in the county al board, is yes.
I' m not su re who exactly
name of it from Scoop in the thier budgets would be slashed by
Loop to Weekly Reasons to 17 percent. This action drew a framed the Illinois state constituRecall Todd Stroger.
firestorm of criticism, mainly in tion , or Cook County's for that
Nearly every day, it seems regards to the cuts in health care matter, but I know they did not
there is a new story printed about and public defenders . For weeks intend on politicians making a
gross misconduct in the Cook he was hammered by the press, career out of public service.
County Board accompanied by a unions, hospitals and community Running for office is someth ing
picture of Stroger's smug mug.
organizations for the cuts. In a people should do if they feel comTo update the readers, here is a magical tum of events, he sup- pelled by their constituents, if
quick rundown on Stroger's brief- posedly found millions of dollars they think they can contribute
but-prolifi c life as Cook County stashed away in some unused positive ly toward government
Board President. First, his father, budget, which he plans on using and society. People should not
John Stroger. was hospitalized to bail out the health care system run for office in order to make a
last sprin g after winning the in Cook County-boy, I wish I life-lon g . career out of it, nor
Democratic primary for County had millions o f do llars ly ing shou ld they run to carry on a family tradition .
Board President- his son Todd around unaccounted for.
A lthough Stroger contends that
What happened next may have
was then appointed to fill his spot"
been taken straight out of a everyone he 's hired and appointon the ticket.
Running as a 'refonner,' Todd patronage politics playbook. ed has been qualified, he certainStroger eventually won the con- Following the cuts and criticism, ly did not scour resumes and
tentious election' over Republican Stroger then began promoting and app lications to find "the most
Tony Peraica in November and hiring several relatives and qualified." The S3 billion Cook
County budget is one of the
promised major changes in the friends.
County Board, which is operating
It was reported that his commu- largest in the United States, larger
in a $500 million hole .
nication s
director
Chinta than many state budgets and even
After taking office, Stroger Strausberg is being paid S 110,000 larger, I' m sure, than that of a few

'

.

~
"....'.J.
~.

..

small countries. At a time when
the county is facing extreme
funding difficulties, the board
president is treating his hiring
process like an adolescent ' treehouse club.
The problem with thi s situation
is that he's not techni ca lly doing
anythi ng wrong; he is acting
within his power and has the lawful ability to hire and appoint anyone he sees fit to certain jobs. In
that respect I guess we al l shou Id
be thankful he's at least looking at
his friends' qualifications.
Stroger makes $ 170,000 a year;
it would be nice to see him,
maybe some county commissioners and possibly some of his staff
take a 17 percent pay cut like the
rest of the county. After all, he's
already got a hefty pension just
like his dad . Now he has plenty of
friends in high places with high
paying jobs to hit up if he ever
needs an extra buck . Considei-ing
he got most of them their jobs,
they shou ld be more than wi lling.
I think he would st ill make a living wage at just $ 141 , 100 a year.
If Stroger 's hiring antics contin ue and there are several more
weeks of credibi lity hanning stories, it may be time to dust off the
parliamentary procedure for discussing a recall election. Hey,
they did it to Gray Davis in
Cali fornia- weirder things have
happened.

jewert@chroniclemail.com

Metro news briefs: a short week in review
Tank pleads guilty
After the Ch icago Bears' loss
to theJndianapolis Colts in the
Super Bowl: Feb. 4, Bears
defensive tackle Tank Johnson
pleaded guilty in court Feb. 8 to
violal{ng hi s probation on a
2005
weapons
convict ion,
according to the ' C hicago
Tribune .
Johnson could face a year in
pri son for the probation violalion stemming from a December
raid on h is Gurnee home. Police
allegedly found three handgu ns,
three ritles and more than a
quarter ton of ammunition, th e
newspaper reported.
Johnson 's next hearing date is
March IS, when he will be se n-

tenced.
Police so lve few er murde rs
According to the Chicago
Sun-Times, the Chicago Police
Department solved on ly 36 percent of murders in 2006. This is
the second year numbers have
dropped. In 20.05 , police solved
42
percent
of
murders .
Detectives blamed the decline
on new rules, like a requirement
to videotape interrogations.
Cool Globes
Instead of cows thi s s umm er,
Chicago will see an out~oor art
exhibit of globes, according to
the Chicago Sun-Times. The
globes, which w ill be designed
by local artists, are meant to

draw attent ion to global warming, and some will have messages from former President Bill
C linton and Senator Barack
Obama.
Rather than being spre ad
throughout the city like the
cows, the g lobes will be displayed along the lake front near
Navy Pier.
Religious Doctors Withhold
Information
In a study by the University of
Chicago, ethics researchers surveyed 1,144 physicians an_d found
that 29 percent wou ld have problems referring a patient to another
doctor for controversial procedures such as abortion, birth con-

trol for minors and sedation of a
dying patient, according to the
Chicago Tribune. Most physicians
said the patients should be
informed of their options.
However, 14 percent of the
physicians did not see any reason
to di scuss the choices that may be
considered immoral.
In the survey, 45 percent of
responders said they attended re ligious services at least twice a
month. Doctors of that group were
less likely to refer patients to other
doctors for controversial procedures. The study is part of a larger
effort by Dr. John Lantos of U. of
C. to see how re ligion and personal values affect American medical
practices.

Skipping the parking fees
An un identified man in a s ilver 2002 Chevy
used a counterfeit $50 bill at a Park I parking lot
at 410 S. Wabash Ave . on Feb. 3. Th e man asked
ifhe could park for an hour, to which the parking
attendant said it would cost SIO. The offender
handed the attendant the counterfeit bill and was
given S40 back in change. The o ffend er then sa id
" let me just grab something from the liquor store
first. Don 't charge me again ." When the ~tten
dant to ld the offender no, the offender drove
away. The man was estimated to be between 28
and 32 years o ld .
Wh ere 's wallet?
After returning to her office, a 26-year-o ld
woman reported to poli ce her wallet had been
sto len. She sa id it was in her br iefcase before she
arrived at work at 711 S . Dearborn St. that morning, but later on w hen she went to look for it, the
wallet was missing. The victim did not report any
. suspects.

Compi/~d

In Public

-

Monday, February 12
Take a dip into the 40 world of
Spongebob Squarepants at the
Shedd Aquarium, 1200 S. Lake
Shore Drive. Showings are every
30 minutes beginning at 10: 15
a.m. Admission is $5 per person.
Tuesday, February 13
Celebrate Valent ine'S Day eady
this year at th e James R.
Thompson Center, 100 W.
Randolph St., for the Valentine's
Day Art Spree. Illinois artists will
display and sell their jewelry,
accessories, wearables, ceram ics
and cards. The free evtnt will be
open from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 14
Bring the romance thi s
Valentine's Day to Roosevelt
University's Auditorium Theater,
50 E. Congress Ave ., fo r the
Joffrey Ballet's perfonnance of
three different theatrical works.
Admission is $25 to S 130 per person, depending on sealing. The
performances begin at 7:30p.m.
Thursday, Feb ru ary IS
Blues lovers should check out a
special concert night ca lled
"Come On In from the Cold" at
Buddy Guy's Legends, 754 S.
Wabash Ave. Enjoy the blues
music whi le digging in to some
Cajun food. Admiss ion is $ 10.
Saturday, February 17
Now is the chance to get to
know' the Bronzeville neighborhood through poetry and song.
The
Dunham
Theater
at
Kennedy-King College, 6800 S.
Wentworth Ave ., is hosting
Chocolate
Chips
Theatre
Company's
"A
Day
in
Bronzeville," featurin g famous
poet
Gwendolyn
Brook s.
Admission is S5 per person. The
event begins at 2 p.m.
Sunday, February 18
Welcome the year of the boar
during this Chinese New Year
celebration with marching
band s, floats and a mystical
dragon dance for the Chinese
New Year Parade. Hosted by
the C hinese Co nso lidated
Benevolent A ss ociation , th e
parade will begin at I p.m. at
Wentworth Ave nue and 24 th
Street and will end at Cermak
Road.
I

Go ne, but not forgotten
After returning to the s pot w here she had
parked her car, a 56-year-old woman discovered
her white 2003 hatchback was mi ss.ing. The car
had been parked at 400 S. Plymouth Cou rt on
Jan . 31 when it disappeared. The woman reported to po li ce that her car had gone missi ng but
was not stolen .
Them's fighting words
Police di scovered a 36·year-o ld man in posess ion of an unlicen sed handgu n in front of the Hot
Ho use, 31 E. Balbo Ave ., on Jan. 28. The man
was engaged in a phys ical di spute with another
man whe n po lice arrived at the scene and
attempted to break up the fi ght. The offe nder
stood up and tried to hide the gun in a pink diaper bag, but police took the bag from him and
took him into custody. The gun had been fired .
but no one was hurt .

by Chronicl~ staff through if!jormatlon pro't!ld~d by 1M Chicago Police
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Haithcock answers, critics
Aldennan addresses
constituents at 2nd
Ward forum
By Becky Schtikerman
Staff Writer

Just weeks from the 2007
Chicago municipal election, five
aldermanic candidates for the 2nd
Ward attended a forum on Feb. 7
to address consituents and voters.
Aldermanic candidates David
Askew, Larry Doody, Bob
Fioretti, Madeline Haithcock and
Kenny Johnson attended the

forum.
Haithcock, who did not attend

the forum hosted by the Columbia
College Journalism Department
and The Chronicle on Jan. 29, had
to stand up for her work throughout the forum .
Hosted
by South Loop
Neighbors and The League of
Women Voters, the South Loop
Elementary School, 1212 S.
Plymouth Ct., where the forum

Part o/The Chronicle's ongoing election coverage
was held, turned out to be the
source of the night 's controversy.
The forum began with t~e usual
two-minute opening statement
and each had 60 seconds to
answer question s, which were
provided by the audience and
screened by the hosts.
Haithcock began her opening
statement by reminding the crowd
of her status as aldennan . She also
responded to criticism regarding
her visibility.
.
" I . don 't know why no one
knows who I am," Haithcock said.
The most stirring issue of the
night was the controversy surrounding a fence that was being
constructed around the South
Loop Elementary School without
residents ' consent, 2nd Ward resident Leo Holt said.
Residents are concerned about
the fence because of the impact it
could have on the appearance of
the neighborhood and public

access to the park.
However, proponents of the
fence wonder about the safety of
the school children. Currently, the
students at the South Loop School
do not have outdoor recess
because of safety concerns.
Other in the area believe the
fence is another way to highlight
the racial issues surrounding the
neighborhood of Dearborn Park II
and the students who attend the
school.
"The fence is a metaphor for.
problems of the school," said
Joyce Lane, a 2nd Ward resident.
Doody said he was "on the
fence about the fence."
Johnson and Askew said they
did not want the fence and
Haithcock said meetings to have
the issue resolved have started.
Fioretti, who was 45 minutes late
and had a representative present

See Forum, Page 37

Soldier's mom lobbies Chicago
~:~:~~g
mother pleads his case
By Becky Schlikerman
Staff Writer

A mother's job is never done.
The mother of the first officer
to publicly refuse deployment to
Iraq is fighting for his freedom.
Carolyn Ho, who is traveling
around the United States, was in
Chicago recently hoping to gain
support for her son Lt. Ehren
Watada.
His court-martial hearing
started on Feb. 5 at Fort Lewis
near Seattle.
Watada, 28, is facing four years
of incarceration and dismissal
from service stemming from one
charge of missing movement,
meaning he did not deploy. He
also faces two charges of behavior
unbecoming of an officer, which
are related to statements he made
on two separate occasions, Fort
Lewis spokesman Joseph Piek.
said . Some charges have been
dropped in exchange for Watada 's
admission of statements.
According to Ho, who is from
Hawaii , the outloo k for her son
i s~ grim . They want to make an
exampl e of him since he is the
fir st o ffi c er to refuse to be
deployed, she sa id .
" Sounds lik e they want to
throw th e book at him and to
throw him in pri so n," Ho said .
Ho 's mi ss io n is to rai se
aware ness abo ut her son and
ga in suppo rt for him .
" He wont fade into th e woodwork ," shc sai d .
Ho sai d Watada refused hi s
depl oyment beca use he did no t
want to parti l.: ipate o r command
hi s me n in a wa r that was " pre em ptivc:' She sa id he rea li zed
thi s lJfte r resea rching the war
and IClJrn in g abo ut th e hea vy
I.: ivijian I.:<t sua lti es and that no
wea pons of m<t .'ts des tru cti o n
had been found. J10 added that
WlJtada docs no t think the war is
bein g fo ught in accord ance with
inte rnationa l !;I W.
Jenuc.:! Posey, a Co lumbi a jun'(If and fo rmer soldi er in Iraq ,
said Hhe und erstalld s his point

Alderman Madeline Haithcock speaks at the 2nd Ward forum
at South Loop School, 1212 S. Plymouth Ct., on Feb. 7.

Local watchdog
shuts its doo'r s .
. ..
,~

lack of ftmding causes
group to close afteryears
of comnumity work

down.
"II.
. "',
"Ironically, everyone., wi#1,
money seemed to think we were
so successful and effective, tlUit "
somebody else's . lot,ipdation
By Brett Marlow
would come along and support us
Staff Writer
and their foundation needed to
A watchdog of the CTA, public spread the money around."
housing and school ills, the Leavy said.
Neighborhood Capital Budget
The group's closing comes.~a~ a
Group announced last week that harsh time when CfA riders and
it is closing up shop after nearly commuters are continually grow,
20 years of operation.
in~ unhappy with its st:rvi~li!/
For some time, NCBG had With slow zones on thlfl.J.lue1r ~e
been facing what executive direc- making headlines and a local
tor Jacqueline Leavy calls "fun- campaign for text-messaged CTA
Supporters held a ca ndlelight vigil for Lt. Ehren Watada Feb. 6 at
der fatigue,"
" 1 ' II
·
customer
comGrace Place Episcopal Center, 637 S. Dearborn St. Lt. Watada
Since 2003 the
ronlca y, everyone plaints, the
refused to deploy to Iraq, claiming that it is an unjust war.
staff went fro~ 10 with money seemed to NCBG's organto two and has think we were so suc- ized Campaign for
from a civilian perspective but came from his initial press conbeen facing chal- cessful and effective, Better Transit is
not as a so ldier.
ference in June 2006 and the
lenges
securing that somebody else's corning to a halt,
"If I were one of his soldiers, second from comments he made
I would be disappointed in at a Veterans for Peace conven- . funding
from foundation needed to too.
him ," Posey said. " We ' re all tion in August 2006.
spread the money
Leavy
said
major foundations
scared. We don't want to go
When a person joins the milithat have either
around. "
she's . woud of
either."
altered their grant
NCBG 's list of
tary and swears an oath, he sti ll
Watada offered to resign in has his First Amendment rights ,
making policies,
~acquelineLeavy,
achievements
April 2006 but hi s request was . but they are limited. Things a
reprioritized
or
executive director of the over the years.
denied in May 2006 because he so ldi er says in public must be in
ceased funding the
Neighborhood Capital
The group helped
group altogether,
Budget Group.
save the Green
was in a " stop-loss category," kept in good order and not vioPiek said .
late national security, Piek said.
Other
groups
Line from '~he
Watada join ed the military - that once helped with funding, wrecking ball." The group also
A stop-loss category means
that if a unit is schedul ed to aftcr 9/11 bccause he felt comNCBG said in a letter on its web- assisted in getting the funding
deploy they no longer have the pelled to get into the service, Ho
page, wouldn 't continue granting necessary to renovate the Blue
option to move to another unit said . He was deployed to Korea.
money to the same organization and Brown lines.
and must stay on active duty,
year after year. Ultimately, after
Siflce starting in 1988, the
Ho said she wou ld return to
Fort Lewis for her son's courtaccording to Pi ck.
trying · to secure research con- group has gotten the city to invest
Watada announced on Jun e 6, martial.
tracts as well as possible grants money into public works projects
She had attended
from the state that didn't come each year.
2006 that he intended to refuse events in San Francisco and
dep loym ent,
Pi e k
said . C hicago and was planning on
through- it was time to shut it
See watchdog. Page 36
Ho wever, the military did not going to In diana and Los
tak e an y action .
Angeles . 1-10 had been traveling
" We anti c ipat ed he would since the summer of 2006.
refu se but until he actuall y did
Posey said she had a simil ar
that, he still had the optio n," cx pe rience during hcr time in
Piek sa id .
Iraq when a sergeant left th e
Watada 's o ffici .1I re fusal ca me troop bl: forc th e war had started .
whe n hc did not res po nd to th e
" I lost respl:ct for him," she
manife st l.: alJ . whi ch is a roll call said .
o f the soldi e rs who arc being
Pose y a lso said Ho 's mission
de ployed , Pi ck said . Watada hud is sci fi sh.
" Ir shc 's going to do D nationseve ra l o pportunities to respo nd
to th e l.:a lJ , hc add ed .
II I clllllpaign , what about th e
Th e dwrgcs of be ha vior other so ldi ers"" she said .
unhecornin g UI1 ofli l.:e r lire dlle
to stateme nt s Watada made durc:hrvnicle@(.·o /lIm.edll Despite shutting Its doors last week, NeIghborhood CapItal
Budget Group sti ll appears on the sign outsIde the group's
in g two diffe rent public appeursuIte at 332 S , MI chIgan Ave ,
anl.:CH, Jliek said , The first one

